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This thesis presents an ethnographic 
investigation into practices of tasting. 
Based on ethnographic fieldwork in var-
ious Western Europe settings in which 
people sensually engaged with food and 
drinks, the chapters show how tasting is 
done by research subjects in sensory sci-
ence laboratories; guests in a restaurant; 
medical professionals and patients in a 
hospital; and people gathered for a wine 
tasting event, daily dinner or a meal in a 
convent. The ethnographic materials are 
used to engage with what so far social 
science literatures on tasting tend to take 
for granted: that tasting is a physiological 
response to a food object, leading on to 
a multi-sensory experience of its quali-
ties, that do not just emerge from the 
food but are co-shaped by the context 
and that give rise to sensorial knowledge. 
By investigating specificities, articulating 
alternatives, showing construction pro-
cesses, and typecasting particular prac-
tices, the chapters unpack each of these 
assumptions. What emerges is an alter-
native, composite understanding of tast-
ing as variously done in varied mundane 
practices.
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PRELUDE: MMMM…

Field notes, 30th March 2011, a parking lot in between the river Ij and an industrial 

premise, somewhere on the outskirts of Amsterdam

It is still dark in these early morning hours. Blue neon letters from a tower of the 

factory nearby cast a cold light. Wind is blowing in from the sea and makes the rain that 

has started falling down hard to hide from. The temperature is barely above freezing. 

I am in the middle of nowhere. It is a place that would be good for a criminal to hide, 

which is exactly the reason why, on this Thursday morning, it is very busy in the park-

ing lot. A film crew has come here to shoot a film scene in which an abductor abandons 

the car in which he had kidnapped his victim.

Peter, the caterer who has been hired to provide food for the film crew, has driven 

to the location an hour earlier than everybody else. Together with his colleague Jonna, 

he has started preparing breakfast in the back of his van, which had been converted  

into a ‘kitchen.’ 

Actors and other personnel climb out of the vans that have brought them to the 

location. They are still sleepy and huddle into their jackets to protect themselves as much 

as possible from the rain and the cold. 

A breakfast buffet awaits, presented on three long tables. There is filter coffee and 

tea in thermos flasks, oranges and a machine to press fresh juice, milk and corn flakes 

and muesli. Next to these items are nutella, honey, jam, and butter, platters filled with 
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old and young Gouda cheese, cooked ham, salami and bacon, brown and white bread, 

bread rolls, croissants and raisin buns. Bananas, apples and grapes are arranged in 

pink, turquoise and azure blue baskets.

A queue immediately forms in front of the buffet while, in the kitchen van, Peter is 

preparing more items still. In front of the stove, he is frying bacon and eggs. Jonna fills 

buns with the bacon and eggs and places them on a tray. Standing on the stairs leading 

into the van, I observe what is going on. One of the technicians walks up the stairs. He 

takes a small paper cup from the counter, puts it in front of the coffee machine and press-

es a button. “1 espresso” the machine displays. As Jonna passes with the tray of bacon 

and egg buns, the technician takes one. “Ketchup?” Jonna asks. He nods, opens the bun 

and the caterer pours red sauce on it. He closes the bun and takes a bite. “Mmmm… 

This is nice!” He chews and adds, “I love waking up with your coffee and buns, Peter!” 

And with coffee and bun, he leaves into the dark cold morning.
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1 | FUNDAMENTAL? TRIVIAL? 
TASTING, AN OBJECT TO INVESTIGATE

This thesis offers an investigation into tasting, and in particular into moments 
in which something, as it is put in German, “tastes good”. It does so through 
an ethnographic exploration of sensual engagements with food and drink in 
various situations and sites in Western Europe.

Does a moment in which a technician on an ordinary working day is en-
joying his coffee and bun matter? Is tasting of any importance? Social scientists 
who have investigated the topic have had different opinions. It has been argued 
by David Howes, an anthropologist of the senses, that “sensation is not just a 
matter of physiological response and personal experience. It is the most funda-
mental domain of cultural expression,” (2003: xi). He has insisted further that 
“[it is] the medium through which all the values and practices of society are 
enacted”. (Ibid.) Is it? “One ought not make grand claims for the inherent im-
portance of this subject [taste practices],” has been pointed out more modestly 
by the historian of science and technology Steven Shapin (2012a: 50). In regard 
to taste practices of wine and their vocabularies, he has added, “it’s only wine 
and only words, it might be said, and in the grand scheme of things, that’s un-
deniably right”. (Ibid.)
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Independent of whether tasting is fundamental or trivial, “big” or “small”, 
in the world “out there”, it is an object that is investigated in the social sci-
ences. Tasting is made relevant or irrelevant, in this or that way, as it gets tied 
up with conceptual concerns and theoretical interests in the research practices 
that anthropologists like Howes, and historians of science and technology like  
Shapin, engage in.

Why tasting and taste matters: 
from structuring society to knowing an object

Tasting and taste have been studied in terms of a variety of matters. Consider 
the following three examples. Between 1963 and 1967, the sociologist Pierre 
Bourdieu asked 1,217 people living in Paris, Lyon and a small village in the 
countryside in France what kind of food they ate and how they ate it. Based 
on the quantitative and qualitative data that he gathered, Bourdieu wrote the 
book Distinction: A social critique of the judgment of taste (2010 [1979]), which has 
become the most widely circulated social scientific publication on taste. In it, 
Bourdieu analyses “the propensity and capacity to appropriate” (2010: 169) 
food and other objects, which he calls “taste”, in terms of their capacity to create 
relations between people with similar income and education, and distinction 
from others — to form social classes and structure society.

The anthropologist Paul Stoller, in contrast, during his fieldwork among 
Songhay people in Niger in the early 1980s, paid attention to an utterly ug-
ly-tasting soup he was served by a Songhay woman he stayed with. This in-
cident made the anthropologist reconsider the research of his discipline and 
point out the striking lack of attention to the senses up to that time. He co-au-
thored a fervent essay with Cheryl Olkes — “The taste of ethnographic things” 
(1989) — which would become foundational for an entire field: an anthropol-
ogy of the senses. In the essay, the instance of the ugly-tasting soup is taken as 
an entry point into a layer of social reality, taste, that tends to be forgotten by 
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anthropologists who often come from “the West” where sight is the hegemon-
ic sense that becomes trained and elaborated, whereas taste is crucial among 
Songhay people.

Differently again, in the 1990s in France, the pragmatist sociologist Gen-
eviève Teil studied how wine critics make judgments about the quality of wine 
by sampling wine in, for example, standardised wine tasting sessions; and how 
wine lovers were taught to enjoy a “grand vin” through instructions that were 
provided to them in wine guides. For instance, they were advised to spit out 
wine after swallowing, because this “carr[ied] the taster away into the domain 
of subjectivity”, as one of the guides put it (quoted in Teil, 2009: 118). In the 
papers and books Teil subsequently published, she takes tasting and taste as 
an illuminating example of how, in practice, knowledge about an object (and 
its quality) is constructed in particular non-scientific practices, and how attach-
ments to an objects come about.

As I started this research project, I intended to investigate moments in 
which something “tastes good” as a moment of value, as a “good”.1  I began 
by focusing on tasting. As it turned out, tasting itself required theorisation be-
fore moments in which something “tastes good” could be conceptualised as a 
“good” — which is, thus, what the thesis has become about. It offers an inves-
tigation into tasting. Rather than using tasting as a vehicle through which to 
understand the formation of social classes or attachments to objects, it turns 
tasting itself into the object of study.

1 Such a research project would have been part of a broader collective endeavour to practice a 
social science that does not critique, but rather articulates “the good” by studying it. Scholars 
working in this vein have investigated the enactment of a “good” in practice, repertoires of 
qualifying an object as “good”, or techniques people develop of bringing about “good mo-
ments”. For examples, see Pols (2006), Thévenot (2002), and Gomart & Hennion (1999).
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Taking a material semiotic approach

The thesis takes an approach called material semiotics to accomplish this study 
of tasting. Material semiotics is best described as a “set of sensitivities” (Mol, 
2010), a way of asking questions and pursuing them in a particular way, which 
has grown out of Actor-Network-Theory.

The first important step is to not know what the object is that one inves-
tigates and what reality is made of more generally. This implies also not tak-
ing for granted big and abstract entities like “the social” and “power”, and so-
cial-scientific categories such as the distinction between “macro” and “micro”.

In a second step, one takes a case that — if sensible and feasible — one stud-
ies ethnographically. In this process one attends to how entities co-constitute 
each other in socio-material process and practices. Michel Callon and Bruno 
Latour’s paper “Unscrewing the big Leviathan” (1981) exemplifies how this is 
done. Callon and Latour start off by turning the distinction between macro- and 
micro-actors into an issue to be puzzled about. They ask: How does a micro-ac-
tor become a macro-actor? (279) They then look at a case, namely the company 
Electricity of France (EDF). They trace how this actor established itself as a mac-
ro-actor in the 1970s when EDF tried to launch an electric vehicle. Callon and 
Latour describe how EDF painted a vision for the future — a society in which 
happiness and quality of life had replaced the doomed all-out consumption of 
post-war society —, and established the replacement of the internal combustion 
engine through an electric vehicle as the road to this future. Callon and Latour 
argue that rather than simply being a “macro-actor”, EDF, through a long pro-
cess of convincing others of the importance of the electric vehicle established 
itself as such. They add that a macro-actor remains such only as long as the 
premises it establishes are not questioned. In the case of EDF and the electric 
vehicle, EDF’s competitor Renault did question EDF’s premises. It redid all the 
calculations EDF had made, got other expert opinions, revisited the records and 
showed that the idea of the electric vehicle had been an empty promise. In the 
end, the electric vehicle never came into being.
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In a third step, as one studies how entities co-constitute each other in so-
cio-material processes and practices, one also attends to how this occurs dif-
ferently in different sets of practices. For example, Annemarie Mol’s study The 
Body Multiple (2002) investigates a disease called arteriosclerosis. Mol engaged 
in ethnographic fieldwork in a hospital in the Netherlands and observed what 
happened there on a day-to-day basis. In the outpatient clinic, the ethnogra-
pher witnessed vascular surgeons diagnosing atherosclerosis by asking ques-
tions of patients who came to them because their legs hurt; by looking at the 
colour and texture of the skin on the patients’ legs; and by putting their hands 
on places where the patients’ leg arteries should be palpable and attempting 
to feel whether or not the arteries pulsated with each heartbeat. Elsewhere in 
the hospital, Mol did not witness the same phenomenon. In the department of 
pathology, Mol was invited by pathologists to look through a microscope at a 
vessel cross-section that had been made earlier by preparing a dead body, in 
order to see the thickening of the intima (the structuring of the artery wall). Mol 
suggests that what atherosclerosis “is” depends on the particular set of tools 
and techniques that make it visible, audible, tangible, knowable and treatable in 
a given instance. Atherosclerosis, one disease, she argues, is enacted in different 
versions in medical practices. In the two examples described above — feeling 
arteries pulsating in patient’s legs and looking at a vessel cross-section made 
from a dead body — these exclude each other.

Taking the material semiotic approach outlined above, this thesis starts by not 
knowing what tasting is. It seeks to study “tasting” and investigates the follow-
ing research question: 

How is tasting done in various practices?
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Studying “tasting” while not knowing what “tasting” is

There is a tension in this approach. While it is possible to theoretically “not 
know” what tasting is, setting out and studying it requires, very practically, 
“to know” where to go and what to observe, which in the case of tasting is 
itself not very obvious. (What kind of activities to count as tasting? Putting a 
sample of cheese in one’s mouth? Adding salt to a dish? Saying that something 
is a “bit bland”? All three of these? All of these equally or one more than the 
others?) The strategy that I followed was to engage in ethnographic fieldwork 
(Amann & Hirschauer, 1997; Emerson et al., 2011) in different Western Europe-
an countries, choosing different situations and sites in which people “sensually 
engaged” with food and drinks — in the widest sense possible —, to observe 
what was going on.

Between 2009 and 2013, I observed what happened in sensory science labo-
ratories, and in particular the experiments that were set up, and spoke to profes-
sors, research managers, research assistants and research subjects. On the side, I 
read publications and attended conferences in the field of sensory science. Also, 
I went to restaurants and observed catered events. I peeled red bell peppers next 
to professional chefs working under time pressure in stainless steel kitchens. In 
the lounges, in the late morning hours and in the early afternoon, when it was 
quiet, restaurant owners outlined for me the details of managing a gastronom-
ic enterprise. Food consultants provided me further insights into gastronomy 
and food production processes. From staff members of restaurants, sous-chefs, 
cooking apprentices and waitresses, I learned about feet that became sore from 
walking, lobsters that accidentally had been left cooking for two hours, and 
dinners in the early morning hours after work. I dined out with restaurant crit-
ics in venues that had just opened. I ate with the groups for whom the caterers 
whom I happened to follow around catered meals and snacks. I also taped and 
wrote field notes about my friends and family as they — we — were eating 
out. My friends let me observe and join in as they cooked dinner at home after 
work. A food photographer allowed me to join and take pictures of him taking 
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pictures of a salmon spinach pastry dish in a darkroom in his apartment build-
ing’s basement. Moreover, I got up early and observed how cheese was made in 
a dairy in the mountains, attended several presentations of cheese production 
processes in front of an “interested public”, and helped to sell cheese in a small 
cheese shop. I observed what happened in small cafes and take-aways — Fish 
& Chips shops in the UK, places selling Döner Kebab and falafel sandwiches 
in Austria — and spent time in institutions as divergent as hospitals and nun-
neries. Finally, I was one of the tourists in front of whom experimental food ar-
chaeologists in Hampton Court Palace cooked dishes based on five-line recipes 
that had been transmitted from the times of Henry VIII.; and entered a zoo’s 
stainless steel kitchen that resembled those I had seen in restaurants, nunneries 
and hospitals. The only difference was that the zoo’s refrigerator did not cool 
down cheese and other familiar food products, but mice, bugs and worms.

In these different situations and sites, and sometimes even within one sit-
uation or site, the language spoken was not always English. The breakfast de-
scribed earlier is a case in point. Some of members of the film crew, as they 
came to see the buffet that had been set up for them, in Dutch said, “Lekker, 
jongens!” [Tasty, guys!] Some of them had flown in from South-Africa. They 
told me in English that, “The food is delicious! Especially the eggs!” The moth-
er tongue of Jonna, one of the caterers, was Dutch. She had no difficulties ex-
plaining to me in English — my Dutch, at that point in time, was rudimentary 
— the details she paid attention to when setting up the buffet. Peter, the caterer 
who owned the business, spoke Dutch as well, but English more often. He had 
migrated to the Netherlands only ten years before from Ireland where he had 
worked previously and grown up. (The notes that I took of the happenings also 
contained words like “herausklappen” in German, my mother tongue. In the 
midst of the rain, wind and cold, I had forgotten the equivalent word in English 
for describing the activity of moving to the outside the set of 5 stairs that had 
been fixed at the rear of the van.)
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The following chapters bear traces of the diversity of languages one en-
counters during fieldwork in Western Europe. The chapters stay close to the 
language that was spoken in the field. One of the chapters is on “taste in hu-
mans” studied by sensory scientists who publish their findings in the glob-
al academic language English. Other chapters start from moments in which 
something in German “schmeckt gut” [tastes good]. And another one brings 
together practices that advertise themselves in English and French as “tasting,” 
moments in which something “schmeckt gut,” and situations in which the food 
“war gut” [was good]. These language differences are more than just interest-
ing to observe. Whilst it might be possible to translate one word into another 
language, the worlds that come with a word do not necessarily map neatly onto 
each other. Take for instance the couple “security/segurança”, one of the ethno-
graphic case studies provided in Words in Motion (Gluck & Tsing, 2009). In the 
US and in Brazil in the 1950s and 60s, security and segurança had in common the 
problem of a global communist threat to the nation. The content of “national 
security” was different in the two countries, however. In Brazil, but not in the 
US, it included a concern with economic development, segurança e desenvolvi-
mento [security and development]. The associated practices differed as well. In 
Brazil, “securing” implied regulating markets, capital and ownership as well 
as searching for unreliable communist citizens within the state territory, rather 
than only the latter as in the US (Abraham, 2009).2  In the following chapters 
I will use the gap between words and the worlds they carry for engaging and 
interfering with literature on tasting and taste.

Next to the text in black and white, I will also provide a selection of pictures 
that I took during fieldwork. The pictures in chapter 2 evoke the space in which 
tasting happens in sensory science laboratories. In chapter 3, they index what 
a dish that “schmeckt gut” [tastes good] becomes related to. In chapter 4, they 

2 For a discussion of translation as an epistemological space in anthropology, see Hanks & 
Severi (2014); for an investigation into chupar and comer, two Spanish words for eating, that 
sheds light on ontological difference, see Port & Mol (2014); and for a lexicon that brings out 
how philosophical concepts such as the German Leib (often translated as “lived body”) and 
the English experience, are ultimately untranslatable into other languages, see Cassin et al. 
(2014).
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point at what informants bring up as mattering for their sensual engagements 
with food. And chapter 5 contains pictures of activities configuring tasting. Da-
vid Howes, the anthropologists of the senses discussed previously, set out to 
study taste and other senses with the hope that this might “liberate us from the 
hegemony which sight has for so long exercised over our own culture’s social, 
intellectual, and aesthetic life” (1991: 4) He saw taste as “the Other” of vision. In 
contrast, I will invite you to use seeing for the aim of tasting.

Turning what is taking for granted into issues to investigate

As I started my ethnographic fieldwork, I also began reading what others had 
written about tasting and taste. Tasting, I came to realise, had been accounted 
for by social scientists, in a very specific way. “Sensation,” Howes had stated, 
“is not just a matter of physiological response and personal experience. It is the 
most fundamental domain of cultural expression”. (Howes, 2003: xi). What had 
others said? Jon Holtzman, another anthropologist, had written that through 
taste people “view and experience their world and (…) are constituted as per-
sons within it” (Holtzman, 2009: 5). “Taste,” Steven Shapin had written, “is one 
among many modes of subjectivity” (Shapin, 2012b: 172) where like objectivity, 
subjectivity is “a knowledge-making mode” (170).

As a person is tasting food or drinks, according to these views, a physio-
logical response takes place in the person’s body. At the same time, the person 
multi-sensorially experiences qualities of the object that is tasted. This is influ-
enced by the material, cultural and social environment — the context in which a 
person finds him- or herself. The outcome of this process is that a person knows 
about the object that has been tasted and through it has made sense of the world 
he or she lives in. 
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Tasting, in the social science literature, schematically looked like this:

But was this what was going on as the technician enjoyed his espresso and bun 
for breakfast, and other moments that I was observing? Rather than taking for 
granted big and abstract entities mobilised in previous social scientific accounts 
and studies, I started wondering instead… “Physiological response”? What ex-
actly are we talking about here? And experience? How do I recognise an “expe-
rience” when I come across one during fieldwork? How does a “context” come 
about and what does it look like? And is “knowing” really what is at stake as 
somebody enjoys a delicious breakfast? This kind of quasi-naive not-knowing 
is what I invite you to do with me throughout the next chapters.

     Tasting in the social science literature
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What is to come

Each of the chapters of this thesis engages with one taken-for-granted entity 
and unpacks it by juxtaposing it with ethnographic observations of sensual en-
gagements with food and drinks within one set of practice (or in the last case, a 
juxtaposition of three) observed in one type of situation or site.

After this introduction, the second chapter focuses on the so-called “physi-
ological response”, which in ethnographies on food and the senses has received 
little attention so far. Drawing on a set of sensitivities developed in ethnog-
raphies of scientific and medical practices, the chapter investigates practices 
of sensory science research on “taste in humans”. It will explore in detail two 
ethnographically observed laboratory experiments. The first one investigated 
flavour perception in chocolate liquids, and the second studied satiation in 
equally palatable sweet and savoury meals. The chapter analyses how tasting is 
done and what kind of bodily response is enacted in research pratices.

The third chapter revisits this by focusing on practices of eating out in 
restaurants and catered events. Gastronomic professionals explained to me 
that tasting was a “multi-sensory experience”. It investigates in detail a family 
celebration that was held in a restaurant in Austria. The chapter traces the mi-
cro-practices the family members engaged in and through which they became 
part of moments in which something “schmeckt gut” [tastes good]. Starting 
from the German “schmeckt gut,” it analyses how these moments came about. 
It considers how the “tasting” that preceded these moments becomes ordered 
and organised in particular ways as people arranged their bodies, foodstuff, 
eating, other bodies and objects.

Moving on from the micro-practices that people engage in during eating, 
the fourth chapter inquires into “the context” in which tasting takes place. It 
does so by investigating the everyday life practices of working and living in a 
hospital in Switzerland. It analyses what doctors, patients and nurses brought 
up as the difference that made a difference for their sensual engagements with 
food. At the same time, it investigates how three studies on “taste”, “eating” 
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and “tasting” from sociology, folklore studies and science and technology stud-
ies contextualise sensual engagements with food and drinks. It teases out how 
the authors of these studies have not made the same decisions on what mat-
ters for sensual engagements with food and drinks, and three different contexts 
have been developed in the studies. As none of these helped to make sense of 
the ethnographic observations I made, the chapter develops a fourth context.

The fifth chapter takes issue with the idea of a “knowing subject,” the 
fourth entity that tends to be taken for granted in social science research on 
tasting and taste. The chapter contrasts three different sets of practices: wine 
tasting in a non-professional way (studied by Geneviève Teil), mundane eating 
practices that I witnessed among my friends in Austria and religious practices 
that I observed ethnographically in a Benedictine convent in Switzerland. The 
chapter suggests that a “knowing subject” and knowing is only an outcome of 
wine tasting practices, while in the other two sets of goings-on something very 
different is happening.

What to conclude from these disparate investigations of tasting? In chapter 
six, I again reconsider otherwise taken-for-granted entities, this time to contrast 
them with the alternative picture that emerges from my study of how tasting is 
done: tasting becomes a composite object. I end by sketching the avenues that 
tasting as a composite opens up for new research on “the good”.
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2 | ONE OBJECT OF QUANTITATIVE SCIENCE, 
TWO VERSIONS OF A BODILY RESPONSE. TASTING IN THE LAB

Abstract:
Although ethnographies on food and the senses have explored people’s expe-
riences and tasting as cultural expression, social scientists have paid less at-
tention to what is called “physiological response”. Using a material semiotic 
approach, this paper investigates two ethnographically observed laboratory ex-
periments on “taste in humans”. It argues that, in both experiments, tasting is 
configured as an object of quantitative science but enacted in different versions: 
as a perception in one, as a reaction to an exposure in the other. 

Engaging with ‘a physiological response’

Tasting, according to David Howes in Sensual Relations (2003), is anything but 
pleasurable for a respectable person living the Massim river region in Papua 
New Guinea. It makes food, which in this region is an object to give away to 
others rather than consume along with them, disappear. The sweetness of meat 
and the sourness of curdled milk, and the food items themselves have long 
been part of the diet of Samburu cattle herders living in the North of Kenya, Jon 
Holtzman reports in Uncertain Tastes (2009). The people Holtzman spent time 
with remember them ambivalently, as instantiation of a superior pastoral way 
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of life and impractical “traditional” cultural practices. The hotness of a dish 
and the tastes of the mistress it is cooked for, Manpreet Janeja’s Transactions 
in Taste (2010) relays, are constantly attended to by cooks working in middle 
class households in Dhaka (Bangladesh) and Calcutta (India), contributing to 
the maintenance of “the everyday normal”.

These are three insights from ethnographies on tasting which are part of 
a large body of literature that has emerged over the past three decades in the 
fields of anthropology of food and the senses. This literature illuminates various 
facets of tasting, ranging from the relation between tasting, morality and per-
sonhood, to memories, the past, and modernity. They include its crucial role in 
everyday life, the organisation of differences between gender and age groups, 
and its relative importance with regard to other senses and across ‘cultures’.3  
The anthropology of tasting that has thus emerged is significantly different to 
the one of a century ago. In 1898 a group of Cambridge anthropologists, in 
order to find out about the “degree of sensory acuity or discriminability (…) 
of other people”, administered on the Torres Straits islands islanders diluted 
solutions of sugar, salt, acid, and quinine, recorded that “sweetness” was com-
monly expressed as “tastes good”, and concluded that this expression is the 
“most primitive [form of] taste vocabulary” (Myers, 1904: 119).

Today, we study how tasting “is not just a matter of physiological response 
and personal experience, [but] (…) the most fundamental domain of cultural 
expression” (Howes, 2003: xi). Still, while a lot of attention has been paid to, 
as Howes puts it, people’s “personal experience” and “cultural expressions” 
of their sensual relation to food, much less attention has been paid to what he 
calls “physiological response”. This has been written about, but only in gener-
al terms. For instance, Elisabeth Hsu states, “[B]iologically speaking, sensory 
experience is a perception, not a sensation” (2008: 434). How can we engage 
further with this “physiological response”?

3 For an extensive overview of the literature on taste, food, and the senses, see Sutton (2010).
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A method, or “set of sensitivities” (Mol, 2010) to do so can be found in 
medical anthropology and Science and Technology Studies (STS). In the 1970s, 
scholars working in these fields set out to investigate how “the physiology of 
the human body” comes to be represented. Based on ethnographic fieldwork 
in the endocrinology laboratory SALK institute, Bruno Latour and Steve Wool-
gar for instance argued in Laboratory Life (1986) that scientists constructed the 
hormone TRF(H) as a scientific fact. More recently, Annemarie Mol, Dick Wil-
lems, Amade M’charek and others studied how a disease, such as atheroscle-
rosis (Mol, 2002) or asthma (Willems, 1998), or one bodily characteristic, like 
race (M’charek, 2005), is not always configured or enacted in the same way in 
medical and scientific practices. In The Body Multiple, for instance, Mol recounts 
that while pathologists she ethnographically observed looked through a micro-
scope at the thickening of the intima, vascular surgeons attempted to feel the 
heartbeat by putting their hands on patient’s legs. Mol has argued that different 
versions of the disease atherosclerosis are enacted in these medical practices. As 
the ethnographies of Mol and her colleagues describe what a disease or bodi-
ly characteristic “is”, they never disentangle the “is” of the disease or bodily 
characteristic from the medical and scientific practices it is part of and which it 
depends upon. The “is” has become specific, and in this sense, local. 

I would argue that this set of sensitivities, that is called material semiotic 
approach, allows us to also engage more directly with what Howes has called 
“physiological response” (2003: xi). From it we can take the idea of studying 
how scientific facts about taste are constructed, attending to how different re-
search practices might enact differently what it “is” to taste, and while doing 
so, ensure to never disentangle this “is” from the research practices it depends 
upon. This is what this paper sets out to do. It is based on ethnographic field-
work that took place between 2009 and 2011 in several research facilities in 
Western Europe using English as the language for publication.4  After an over-

4 I do not provide further details here on the country or town in which research was carried 
out, as it did not arise as an important factor for my informants. For a more thorough discus-
sion of the question to which extent the geographical location is the context that matters for 
tasting, see chapter 4.
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view of the field in which “taste in humans” is studied, sensory science, I will 
describe two experiments in detail. Both experiments turn tasting into an object 
of quantitative science, but, I argue, they enact different versions of tasting: as 
a perception and as a reaction to an exposure. I will propose that using a mate-
rial semiotic approach allows reformulation of the answer to the question: why 
tasting should be cared about in the first place.

Sensory science: Researching “taste in humans”

“Taste in humans” is investigated, I learnt at the beginning of my fieldwork, 
in a field called sensory science. At the intersection of psychology, medical 
sciences, food science, human nutrition and consumer research, this field, as 
the homepage of one sensory science research centre puts it, deals with “the 
way humans perceive the world and act upon sensory input”. Research, I ob-
served, takes place within the respective departments within universities, in 
external research facilities, in hospitals and in marketing departments of food 
producing companies. It does not take place without funding. In some cases, 
an alliance is formed of the university in which a project takes place, with the 
national government and food industry providing financial support. In oth-
ers, an individual project is funded by and/or receives raw materials from a 
food producer.5  Some research is paid by and conducted for a client, which 
can be an individual company, a collective of food producers, or the national 
government or EU. It then morphs sometimes into more “tests”.6 On the more 
experimental side of the spectrum, I have observed and read about projects 
ranging from “taste function after section of chorda tympani nerve in middle 
ear surgery”, “implicit associations between taste and pitch revealed through 
food names”, “flavour perception in chocolate liquids” to “satiation in equally 

5 See Mirowski & Sent (2008) for a critical discussion of the oft-raised critique that science is 
becoming commercialised.

6 For a sociology of testing, see Pinch (1993) and for a wonderful case study of tasting in the 
lab as part of the wine production process, see Brice (2015).
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palatable sweet and savoury meals”. Here I present the execution of latter two 
in more detail. I begin by taking you to the laboratory where the first one of the 
latter two was located.

Taste in lab F: Flavour perception

Lab F, as I will call it from here on, is part of a department of Food Science, 
which consists of several research groups studying a variety of research topics. 
Some of them investigate food objects, for example, edible oils and fats, analys-
ing their molecular structure. Others investigate food production processes like 
the process of malting and develop methods for monitoring the generation of 
flavours during this process. The department collaborates with food producing 
companies by, for instance, providing training for researchers working in their 
R&D departments.

While the other research groups in the department do research on food-
stuff, lab F investigates how food objects are perceived sensorially. When I intro-
duced myself as being interested in “taste”, the head of the department asked 
what exactly I meant by this. “What we study here is the sensation that you get 
when you eat food and what the ordinary man on the street means when he 
says, ‘This food tastes nice.’ It includes not only the receptor interaction with 
one of the five basic tastes of sweet, salt, bitter, sour, and umami but also other 
receptor interactions and their integration in the brain as well”. In the 1990s, 
she told me, researchers from the lab performed an experiment on the sensory 
perception of mint-flavoured sweets. In the traditional model of the five sens-
es the perception of odours is categorised as smell, the perception of sugar as 
taste. They are assumed to be independent of each other. In the experiment, the 
research subjects’ perception, while sucking the mint, of the menthol odour had 
not matched the release of aroma compounds. Instead it had correlated with 
the amount of sugar contained in the mint. There were interactions between 
taste and smell. “We have thus come to call the sensation you get when you eat 
food ‘flavour perception’,” she summarised.
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At the time I did my fieldwork in lab F, there were several research projects 
on flavour perception running. One was investigating the flavour perception of 
beer, another the flavour perception and emotions related to blackcurrant syr-
up. A third was a PhD project run by a researcher whom I will call Wendy. Her 
project was investigating the flavour perception of chocolate liquids. It began 
with the following research question:

If in a chocolate liquid one varies the level of ingredients, the content of sugar, 
fat, and cocoa powder, and if one replaces one type of fat, namely cocoa butter, 
by other types of fat, rapeseed oil, or other equivalents, how does this change the 
perception of the chocolate liquid’s sensory properties?

In order to answer this question, Wendy first organised the food object with 
which to do the research. She constructed a chocolate liquid model system because, 
she explained, “For this type of research, you can’t use the chocolate liquids 
you get in the supermarket. They vary far too much”. Constructing a chocolate 
liquid food model system was, however, far from simple. The first challenge 
was procuring the ingredients, the cocoa butter equivalents and the rape seed 
oil in particular. Wendy needed rapeseed oil without its odour, the so-called 
“deodorised” version. It not only took Wendy quite some time to find a com-
pany specialised in making this type of food product, but once she had actual-
ly found one, as it happened, the company went bankrupt and the deliveries 
were delayed. Another problem was the different types of fat when she started 
mixing the ingredients. The samples needed to be liquid, she explained, but 
cocoa butter and some cocoa butter equivalents were solid at room tempera-
ture. A third problem was the cocoa powder and the different levels in different  
samples. Wendy recounts:

“And then, obviously, because I was using cocoa powder to flavour the samples, if you 

add more cocoa powder to the sample, it changes the colour. So I didn’t want the co-

lour of the samples to impact the perception of the flavour. Because obviously, if you 
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see something that looks more brown, you’re gonna think: ‘That’s more chocolatey!’ 

So, initially, I was adding colouring, to kind of mask the differences. But in the end, it 

turned out that this wasn’t feasible for one of the fat types. So then, we had to go and 

explore other avenues. But eventually, I don’t know why we didn’t think of it from the 

beginning, we used little brown bottles.” She laughs.

In the end, it took Wendy the entire first year of her PhD studies to figure out 
how to construct samples of chocolate liquids with different levels of cocoa 
powder and different types of fat that were equally brown and equally liquid. 
After that year, she had a chocolate liquid model system in which it was pos-
sible to individually vary the level of ingredients and the type of fats while 
maintaining all the other sensory properties (texture and colour notably) stable.

Once the model system was constructed, Wendy moved on using a mass 
spectrometer to measure how the samples release aroma. In lab F, this is called 
the flavour analysis. In the third and final step, she measured the flavour percep-
tion of the chocolate liquid model system. For this, she recruited 12 panellists 
from a panellist pool that the laboratory has built up over the years. The pan-
ellists are people from the region, mostly elderly housewives, who are paid by 
the laboratory to work for them. All of the panellists have been pre-selected by 
the researchers as having a sensitive palate and being able to put into words 
the sensations they had in their mouth. Many of the panellists working for the 
laboratory have been doing so for a long time, some of them for over ten years 
already, and have developed close bonds with the researchers. The researchers, 
in turn, value the panellists’ work and an annual Christmas party and excur-
sion is organised for and with the panellists. “The panellists work very hard,” 
the research manager emphasised, “They are our instruments. They are as ac-
curate as a nice shiny piece of kit.”

From the pool of panellists, Wendy chose a “sensory panel” of 12 who, in 
previous research projects, had proven to be particularly acute and sensitive in 
the perception of sweet food model systems. After handing out samples of the 
liquid chocolate model system, she asked the panellists for words that exhaus-
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tively described the sensory properties of the model system as they perceived 
it when they had samples in their mouths. In lab F this process is called “de-
scriptor generation”. For the sensory property of, as Wendy put it, “taste/fla-
vour” the panellists suggested more than twenty words, among others, “sick-
ly”, “slightly milky”, “smoky cacao”, and “chalky”. After a discussion, they, 
as Wendy put it, “democratically” agreed on two terms: “sweet” and “bitter”. 
Other sensory properties for this particular model system were (and here again 
I use Wendy’s terms):

• aroma
• texture/mouthfeel
• aftertaste
• texture/mouthfeel after swallowing.

Next, Wendy trained the panellists. She gave them samples in which the levels 
of ingredients and types of fat varied, telling them each time how each sample 
differed from the previous one. Using this information, the panellists reflex-
ively sharpened their perception and learned to distinguish differences that 
were increasingly subtle. Wendy then asked the panellists to rank samples ac-
cording to one of the descriptors, for instance bitterness. “You have to make 
sure,” she explained, “that everybody is talking about exactly the same thing, 
because obviously there are many types of bitterness. There is bitterness related 
to caffeine, the bitterness of cocoa, initial bitterness, and aftertaste bitterness,  
what have you…” 

After the preparation came the final experiment. On the first day the twelve 
panellists came to lab F, some of them in the morning, some in the afternoon, 
and sat down, each in one of lab F’s so-called taste booths. The taste booths in 
lab F are cubicles designed to accommodate a single research subject. The light-
ing in the taste booths is standardised according to the ISO norm 8589:1988, 
the walls are light grey, and each booth is furnished with an office chair and 
a table. On the table, there is a computer screen displaying instructions and 
questions, and a mouse. On the research subject’s right is a bottle of plain water 
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and a glass. A button allows the research subject to communicate with the re-
searcher standing behind the wall, in which there is a hatch for the subject to be 
handed samples by the researcher. As she showed me the cubicles, the research 
manager, who is well acquainted with molecular cuisine and other food trends, 
stated, “This is a very different situation than the one you have in a restaurant 
or a hospital of course. But what we want to find out about is the underlying 
mechanism, flavour perception, how intense certain stimuli are.”

Through the hatch Wendy served the 
12 panellists the first sample of the 
chocolate liquid model system in the 
small brown bottles. The research sub-
jects put them in their mouths, swal-
lowed, and rated their perception by 
clicking on scales that were anchored 
with the attributes generated earlier. 
Next, they neutralised their palate 

with a slice of green apple, a so-called palate cleanser, and moved on to the 
second sample. After ten minutes there was a break. Several one-hour sessions 
took place on that day and the following ones so that, in the end, Wendy had 
data from each of the panellists about the sensory perception of different sam-
ples of the chocolate liquid model system.

When I left lab F, Wendy was still analysing the data. However, she could 
already tell me that in her thesis she would relate the findings to those from 
experiments on flavour perception of other food model systems, especially 
those of solid chocolate model systems and liquids with banana flavour. When 
completed, the thesis was to be sent to the supervisors of the PhD project, the 
members on the PhD committee, and the company which had partly funded 
the project. The company required that the results not be made available to the 
public, which is why I do not have access to the final manuscript. It is possible 
that, once the confidentiality agreement ends, the results will be used by Wendy 

A taste booth in lab F.
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or her supervisors to write an article to be sent to one of the journals in which 
much of the research from lab F is already published. These are Chemosensory 
Perception, Food Quality and Preference, and Journal of Food Science.

Field notes, lab F, March 2010

The walls are painted a sunny yellow and a blue carpet covers the floor. Comfort-

able ruby red armchairs are set next to each other on three sides of the small room. In 

the corner, there is a side table with magazines, and there is also a radiator and a lamp 

waiting to be used on dark, chilly winter days. This is the room in which panellists wait 

and relax before and between tasting sessions. Right now, one of the chairs is occupied 

by an elderly lady with short grey hair. She is browsing through a women’s magazine 

on cooking. I take a seat opposite her. It’s half past one and I am hungry. I have spent 

the morning talking to PhD students who have been telling me about the experiments 

they have coming up. My next meeting is at 2 o’clock. I take a couscous salad which I 

bought this morning out of my bag. As I open the salad, the research manager enters 

the waiting area. She sees it and stops. “Anna, would you mind sitting in the conference 

room? Louise here, has her tasting session in a few moments. And while your salad does 

not smell a lot, it would be better if you ate it next door.” “Of course, of course.” I get up 

and grab my stuff. On the way to the conference room, the research manager explains 

further, “We abstain from using aftershave or perfume, because, like the smell of your 

salad, it might affect the assessments going on.” We arrive in the conference room and 

I take a seat at the huge table, which was designed for quite different purposes, and eat 

my smelly, tasty salad.

Taste in lab N: Sensory specific satiation

Lab F does research on flavour perception, but what happens elsewhere? Let 
me take you to another laboratory, to lab N as I call it hereafter. Lab N is part 
of a Division for Human Nutrition, which consists of several research groups that 
all study health and human eating behaviour. Some projects focus on specific pop-
ulations, for example children and study their preference (or rather the lack 
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thereof) for Brussels sprouts. At the time of my fieldwork, however, most of the 
research in lab N was on one topic in particular: obesity. Some of the scientists 
working on obesity were in dialogue with policy makers working in the public 
health sector. The research done in lab N indirectly serves to design targeted, 
effective and not too expensive intervention programmes for the prevention 
and treatment of obesity. When I first met him, the head of the department told 
me that he wanted to understand “the meaning of taste for humans” and that 
he was interested in all aspects of human eating behaviour, including the “cul-
tural” or “social” dimensions. He was familiar with Marvin Harris’ material 
approach to food and knew the French food sociologists Claude Fischler per-
sonally. With a laugh, he said that Bourdieu’s long and complicated sentences 
in Distinction were quite a challenge for a nutrition scientist like him to read.

At the time that I did my fieldwork, the broader question that was explored 
under the heading of obesity was how people in an environment of food abun-
dance eat (and over-eat). In this vein, researchers were studying food choic-
es people make, “food selection” as it is called in the lab, stages in eating be-
haviour such as the point in time at which people start or stop eating, “initiation 
of food intake” and “termination” in the researcher’s terms, and, last but not 
least, the researchers were interested in satiation and satiety.7  So one project 
was investigating how satiety is affected by hormones released in the stom-
ach, the so-called “gastric contribution to satiety”, another was exploring “oral 
contributions” to satiety, in other words, how satiety is affected by food’s sen-
sory qualities. This last project, on “sensory specific satiety”, consisted of two 
PhD sub-projects, one investigating how satiety and satiation are affected by 
the texture of food, the other focusing on, according to the project’s website, 
“taste”. When I first met the researcher running the project, whom I will call  
Sandra, she explained:

7 In lab N. a difference is made between the two terms. “Satiation” is used to describe the 
processes that bring a so-called eating episode to an end. “Satiety” refers to those happening 
after a meal has been eaten, involving the suppression of hunger and inhibition of further 
eating.
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“As you will know, if you really want to study taste and make conclusions about taste 

and foods and satiation and all the other things, you have to compare sweet and savoury. 

Very distinct. It’s the most important category for humans.”

To begin with, Sandra was interested in finding out how taste (her word) affects 
food intake in, what she called, normal humans. She formulated the following 
research question:

In a population of normal weight young adults, does satiation differ depending 
on whether a meal is sweet or savoury?

In order to answer this, Sandra used a statistics programme to calculate the 
amount of data needed to produce results that would ultimately be statistically 
significant, i.e. the size of the population. The programme calculated that she 
needed 64 participants. Sandra then wrote an advertisement that she pinned 
on the black boards of the department and circulated through a mailing list 
the department has established over the years and to which people who are 
willing to participate as research subjects in the experiments of lab N for a bit 
of extra money have subscribed. These are mainly students. Sandra got nu-
merous replies, from which she made a selection. “You want to get a bit of a 
homogenous group,” she commented. She excluded all those applicants of not 
“normal weight”, which, in this case, meant everybody with a Body Mass Index 
below 17 or above 25. She also excluded all those who were not “healthy”, all 
those who had problems with swallowing, suffered from a stomach or bowel 
disease, a thyroid or other endocrine disorder. She did not include vegetarians, 
pregnant women or anybody above 35 either. Most importantly, she included 
only those who ate “normally” — those who did not watch their diet. In oth-
er words, she included those who were, as lab N puts it, “unrestrained”. She 
assessed who was and who was not “unrestrained” using the “Normal Eating 
Behaviour Questionnaire” she asked the applicants to fill out. This includes, 
amongst others, the following question: When you pass a bakery and you smell 
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the aroma of freshly baked bread, do you enter? If you answered yes, you were, 
according to the questionnaire, unrestrained. Sandra brought up that the ex-
periment she was about to perform would interfere with the participants eating 
habits. She pointed out that she would not, therefore, recruit them again for any 
of the future experiments that she was planning to do in the course of her PhD, 
but would instead select new and “fresh” research subjects. That these “fresh” 
research subjects might have already participated in one of the many other ex-
periments constantly under way in lab N is a problem which, according to one 
of her colleagues, cannot be avoided.

Once the 64 normal weight young adults were recruited, Sandra invited 
them to come to the laboratory and had a talk with each of them. “We had an 
experiment once,” she explained, “for which we asked the participants to go 
online one day before the experiment was scheduled and to fill out a question-
naire. We thought that this would be enough for compliance. But on the day of 
the experiment they did not show up. ‘Oh sorry, I forgot about it!’, ‘Oh sorry, 
I have eaten already!’ Now we always have talks. Then they at least call you if 
they have a flat tyre and arrive late.” In the conversations, Sandra instructed 
each participant to avoid extensive physical exercise before the experiment, to 
have a normal breakfast in the morning, and to stop eating two hours before-
hand. “You want to get them a bit in a standardised state,” she explained. At 
the end of the meeting, she told each of them once more the date of the day 
on which the study would be conducted and the time slot for which they had 
signed up. To remind them, she sent out emails three days before the experi-
ment and one day before.

On the morning of the experiment Sandra cooked two dishes. The main 
ingredients in both were risotto rice and milk. The dishes were standardised 
— a dietician had helped Sandra with this — in terms of energy density, macro-
nutrient composition, texture, and pleasantness, called “palatability” in lab N. 
One dish was seasoned with vanilla sugar and cinnamon, artificial sweetener, 
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and butter, the other with garlic and bouillon, salt and crème fraîche. One was 
sweet, the other savoury. At around noon, the first six of the 64 research subjects 
came in and sat down in six taste booths. 

The taste booths in lab N are cubicles designed to accommodate a single re-
search subject. The lighting in the taste booths is standardised according to the 
ISO norm 8589:1988, the walls are light grey, and each booth is furnished with 
a swivel stool and a table. A tap and a sink are built into the table to the left of 
the research subject. To the right, there is a mouse on a mouse pad. A button al-
lows the research subject to communicate with the researcher standing behind 
the wall, in which there is a hatch for the research subject to be handed food 
objects by the researcher. Above the hatch there is a computer screen displaying 
instructions and questions.

Sandra served the six research 
subjects very, very large portions, 800 
grams, of one of the two risotto dishes 
on simple white porcelain plates. Via 
the computer screen they were told 
that they could eat as much as they 
wanted, and that if they were still hun-
gry after finishing could even ask for 
more. This research design is called 

“ad libitum” food intake study. The six research subjects started eating, ate, 
and stopped eating at some point. When they had left Sandra weighed their 
leftovers, entered the numbers into a spreadsheet file that also recorded the 
height, weight, and sex of each research subject, and calculated how much food 
every one of them had taken in. The experiment was repeated several times 
that day and on the following days so that, in the end, Sandra had data on each 
participant eating both the sweet and the savoury version of the dish.

Next, Sandra analysed the data, calculated the mean intake of each meal, 
the standard variation, and wrote a paper discussing “satiation due to equally 
palatable sweet and savoury meals”. This paper embeds the findings within 

A taste booth in lab N.
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the literature on satiation and satiety. It refers to publications on satiation and 
food intake in the case of snacks of different sizes (nibble- and bar-size), food 
with varying texture (solid, semi-solid and liquid) and more or less volume 
(due to inserted air). The paper was published in one of the journals that results 
from lab N usually appear in, Journal of Nutrition, Appetite, and International  
Journal of Obesity.

Field notes, lab N, May 2010

In the kitchen Eva, a PhD student, is busy preparing another experiment. As I 

enter she is using a ladle to scoop a yellowish mass out of a blue plastic container and 

into a smaller transparent bucket. The small bucket stands on a weighing scale. She fills 

the bucket until the scale shows a number greater than 1000.0. “At least 1000.0 grams, 

1004.3 or so is better,” Eva instructs me so that I can give her a hand. We fill bucket after 

bucket, and as we do so, she tells me more about the experiment, “In this study we serve 

ad libitum portions, like in the one you have seen. The participants come in in the morn-

ing and then each of them gets one of these buckets for breakfast. It’s kind of a yoghurt. 

Beside this, there is one with another flavour. It’s browner and tastes of caramel. Each 

subject is served the two flavours and, then, we compare the intake… Would you like to 

try it?” “Of course.” Eva opens the drawer for the cutlery, grabs a spoon, dips it into the 

yellowish sticky mass and hands me the taster. I take it and put into my mouth. It tastes 

lemony, but not like lemon cheese cake, more like cleaning liquids. And it is sweet. Very, 

very sweet. My facial expression must have changed and lacked enthusiasm, because 

Eva asks, “Sweet, right?” I nod. “We were provided with a choice of several flavours. 

Tropical fruit, vanilla, cashew nuts, chocolate, caramel and this one, lemon. We did a 

pilot study in which we rated the hedonic liking for all the flavours. When you give peo-

ple ad libitum portions the hedonic liking is very important. There shouldn’t be a great 

difference between the products you hand out. The scores for the lemon one was quite 

low, the one for caramel, too. As they were equally low, we chose those two in the end.”
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One object of quantitative science, two versions of a bodily response

In the previous sections, I have described two experiments. The scientists con-
ducting these two experiments told me that they were either about “taste” or 
that they were related to my, the ethnographer’s, quest for “taste”. I, therefore, 
consider them to be about taste. The experiments are similar in that they share 
a methodological style. To use Bruno Latour’s terms, both proceed through a 
“regulated series of transformations, transmutations, and translations” (Latour, 
1999: 58). They are geared towards quantification, generalizability, comparability 
and the writing of a specific kind of text. 

Quantification (Potter, 1992) was achieved in both labs through counting 
and measuring a few “variables”, entities that had been developed earlier in the 
research field — for instance, attributes such as “sweet” and “bitter” — and put-
ting them into a (statistical) relation with each other. Standardisation (Lamp-
land & Star, 2009) contributed crucially to quantification. While a few variables 
were measured, many others which were not the focus of the research project in 
question — ranging from “colour” in lab F to “hedonic liking” in lab N — were 
meticulously kept constant. Generalizability and comparability were achieved 
through the use of a model system of chocolate liquids in lab F and a population 
of healthy young adults in lab N. This rendered the results independent of dif-
ferences between two specific chocolate liquids or two individual students, and 
turned them into those of all liquids with a chocolatey taste with the same level 
and types of ingredients as in the model and of all humans with certain charac-
teristics: healthy, young, and adult.8  In addition, both labs used the device of 
the taste booth. Making research subjects take the food objects in in this environ-
ment rendered the results comparable to numerous previous studies that had 
already taken place in the taste booth, many more that would take place there 

8 For an analysis of the use of models in chemistry research practices, see Francoeur (1997); 
and for the political struggles around inclusion of people other than white men in popula-
tions for clinical drug trials, see Epstein (2004).
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in the future, and, in theory, with each other — despite the wallpaper being 
yellow in lab F, the sun having shined on a crisp blue sky on one of the days of 
one of the experiments, and rain having drizzled down on another one. 

Quantifying and standardising, crafting generalizability and comparabili-
ty, all of which require a lot of work,9  and the writing of a specific kind of text 
at the end of it, makes both experiments qualify as quantitative science. Both 
experiments, by quantifying and standardising, crafting generalizability and 
comparability, and writing a specific kind of text, disentangle goings-on such 
as research subjects reading women’s magazines in the waiting room, having 
done sport in the morning, putting stuff into the mouth, and stopping to eat 
from researchers standing behind the wall of taste booths, cooking dishes in 
kitchens, entering numbers into spreadsheets and clicking on computer mice; 
and all this from bicycles tyres having gone flat and food deliverers having 
gone bankrupt. By doing so, both experiments configure taste as a discerned 
and discernible, neatly packaged entity, an object (of quantitative science),  
a bodily response.

While both experiments share a methodological style, they differ in that 
their technical set-up stages different objects, different bodily responses.10  With-
in the technical set-up in lab F an encounter was organised of just a handful of 
extensively trained and highly sensitised people, panellists, who discriminated 
and detected most subtle changes in for instance degrees of “sweetness”. Taste, 
in that experiment, is staged as a perception, constituting a human who, through 
tasting, becomes a subject knowing about the world that is out there. How dif-
ferent in lab N, where a large group of students whose eating behaviour was 
supposedly natural were made to twice have lunch consisting of a dish in two 
rather undifferentiated tastes, sweet and savoury, of which they ate a measured 

9 For an analysis of the work required to become a properly functioning research subject in a 
perfume test, see Muniesa & Trébuchet-Breitwiller (2010); and a description of the experience 
of being a research subject in a taste booth, see Jakobsen (2013).

10 The technical set-up differ also in the way “culture” is dealt with. In lab F. research strives 
to move towards an underlying physiological response that is assumed to be independent 
of place. It aims to strip off “culture”. In contrast, research in lab N. aims at studying meals 
research participants are assumed to have anyway, local specificities of eating. Studies strive 
to include “culture”.
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quantity. This latter study configures taste as a response to an exposure to qualities 
of edibles during eating; a transformation of food into body that keeps alive an 
organism, which happens to be a human.

While both experiments enact taste as a physiological object, they stage two 
highly specific versions of it — flavour perception and (an effect leading up to) 
sensory specific satiation. Although one might wonder how the two versions 
relate to one another, during my fieldwork the relation between these different 
types of research was never raised as an issue by the researchers. They seem 
to relate to their own contexts more than to each other. Through the technical 
set-up in which they are staged in, flavour perception and sensory specific sati-
ation come to relate to particular sets of practical concerns. The study of flavour 
perception of chocolate liquids addressed issues such as the consequences of 
changing levels of ingredients or replacing one type of ingredient with anoth-
er, concerns that arise during the optimisation of the production process of a 
food product. The study of satiation due to sweet and savoury meals articulat-
ed whether or not the sweetness or savouriness of a dish is a factor inhibiting 
an excess of energy intake within a population, which is a question that is rele-
vant in the design of health policies.11  In doing so, they also relate to a specific 
“bigger” concern or societal issue. Flavour perception (enacted in the study on 
chocolate liquids) has the question built in how to better organise and optimise 
the production of a food product. And sensory specific satiation (enacted in the 
experiment on satiation due to sweet and savoury meals) has incorporated the 
issue of how obesity might best be targeted and prevented. Each version of taste 
enacted in the two experiments has built in and allows for the addressing of a 
“bigger” concern or societal issue.

11 This resembles what Tiago Moreira described in “Heterogeneity and Coordination of Blood 
Pressure in Neurosurgery” (2006). During a surgical intervention, anaesthetists, Moreira 
observed, measure a patient’s blood pressure with a sphygmomanometer in order to keep a 
patients’ body alive while neurosurgeons feel it with their fingers in order to intervene in the 
patient’s body.
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Why tasting? Revisited

Why should we care about tasting? This is the question anthropologists of the 
senses were confronted with a few decades ago when they started studying 
people’s sensual relations to food. David Howes argued that investigating 
taste is important as it is “not just a matter of physiological response”, but “the 
most fundamental domain of cultural expression” (2003: xi). In this paper, I 
have drawn on a material semiotic approach to study how what Howes calls 
a “physiological response” is enacted in sensory science research practices. I 
have reported on two experiments, one on flavour perception in chocolate liq-
uids, and the other on satiation in equally palatable sweet and savoury meals. 
Studying flavour perception relied on a group of highly trained and sensitised 
panellists, while researching sensory specific satiation depended on a large 
group of hungry and present students. Researching a bodily response in the 
two experiments depended on a huge variety of other entities being organised 
in a particular way, and therefore involved a lot of work.

While both experiments enacted taste as an object of (quantitative) science, 
the technical set-ups staged different versions of the bodily response. Taste was 
configured as a perception in the first and as a reaction to an exposure in the 
second. Each of the two versions of taste researched in the experiments was re-
lated to a specific set of practical concerns, the optimisation of the food produc-
tion process and the design of health policies. Along with that, they addressed 
a “bigger” concern or societal issue, the optimisation of food production and 
the prevention of obesity. 

Drawing on a material semiotic approach and attending to what a bodily 
response “is” in natural science research practices thus allows reformulation 
and expansion of the answer to the question (which has not gone away since 
Howes and others have started studying peoples’ sensual relations to food) of 
why tasting should be cared about: because “we” incorporate “our” concerns 
into tasting — whereby neither the “we” nor the set of concerns are singular — 
while, at the same time tasting allows “us” to address them.
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3 | WHEN SOMETHING “GUT SCHMECKT”. EXPERIENCING,  
SOCIALISING, AND PROCESSING FOOD IN A RESTAURANT

Abstract:
Sometimes there are moments in which people in German state that something 
schmeckt gut [tastes good]. Taking the expression literally, this paper inves-
tigates how people do the “tasting” that gives rise to such expressions. The 
paper focuses on a family celebration in a restaurant to consider how partici-
pants variously order “tasting” in three schmeckt gut moments as a process 
of experiencing, socialising, or processing. The paper argues that while it is 
possible to analyse how a person simultaneously experiences sensual qualities 
inherent in a particular dish, socialises with others, and processes food, these 
aspects are not equally relevant for the people involved in the “tasting”. Dif-
ferent modes of ordering “tasting” can exist next to each other. The paper sug-
gests investigation into various possible modes of ordering “tasting”, and their  
shifting relevance.

What is going on when something schmeckt gut?

Sometimes there are moments in which German speakers state that something 
schmeckt gut. Here is one of them that I observed during my ethnographic field-
work into sensual engagements with food and drinks:
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Field notes, 17th June 2011, Gasthof Nibelungenhof, Traismauer, Matthias’ family  

celebration, soup

The waitress has positioned a bowl in front of Volker, one of the family members 

who have joined the celebration, before moving on and serving the next two guests. 

From the opposite side of the table I recognise that the bowl is filled with tomato soup. 

And so is mine. Two savoury puffs float in the red liquid. In the middle, there is a whip 

of cream. Parsley has been sprinkled on top. Volker bends over the bowl in front of him. 

He takes up his spoon, immerses it into the soup and stirs. He fills the spoon, brings 

it to his mouth and puts it into his mouth. He swallows, and takes another spoon. 

And another one. “Mhmmmm…” I hear him murmur. “Die Suppe schmeckt gut.” 

[The soup tastes good.] I agree with him, “Die schmeckt echt super.” [It tastes really 

great.]“Rainer [the chef] just makes the best tomato soup in the world,” Volker says and 

continues eating. The bowls become emptier and emptier. In the end, Volker tilts his 

bowl and scrapes out the last bit of soup. He puts it into his mouth, leans back and sighs, 

“Mmmm… I had been really hungry. I skipped lunch today in order to have enough 

space in my belly for every one of Rainer’s five delicious courses.” And after a moment, 

reaching over the table to the menu, he adds, “Do you know what we’ll get as a main 

course? I’m looking forward to it already…”

Initially it seemed obvious to me what was happening in such moments. In 
English, schmecken means to taste in the sense of sensing food (not trying or 
sampling), and gut translates into good. Our exchange encompassed a moment 
in which something tasted good. While this expression is used by German speak-
ers, I came to realise as I observed and participated in more eating events in 
which other languages were spoken that other languages use different expres-
sions. English native speakers stated that something was delicious, while Dutch 
diners said that it was lekker [was tasty/nice].12  Neither of the two languages 
mobilised the verb to taste.

12 For expressions used during dinner table conversations in English, see Wiggins & Potter 
(2003); for an analysis of the use of “lekker” and in particular the question “Is het lekker?” [Is 
it tasty?] in Dutch, see Mol (2014); and for an analysis of German dinner table conversations, 
see Keppler (1994).
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At the same time, gastronomic professionals explained to me how they ca-
tered for their diners. They hired chefs who were able to create surprising fla-
vour combinations, employed attentive service staff, arranged tables and chairs 
to provide a welcoming feeling, and played classical music in a major key in 
the background in their restaurant or catering venues. In interviews, done in 
English, these professionals stated that “tasting is a multi-sensory experience”. 
Did this capture what was going on moments in which something schmeckt gut? 
I was not so sure, so started to investigate moments such as these.

This paper is the outcome of this investigation. It provides an analysis of 
moments at restaurants and at catered events in which something schmeckt gut 
by investigates the micro-practices that people engage in as they eat out. More 
specifically, it analyses how people craft such moments through ordering and 
organising their sensual engagements with food and drinks in specific ways.13  
Taking the German expression that something schmeckt gut literally, the analy-
sis draws on the gap that opens up in translation into English.14  It uses it as an 
epistemological space for theorising this organising and ordering of sensual re-
lations to food and drinks as “tasting”. The paper, starting from this particular 
German expression, investigates how “tasting” is done in eating out practices 
in Western Europe. It follows a line of studies on how “tasting” and “taste” are 
done and what “tasting” and “taste” do in “the West” (Hennion, 2004; Manzo, 
2010; Bentia, 2014), and brings it together with work on “tasting” and “taste” 
outside “the West”.

The paper is based on ethnographic fieldwork that I undertook between 
2009 and 2013 in different Western European countries, where the main lan-
guage spoken was English, Dutch, German or Swiss-German. During fieldwork 

13 The notion of “ordering” is taken from John Law (1994) who has developed it as a way of 
ethnographically studying what Michel Foucault called “discourses” and defined as “forms 
of strategic arranging that are intentional but do not necessarily have a subject” (Foucault, 
1981: 95 quoted in Law, 1994: 21).

14 The analysis builds upon a tradition of theorising through and investigating translation. For 
a lexicon of words and the worlds they carry in different places, see Gluck & Tsing (2009); 
for a dictionary of philosophical concepts in European languages that cannot be translated, 
see Cassin (2014); and a special issue on translation as an “epistemological space”, see HAU 
(2014).
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I went to sites such as restaurants and catered events, where people ate food 
that had been prepared by professional chefs. The restaurants ranged from 
low-budget inns for tourists to high-end internationally ranked restaurants. 
The catered events included Bar Mitzvahs, film shootings, receptions, banquets, 
conferences and private dinner parties. In the following, I will focus on one 
event in particular, the family celebration introduced in the beginning of the 
paper. It took place in June 2010 in the East of Austria, in Petsy and Rainer Meli-
char’s restaurant called Gasthaus Nibelungenhof. A person whom I will call Mat-
thias had invited his extended family to celebrate the successful completion of 
his PhD in technical engineering.15  Before the event I had interviewed Rainer, 
the chef, several times and observed in the kitchen how he prepared dishes that 
his wife then served to “the guests”, as Rainer insisted on calling them. I also 
followed the event’s organisation process, including the negotiations that took 
place between the chef and the host before and after the event. During the event 
I observed what was going on around me and used the bathroom as a separate 
space where I could take notes. After the celebration, I contacted some of the 
family members to follow up on comments they had made.

In the next section, I will analyse a first moment in which something schmeckt 
gut and bring out how this was the outcome of people engaging in particular 
activities. These organised “tasting” as experiencing. Section Three adds a sec-
ond moment in which something schmeckt gut and teases out how the diners’ 
activities differed. As a consequence, “tasting” was ordered as socialising. I will 
argue that while it is possible to analyse how a person, as he or she takes a bite, 
sensually experiences qualities inherent in a food item and socialises with oth-
ers around him or her, these two aspects might not be equally relevant for the 
people involved in “tasting”. Section Four describes a third moment in which 
something schmeckt gut involved “tasting” organised as a process of processing, 

15 I gained access to the event through my partner, who was one of the invited family members. 
The participants have been anonymised and the names - except Petsy and Rainer Melichar 
- are invented. Thanks to all of them, Matthias in particular; to Rainer Melichar and all the 
other chefs who shared with me their knowledge and practices despite a constant scarcity of 
time and the pressure of running a business profitably; and all other informants.
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and analyses how different modes of ordering relate to each other. I will con-
clude by suggesting investigation into other possible modes of ordering “tast-
ing” and the movement between them.

Ordering “tasting” as experiencing

Let me take you to the Gasthaus Nibelungenhof and introduce field notes from a 
second situation that I observed during the celebration:

Field notes, 17th June 2011, Gasthof Nibelungenhof, Traismauer, Matthias’ celebration, 

main course

The waitress has left again after having served Matthias’ uncle, a man in his 50s 

sitting to my left, and me. In front of us, on the table sit two plates. Each of them holds 

a rectangular piece of welsh catfish daubed with red, green, and orange sauces, balanced 

on top of roasted vegetables, broccoli, cauliflower and, garlic. 

Matthias’ uncle takes up his cutlery. He cuts into the fish, pushes a piece onto the 

fork, adds a broccoli floret and puts it into his mouth. He chews and swallows. I take 

up my fork and start with a piece of the roasted cauliflower. “How is it?” Matthias’ 

father has approached us from behind to check if everything is alright. The uncle and I 

reassure him, “Excellent!” “Delicious!” The host leaves again. “The fish flesh is very 

tender [locker],” the uncle continues, “And it doesn’t have any of that long, flat, near-

ly sludgy flavour [langezogenen, flachen, fast schon lätschigen Geschmack] that 

sweet freshwater fish have sometimes…” “Mhm,” I agree with him. “With the vege-

tables and the seasoning, it becomes round [rund]. Only the garlic is a bit too strong 

[dominant]…” I don’t agree with him: “Ah, I like it…” The uncle pushes a clove of 

garlic to the rim of the plate and takes another bite, and so do I.

At the end of the course, the conversation returns to the food. The uncle concludes, 

“Also dieser Gang hat mir sehr gut geschmeckt. [This course has tasted very good 

to me.]” “Mir auch.” [To me as well.] He points to the plate in front of him which, 

except for a couple of leftover garlic cloves is now empty revealing its pattern. “Look, 
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black sprinkles! They resemble the sauces that were on top of the fish! The plate even 

fits the painting…” I follow his gaze. On the other side of the room on the wall hangs a 

rectangular canvas. It is painted black with three silver vertical stripes.

What happened in this situation? The process of eating in which the uncle and I 
engaged involved taking a first bite, and noting qualities in the main course and 
its side dish — the “tenderness” and a “lack of flatness” in a piece of fish, the 
intensity of garlic in the vegetables and their seasoning. After taking a bite, the 
uncle excluded the cloves of garlic from the vegetables because they were “too 
strong”. The meal, including the sprinkles of the sauces on top of the dish, and 
its form and presentation, were commented upon and judged about. At the end, 
the uncle directed my attention to the design of the plate and the surrounding 
artwork. That the dish had gut geschmeckt was related to qualities inherent in 
the food together with the environment in which it was eaten.16 

A couple of days before the event, Rainer, who had prepared the fish course 
in his kitchen, had told me about the considerations that went into creating 
such a culinary masterpiece. In order to provide an extraordinary richness in 
taste, he explained and demonstrated, he seasoned dishes with sauces that were 
extracts of vegetables and fruits which he called “succos”. I recognised that he 
was a chef who combined and contrasted flavours and textures to create an 
“exciting multi-sensory experience”. A chef who is now retired from working 
in a Michelin-starred restaurant conveyed this approach to me in an interview, 
as did the chefs in Michelin-starred restaurants in Britain and Germany, whom 
Christel Lane studied in her more extensive analysis of the organisation of fine 
dining (2014). The editor of the culinary guide Michelin Germany explained to 
Lane the expectations regarding ‘taste’ in this realm: “The dish has to taste of 
the main/basic ingredient; there has to be a harmonious combination of the tastes; 

16 There are resonances here with Antoine Hennion’s (2004) work that provides a detailed pic-
ture of how music lovers are attached to their object of passion. According to Hennion, they 
pay attention to instruments and tunings, to pitches and voices, numbers of players involved 
when performing a piece, ways of rendering scores and ornaments, and venues and formats 
of concerts. For an analysis of the repertoires of evaluating what a “good” tomato is, see 
Heuts & Mol (2014).
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the contrasts in taste made have to be helpful to the dish… The more tastes are 
introduced, the more difficult it is to do it successfully, but great chefs can do 
it.” (178; my emphasis) Yet, as Fine’s ethnography of kitchen work (2009) in the 
upper portion of Minnesota restaurants carefully depicts, doing aesthetics and 
creating culinary masterpieces is not only a daily achievement, and one that is 
subject to constraints — of time, space and (not least) money. The biggest pre-
dicament for the non-elite, trade-school chefs Fine observed and interviewed 
was that they sometimes served food they knew was “bad food” (2009: 183).17  
Rainer is an interesting case, as he sits in between elite and trade-school chefs. 
He previously worked with famous Michelin-starred chefs, but then fell in love 
with Petsy. He now manages the family business in the countryside that Pet-
sy inherited from her parents with her, which is subject to more constraints 
than elite venues. For example, Rainer came to invent his system of “succos” 
to maintain the need for only one dishwasher and avoid a big financial loss  
for the business.

What I want to point out here is that in the situation of assessing the intensi-
ty of garlic a set of particular activities lead into a moment in which something 
schmeckt gut, including discussing qualities in food, discarding a clove of garlic 
to improve the side dish, and directing attention towards qualities in food and 
the environment in which it is consumed. In this situation, saying that food 
schmeckt gut expresses a perceptual experience. The “tasting” that has preceded 
the moment has been ordered and organised as a process of experiencing quali-
ties inherent in food and the environment in which it is consumed.18 

17 For an historical analysis of the invention of “the restaurant” and political ideas of eating 
together resonating with those of living together in France around the French revolution, see 
Spang (2000).

18 Vanina Leschziner (2006) has noted that the idea of a dish possessing inherent qualities relies 
on a particular, Modern epistemic configuration (Foucault, 1982). This configuration is the 
outcome of three shifts that happened before the 19th century. First, eating became a practice 
independent from religion. Earlier it had been organised by religious fasting calendars. Sec-
ondly, science started studying things and nature as having constitutive properties instead 
of being positioned according to resemblances within the Great Chain of Being designed by 
God, which spans from heaven to earth. With the shift came a pursuit of analytic explana-
tions and the development of experimental science. Thirdly, cookery became an independent 
normative realm having its own set of rules. Previously, it was a subcategory within medi-
cine, hygiene and dietetics. Subsequently, being a “chef” became not just a profession, but 
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The situation of the uncle and me eating is strikingly similar to situations 
that David Sutton describes in his book Remembrance of Repasts (2001). He had 
conducted in fieldwork on the Greek island Kalmynos. On several occasions, 
Kalymnians called a particularly delicious batch of bean stew “Turkish De-
light!” Describing a bean stew by using the name of a soft dessert, according 
to Sutton, directed attention to the stew’s tender texture as well as the sweet 
flavour of the beans. When cooking, people often encouraged others to attend 
to odours of the food they were preparing. This happened with a noisy intake of 
breath through the nose and the instruction to “listen to that smell” (99). Also, 
island inhabitants identified the failure to perceive an element of a dish in terms 
of that element “not being hearable” (99). Other ethnographers have mapped 
this type of verbal expression more systematically. For example, Joel Kuipers 
(1986) has recorded the taste terms used to express their sensual perceptions 
among Weyéwa people living on the western island of Sumba in Indonesia in 
the early 1980s. Gunter Senft (2011) studied changes in the lexicon of perceptual 
experiences expressed by the Kilivila-speaking Trobriand Islanders of Papua 

also an artistic one. I would add a fourth and crucial shift concerning the body: It became an 
entity with a universal physiology, which was depicted two-dimensionally from anatom-
ical dissections of three-dimensional corpses. Before that each body had been constituted 
as a unique entity by its particular combination of humours — blood, phlegm, choler, and 
melancholy which formed its physical state. The four historical shifts are conditions of possi-
bility for the “harmony” of flavours that became a standard for cooking, replacing the older 
emphasis on balancing bodily humours, and the understanding of inherent qualities in all 
things, including foodstuffs.

What makes that something “schmeckt gut”: the sauces’ design fits the style of the painting
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New Guinea since 1982. The taste terms that he had recorded in the 1980s in-
cluded sumakenia (sweet, rich, tasty), payuyu (sour, bitter, unripe), yayana/yayani 
(bitter, hot, harsh), yona (salt, salty, saltwater), bolova (stale, insipid), gegeda (bit-
ing, hurting), gasisi (fierce, wild, terrible, bad); and bwena (good) and gaga (bad). 
The vocabulary, despite an increasing influence of English, had changed little 
between 1982 and 2008, Senft concluded.19 

The situation of “tasting” at the family celebration I studied thus resonates 
with previous findings about multisensory metaphors and terms that are used 
by people to express their sensations and direct other people’s attention toward 
qualities of food. Based on such observations, David Sutton has recently ques-
tioned the idea of taste, embedded in the Western model of the five senses, that 
taste is a sense that is separate from other senses. He has argued, instead, that 
“taste [is] an actual multi-sensory experience” (2010: 211).20  In contrast to the 
situations Sutton observed, “multi-sensory experience” is an emic category in 
the event described above used by Rainer and other chefs whom I interviewed. 
It describes the attention to and perceptions of qualities of dishes the gastro-
nomic professionals expect diners to have.

19 Taste terms were recorded as early as in 1904 by C.S. Myers during an expedition of Cam-
bridge anthropologists to the islands of Torres Strait (Myers, 1904). For an exploration of US 
chefs’ repertoires for talking about the aesthetics of a dish, see Fine (1995).

20 “Experience” also figured as a key notion in another context in ethnographies on sensuous 
relations to food. Paul Stoller, in “The Taste of Ethnographic Things” (1989), a publication 
that was crucial in opening up the field for ethnographic research into the topic, advocated 
for a “tasteful ethnography” which, rather than providing “totalized investigations of the 
Songhay, the Nuer, or the Trobriander”, attends to “the complexities of the individuals social 
experience” (29). In this case, the notion allows a shift from whole cultures to individuals in 
ethnographic research.
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Organising “tasting” differently: Socialising

Not everybody engaged in a discussion about “flatness” and “roundness” 
during the family celebration at the Gasthaus Nibelungenhof. Let me introduce 
field notes from a third situation that occurred during the event:

Field notes, 17th June 2011, Gasthof Nibelungenhof, Traismauer, Matthias’ cele- 

bration, dessert

Matthias, sitting at one end of the table, is holding in his hand a glass plate on 

which a piece of Sachertorte, a chocolate cake, lies next to a small fork. Matthias had 

just finished distributing pieces of the cake after cutting it with the help of his youngest 

nephew and his aunt. 

The cake was a graduation present for Matthias from his aunt. She had told me 

during the main course how, over the last three days, she had baked the sponge, cut it 

into layers, added jam between the layers, coated them with chocolate and added the dec-

oration formed out of almond paste on top: two figurines — penguins wearing hats like 

those worn in American graduation ceremonies —, roses, and a wish written in brown 

on white. “For my only and most favourite nephew!” the aunt said proudly. Together 

with two other home-made cakes it had formed the “cake buffet”, the first dessert course 

that would be followed by another one, ice cream, made by the chef.

Matthias takes up his fork, cuts a piece of the cake, puts it on his fork and in his 

mouth. He chews. I am sitting next to Matthias, holding a plate that contains another 

piece of the Sachertorte and an almond paste rose. I cut off a piece and put it in my 

mouth. Matthias swallows. Then, he says,“I hope you don’t mind me getting up. Ich 

sag’ kurz der Tante, wie gut ihre Sachertorte schmeckt. [I will quickly let auntie 

know how good her cake tastes.]”

In this process of eating, a person and the ethnographer took bites, in this case, 
of a cake. After having taken the first bite, Matthias got up to tell the person 
who had made the cake, his aunt, that the cake schmeckt gut. That it schmeckt 
gut was related to the effort the aunt had put into baking the cake. For the aunt, 
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baking a cake that took her three days was a way of showing that she loved, as 
she put it, her “only and most favourite nephew”. Matthias demonstrated by 
getting up that he was a “good” nephew, appreciating the work and effort of 
his aunt. In this moment “love went through the stomach”, “Liebe ging durch 
den Magen”, as the aunt described later, in an interview to me, her baking for 
Matthias. Through the aunt baking a cake for her nephew, and by his taking a 
bite of it, the nephew and the aunt related to each other.

Following this example, activities such as offering a cake as a present, tak-
ing a bite thereof and getting up to express praise can also lead into a moment 
in which something schmeckt gut. In this situation and through the prior activi-
ties that something schmeckt gut becomes related to the love that a family mem-
ber has put into the preparation of a food item. In this situation, that the cake 
schmeckt gut is an expression of a social relation one family member entertains 
with another family member. The “tasting” that lead into it and results from 
this moments had been organised this time as a process of socialising.

As I was analysing the ethnographic data, I could not help remarking on the 
resonances between this situation and others that have been observed by Jon 
Holtzman during his fieldwork among Samburu kettle herders living in the 
North of Kenya. They are described by Holtzman in Uncertain Tastes (2009). In 
the past, the author points out, Samburu people lived from a diet of meat, blood 
and milk that was punctuated by spells of food scarcity. Nowadays, Holtzman 

What makes that something “schmeckt gut”: the cake is baked with love
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observed that during the time he lived with Samburu, maize (which is called 
“grey food” by Samburu people) and tea were staple food items. Preparing, dis-
tributing and consuming food were organised within households and divided 
between husband and wife in particular ways. While women had no recognised 
political power, at home they were responsible for providing all the other fam-
ily members with a share of food, and they distributed it according to their 
own idea of fairness. Some women had husbands who were much older than 
they were, and some of them drank and misused family resources. In response, 
some of these women provided their husbands with only little food — starved 
them, Holtzman observed (2009: 88). Holtzman took a picture of one of these 
couples. “An old, thin man with a young, well-nourished wife” is the caption 
that is printed below the reproduction of the photograph on page 89 of the 
book. The wife’s cheeks are round and, in the black-and-white picture, stick out 
as white. His are fallen in and remain black. In this case, the lack of love went 
through the stomach too. The woman did not love her husband enough to pro-
vide him with enough food. 

In his turn, David Howes (2003) has observed in the Massim river region 
in Papua New Guinea how hosts of marriages or mortuary feasts did not eat 
any of the food they prepared themselves, and distributed it to their guests in-
stead. Howes suggested that among Massim people, a “restriction of taste”, as 
he puts it, was crucial in deriving one’s identity and maintaining a social posi-
tion. In a similar way, Adam Chau (2008) has witnessed that in rural Shaanbei, 
in north-central China ‘spicy liquor’ or ‘burning liquor’ (lajiu or shaojiu) served 
in small, white porcelain shot cups during temple festivals, contributed to the 
production of “honghuo” — social heat or red-hot sociality.21 

The situation of Matthias and me having a piece of chocolate cake thus re-
lates to a second set of findings. The consumption of food items that have been 
baked or cooked by family members for others creates and recreates relations 
between the people pertaining to a specific group. It crafts their identities, social 

21 In a similar way as Chau has analysed the production of a “red-hot” sociality, Janeja’s 
ethnography (2010) provides insights into the creation and maintenance of “the everyday 
normal” in middle-class households in Calcutta and Dhaka.
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positions, and relations between them. Sensual relation to food, this literature 
brings out, organises “the Social” that is assembled and reassembled constant-
ly. What is particularly striking about the situation I have described with the 
cake is the activity of taking a bite incited the nephew to get up and thank his 
aunt, to actualise his relation with her.

Introducing a special issue on taste and other senses, Elisabeth Hsu (2008) has 
recently pointed out that ethnographic research into the topic has reached an 
understanding of “there being a ‘mutuality’ between social relations and the 
material world, where mutuality is a concept [we can use] (…) to overcome 
the historically given separation between anthropological research into the so-
cial world and material objects” (433f.). I agree with Hsu that a separation of 
research into “the social world” and “material objects” is counterproductive. 
It is more fruitful to bring together different approaches to tasting and taste, 
for instance by studying perceptual experiences and observing the recreation 
of social relations within a family through the consumption of food items. Yet, 
I would argue from the two situations I have presented in which something 
schmeckt gut, that in particular moments, not all of these aspects are equally 
relevant to the actors involved in them.

In the situation that involved the uncle, it was the garlic cloves which he 
had deemed “too strong” that became talked about and acted upon. He never 
brought up as an issue whether or not the chef had prepared the dish with pas-
sion and love. He also never referred to talking about flavours and other qual-
ities inherent in a dish, which implied engaging with a stranger next to him, in 
terms of creating a social relation that had an effect on the dish “tasting good”. 
In a similar way, in the situation of Matthias and me having a piece of cake, 
what was brought up as a concern was the aunt and the gratefulness Matthias 
wanted to express towards her. We never talked about whether Matthias or I 
found the cake “too dry” or “too moist”. It was not the exciting flavour com-
bination or the surprising design that matched the decoration on the table that 
had made the cake “tasting good”.
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Thus, while it is possible to analytically combine an approach to tasting and 
taste that analyses how, as a person takes a bite of food, he or she experiences 
qualities that are inherent in food and socialises with others around him or her 
at the same time, the two moments in which something schmeckt gut exemplify 
how in practice and for the people involved in specific instances, there are dif-
ferences in what is important to and acted upon by them. In the two moments 
described above, experiencing qualities of food did not automatically include 
socialising through it. Likewise, socialising through the cake did not involve ex-
periencing its qualities. The “tasting” that people engaged in did not yield the 
same effect either. Matthias and his uncle both took a bite of food, but activities 
they subsequently engaged in next differed. The uncle discarded garlic that he 
deemed “too strong” in the dish. Matthias, in contrast, got up to thank his aunt. 
The two moments in which something schmeckt gut bring out how “tasting” is 
organised and ordered in different ways by actors involved in it.22 

Processing as a third way of ordering “tasting”  
and the co-existence of difference

Let me introduce field notes of a fourth situation, because during the family 
celebration at the Gasthaus Nibelungenhof there were participants who engaged 
with the food they ate in yet another, different way. More specifically, there was 
the grand-mother.

 
Field notes, 17th June 2011, Gasthof Nibelungenhof, Traismauer, Matthias’ celebration, 

after the dessert

Matthias’ grandmother and her daughter, Matthias’ aunt, are sitting a couple of 

seats further down the table from me and Matthias. A walking stick leans against the 

chair of the older woman. Earlier I had noticed that she had had the fish as a main course. 

She had been loading her fork with some of the fish and then directing it slowly towards 

22 For an analysis of how a political movement such as the Slow Food movement organises tast-
ing and systematically creates tensions between the what, who and how of tasting in order to 
advocate for change, see Bentia (2014).
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her mouth. Her hand had not been steady and the fish had been about to fall off. Finally 

it had reached her mouth. She had chewed and swallowed. She had then filled the fork 

with some of the vegetables and directed it towards her mouth. Again slowly. The hand 

had trembled and a piece of broccoli had fallen down. Finally, the remaining vegetables 

had reached her mouth. She had chewed and swallowed them.

Now, she is watching the goings-on around her. I get up and join her. “How are you 

Mrs. Kainzbauer?” I ask. “So, so…” she answers, then adds, “Guat hot’s g’schmeckt, 

ned? [It tasted good, didn’t it?]” I agree with her, “Jo, s’Essa war wirklich spitze!” 

[Yes, the food was really extraordinary.] Her daughter, having overheard the exchange, 

adds, “Hod’s d’r g’schmeckt, Oma? [Did it taste to you, granny?]” The old woman 

nods while the younger one explains to me, “I had ordered the fish for her. Out of the 

three dishes on the menu it had been the easiest one for her to chew. She is wearing 

dentures, you see. She would have problems eating meat. At home, currently, when my 

husband and I have meat, she has a bigger portion of the side dish, or more of the soup 

with bread.” The daughter pauses and, after a moment, concludes, “Well, it’s very hu-

man. That’s how it goes as one is getting older…”

In this process of eating, a person was faced with the difficulties of getting food-
stuffs to and into the body, of biting into it and chewing. More specifically, the 
physical act of eating required (what in medical language is called) shearing 
the mash and forming a bolus that then could be brought back to the rear of the 
mouth, swallowed, moved into the pharynx, the oesophagus and further into 
the digestive system. The grandmother, a person wearing dentures, an artificial 
device, and not being particularly agile anymore, had been ordered food by 
her daughter that would be the least challenging and dangerous to be exposed 
to. That the course had gut geschmeckt became related to the ability to chew the 
dish, and included the daughter who had chosen and ordered the food with the 
issue of chewing in mind.

No-one whose work I observed — neither Rainer, nor any of the other chefs 
and caterers, food consultants and marketers, restaurant owners and employ-
ees, gastronomic critics and food photographers — brought up dentures and 
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chewing as an issue for the preparation or eating of food. Thus I contacted a 
General Practitioner (GP) after the event. She explained to me that Mrs Ka-
inzbauer and many other elderly people faced a series of issues in the “oral 
processing” of food. Because of muscle loss, dentures often become loose. New 
ones can cost up to 6,000 Euros. The question of whether it is worth it to make 
this investment is a question that often comes up. Ill-fitting dentures make 
chewing painful, however, and diminish the range of food items that can be 
eaten by the wearer. As the GP put it, this affects the “quality of life” and can 
cause depression. Research on these issues, she said, is going on in gerodontol-
ogy, the branch of medicine that deals with the oral health of elderly people.

In addition to the two sets of activities described in the previous sections, 
this third one can also lead into a moment in which something schmeckt gut. 
This set of activities involves not having to take out the denture in front of ev-
erybody else, and one person’s care of ordering a dish for another who wears 
dentures and is faced with the problems with eating they create. In this situa-
tion, that something schmeckt gut becomes related to dentures and the physical 
chewing of a dish. That something schmeckt gut is the expression of the practical 
achievement of processing edibles. The “tasting” that precedes the moment has 
been organised yet again differently, as processing food.23 

23 For an analysis of the process of digestion that raises questions about agency, see Abrahams-
son (2014). Mann et al. (2011) also studied the practical achievement of eating a meal using 
one’s fingers, which required re-theorizing the relations of “us” and “them”, “the West” and 
“the exotic Other”.

What makes that something “schmeckt gut”: the fish is chewable with dentures
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During the analysis of my field notes, this situation of dentures made me think 
of and reread Annemarie Mol’s fieldwork in a Dutch rehabilitation centre. In 
the facility, health-care professionals treated patients whose ability to swallow 
had been impaired during cerebrovascular accidents (Mol 2011). Speech thera-
pists gave small exercises to the patients they were treating. First, the therapists 
assigned exercises through which the patients relearned to swallow their own 
saliva. Once the rehabilitants could handle this, the carer made the patients 
move on to “stuff”, in the beginning stuff that was “innocent” and would not 
harm the lungs if it slipped down the trachea instead of the esophagus, and 
then “real food.” Mol also described how in order to motivate a patient in this 
process, a speech therapist had asked what the patient craved. “Chocolate cake 
with berries!”, the patient answered. Cake was still too dangerous to try out, the 
therapist assessed. If the cake ended up in the patient’s bronchi and then lungs, 
it would cause an infection. The speech therapist had thus organised chocolate 
pudding and a red fruit sauce. Encouraged and excited by the prospect of eat-
ing food items that resembled his favourite ones, the patient had dared to take 
up the scary step of swallowing “real food” for the first time, and managed it 
successfully. Similar situations have been observed by Jeannette Pols and Sarah 
Limburg (Forthcoming) in a group of patients who suffer from amyotrophic lat-
eral sclerosis (ALS), a progressive neurogenerative disease. When they become 
unable to control the muscles needed for swallowing, these patients receive a 
tube through which they inject nutritious solutions into their stomachs. Pols 
and Limburg brought out the strategies that patients developed to eat and en-
joy their food despite having to use the tube.

The case of the grandmother and her dentures thus relates to a third body 
of literature on appreciation and enjoyment of food in health care practices, 
the challenge that taking up food poses to impaired bodies, and the care that is 
provided to them by professionals. In observing such situations, ethnographers 
make visible practices of care, analysing ideals and norms in medicine, and 
theorising care more broadly. In contrast to the cases conveyed by Mol and Pols 
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and Limburg, the situation I described above did not happen in a rehabilitation 
centre, but in a restaurant where a daughter provided care for her mother with-
out monetary renumeration.24 

While it is possible to analyse how the processing of food items happened as 
the uncle and I had the fish main course, and as Matthias and I took bites of the 
chocolate cake, I would argue that it was only in the situation described above 
that processing itself became an issue. Only the grand-mother and her daughter 
articulated that what made a dish schmeckt gut was related to the struggle to 
chew it successfully.25  The two never raised issues such as whether or not the 
flavours of the main course had been exciting or to what extent the dish had 
been cooked with passion and love. Again, I would argue that the situation 
shows how “tasting” can be ordered and organised in a third and yet again 
different way that consists mainly of a processing.

The observation that moments in which something schmeckt gut can occur 
as the outcome of different modes of ordering and organising sensual relations 
and engagements with food, “tasting”, opens up a new question. Rather than 
asking how tastes are accounted for and disputed, the question becomes how 
such modes of “tasting” relate to each other. During the family celebration in 
the Gasthaus Nibelungenhof, three different modes co-existed because of two 
ways that they were distributed. First, the cake that had been prepared by a 
family member (the aunt) solicited an engagement with her. She was present 
in the same room, while the courses that had been served beforehand and af-

24 For an analysis of “care” as an alternative to “choice” in the organisation of health care 
practices, see Mol (2006); and on “care” outside health care practices, see Mol, Moser & Pols 
(2010).

25 A beautiful analysis that in a similar way de-universalises “experience” in the sense of “being 
in the world”, through the notion of “struggling” has been undertaken by Robert Desjarlais. 
In the paper “Struggling along” (1994), Desjarlais describes how through his fieldwork in a 
shelter for homeless mentally ill people in Boston he came to question the Western philo-
sophical category of “experience”, which, according to the author, is characterised by a narra-
tive flow, interiority, reflexivity and coherence. Desjarlais’ informants described their way of 
living as a “struggling along.” Desjarlais characterises “struggling along” as a second way of 
“being in the world” constituted by a holding oneself together and making do with the day-
to-day contingencies in the here and now.
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terwards by a professional chef (and been paid for) did not. It was, in this case, 
the food object (a present, hand made, not bought) that interpellated the peo-
ple eating it to order their sensual engagements as socialising. Secondly, the 
grandmother did not to engage in the same way with the fish main course as 
the uncle or Matthias had. Neither of the two was confronted with difficulties or 
impairments while eating. It was, in this case, the body of the person who was 
eating which turned sensual engagements with food into a process of process-
ing. Different modes of ordering “tasting” were distributed over different food 
object and bodies. A “tasting together in difference” took place.

Inclusions into a “tasting together in difference”

This paper has provided an investigation into moments in which German 
speakers state that something schmeckt gut. It has focused on such moments 
that happen during eating out in a restaurant and catered events. Based on eth-
nographic observations of one event, a family celebration that took place in the 
Gasthaus Nibelungenhof in Austria, the paper has analysed three such moments. 
The analysis has teased apart the entities to which that a dish schmeckt gut be-
came related — a painting on the wall, the effort that went into making a cake, 
the ease with which a dish was chewed — and traced the activities that lead into 
these moments — discarding cloves of garlic, getting up and expressing praise, 
ordering a dish for another person based on physical chewing needs. Taking 
the German expression, that something “tastes good”, literally, I have theorised 
these moments as three different modes of ordering and organising “tasting”: 
experiencing, socialising and processing food. I have provided an alternative 
picture of what can count as “tasting” compared to what English or French 
provide (Manzo, 2010; Hennion, 2004). I have argued that while it is possible 
when studying tasting to bring together different approaches and investigate 
how, as one takes a bite, a person multi-sensorially experiences the qualities of 
food items and socialises with others around her, but in any  moment in which 
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something schmeckt gut, not all of these aspects are equally relevant. In the fami-
ly celebration, different family members employed different modes of ordering 
and organising “tasting”.

Two questions follow from this. First, the three moments in which some-
thing schmeckt gut that I have analysed illuminated three specific ways of or-
dering and organising tasting, namely as experiencing, socialising and process-
ing. If people engage in micro-practices that organise and order “tasting” in 
different ways, how else might people order “tasting” through other activities 
they engage in before, during, and after eating out? In the moment in which 
something schmeckt gut presented in the introduction, for instance, something 
yet again different seems to be going on. In this case, that the soup schmeckt gut 
became tied up with hunger that became satiated. Secondly, to what extent do 
people combine or switch between different modes of ordering? In the three 
situations that I analysed, that something schmeckt gut was not the outcome of 
an addition of delicious flavours and the passion with which a dish had been 
prepared. Yet, such an addition within one situation might happen during oth-
er eating events elsewhere and deserves further investigation. My own involve-
ment in two different situations in which something schmeckt gut exemplifies 
also that it is possible for one person to switch between different orderings of 
“tasting”. The question of who is good at switching and how people manage it 
equally deserve further inquiry.

Hsu’s claim of “a ‘mutuality’ between social relations and the material 
world” (2008: 433f.) exemplifies where the challenge for ethnographic research 
into people’s sensual engagements with food lay a decade ago: in combining 
attention to “social relations” and “the material world” which had not been 
evident earlier. Working along these lines, I have brought out how moments 
in which something schmeckt gut can be the outcome of a process of socialising 
as well as of experiencing qualities inherent in food. By following the concerns 
of my informants, I think we can learn what the next task might be for our 
ethnographic investigations into tasting. In the event that this paper has re-
ported about, not everybody — not every body —, it turned out, was equally 
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well-equipped for eating and sensually engaging with food. For a grandmother 
wearing dentures chewing the food served to her during the celebration had 
been a challenge. What was at stake was therefore not only people socialising 
through food with each other and experiencing qualities inherent in food, but 
a body that had been in need of care provided to it by others. A person who 
might have been excluded if care had not been provided had become included 
in the event. At stake, in other words, was a body living on with, more or less, 
quality of life, for a little longer still. This is not meant metaphorically. Matthi-
as’ grandmother and the person whose dentures I was allowed to photograph 
(Image 8) have passed away since I finished my fieldwork. The next challenge, 
as we ethnographically investigate people’s sensual engagements with food in 
the future, might be exactly this – to articulate and theorise how such inclusions 
are made in a “tasting together in difference”.
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4 | WHICH CONTEXT MATTERS? 
TASTING IN A HOSPITAL AND SOCIAL SCIENCE THEORIES

Abstract:
What influences how people taste the food they eat? This paper investigates 
how sensual engagements with food, and in particular the tasting of it, become 
contextualised in everyday life practices and social science theories. Based on 
ethnographic fieldwork in a Swiss hospital, the Kantonsspital Graubünden, 
this paper analyses what doctors, patients and nurses bring up as shaping 
sensual engagements with food. It also investigates how sensual engagements 
with food become contextualised in three social scientific studies on “taste”, 
“eating” and “tasting”: Distinction (Bourdieu, 2010), Daily and Festival Food 
(Wiegelmann, 1967), From the Glass to the Lips (Teil, 2004). The paper argues 
that three different contexts have been developed in the previous studies: “soci-
ety”, “food culture” and “in practice”. These three contexts do not help make 
sense of what was observed and brought up by the people working and living 
in the hospital as shaping sensual engagements with food: what happens be-
fore, after, and around eating. The paper therefore adds “mundane goings-on” 
as a fourth context. It concludes that contextualising tasting allows the ad-
dressing of social issues and recommends further investigation of the relations  
between contexts.
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What matters for tasting?

What influences how people taste the food they eat? Consider this situation that 
I observed during ethnographical fieldwork.

Field notes, 26th August 2011, noon

Light is streaming through the huge window front onto the beige cotton cloth that 

covers the table. Martina puts a grey plastic tray on the table. On the tray sits a small 

bowl with lettuce and cucumber salad. Next to it there is a plate filled with steamed 

carrots and a portion of grated fried potatoes. Martina settles herself in a chair. On the 

opposite side of the table, next to me, Regula has already taken a seat. She sits in front of 

a plate filled with chicken nuggets and a heap of noodles with vegetables. Martina takes 

up the cutlery and fills the fork with potatoes. She brings the fork to her mouth, takes 

the bite, chews and swallows. She reaches over the table, grabs the salt-shaker that is 

standing there, adds some salt to the potatoes, and stirs them. At the same time Regula 

takes up her cutlery, cuts through the first nugget and puts it into her mouth. I start 

eating as well.

Was the way Martina, Regula and I perceived and appreciated flavours, tex-
tures and other qualities of the dishes in front of us on the table influenced by 
the colour of the tablecloth and the light streaming through the window? Did 
it matter that Martina and Regula were female, around 35 years old, had been 
trained as nurses and were working as such? Was it important that the situation 
took place in Chur, a town of around 30,000 inhabitants in the Graubünden 
canton in the East of Switzerland in the west of Europe? Was it relevant that the 
room in which all this happened was the canteen of a hospital, the Kantonsspital 
Graubünden, which, in 2011, provided health care for 16,862 patients with pub-
lic, semi-private and private insurance and employed 1,438 doctors, nurses and 
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other professionals? Did the 8,809 thorax radiographies that were performed in 
the hospital that year, the 9 feet that were amputated, and the 932 babies that 
were delivered, make maybe even a difference?26 

People’s sensual relations to food seem to be affected, or potentially be 
affected by everything. But if everything can matter, what are “the differenc-
es that make a difference”?27  What engenders hierarchies and inequalities? 
What creates “goods” and “bads”?28  What, in other words, is the context that  
matters for tasting?

Remaining in the quasi-naive position of the student, in this paper I will 
investigate how sensual engagements with food, moments in which something, 
as is said in German, “tastes good” for instance, become contextualised in ev-
eryday life practices and social science theories. As a starting point I will use the 
present continuous form of the verb “to taste”, “tasting”.

The paper is based on ethnographic fieldwork carried out in the line of Em-
erson et al. (2011) and Amann and Hirschauer (1997). It took place between 2009 
and 2013 in several Western European countries where I gathered observational 
material in different situations and sites, amongst others, hospitals. During my 
fieldwork in the Kantonsspital Graubünden, I observed the preparation of food 
in the hospital’s kitchen, the delivery of meals to the wards, and sales at the 
hospital’s canteen and take-away units. I had breakfast, lunch, dinner, snacks 
and coffees in between with doctors, patients and nurses.29  I complemented 
this observational material with semi-structured interviews with the heads of 
two wards, the health care staff unit and the kitchens. Here I present field notes 
based on the observations and interviews and analyse what doctors, patients 
and nurses articulate as mattering for tasting, which I will theorise as “context”.

26 See http://www.ksgr.ch/jahresbericht-2011.pdfx?forced=true;  
http://www.ksgr.ch/jahresstatistik-2011.pdfx?forced=true; last accessed September 2014.

27 The expression of “difference that makes a difference” is borrowed from Nassehi (2003). 
While this paper does not take Nassehi’s system theory approach, it shares the assumption 
that differences (and reality) are not given, but performed.

28 For the notions of “goods” and “bads”, see Mol (2013).
29 All people have been anonymised and the medical case described in section 3 slightly simpli-

fied. The names are invented.
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At the same time, I will investigate social science studies on what the au-
thors call “taste”, “eating”, and “tasting” that are based on empirical data gath-
ered in Western societies. I will focus on three studies, Distinction (Bourdieu, 
2010), Daily and Festival Food (Wiegelmann, 1967), and From the Glass to the Lips 
(Teil, 2004). Reasons for this choice will become clear in the sections that fol-
low this. I will analyse the representation, description and/or explanation on 
what matters for tasting (or the “context”) that is provided in these publications 
which are the outcome of the socio-material research practices and processes 
(Latour & Woolgar, 1986; Law, 2004) the authors had been involved in.

My main argument is that while the three studies develop three different 
contexts, “society”, “food culture” and “in practice”, these do not help to make 
sense of what doctors, patients and nurses articulate as influencing sensual en-
gagements with food: what happens before, after, and around eating. I will 
therefore add “mundane goings-on” as a fourth context, concluding that each 
context allows for addressing a specific social issue. Finally, I will recommend 
further investigation of the relation between contexts.

“Society” and time

Field notes, 13th September 2011, paediatric ward, lunch, part 1

Corina Rohner and I take a seat on the bench that has been put up on the balcony. 

The sky is blue, the sun is shining and the mountains provide a panorama that is fit for a 

postcard. Mrs Rohner, a doctor on duty on this day on the ward for paediatric medicine, 

cuts through the potato gratin on her plate. She pushes the piece of the gratin onto her 

fork, puts it into her mouth, chews and swallows. “Mmmm, s’Gratin schmeckt guat! 

[The gratin tastes good.]” She cuts a piece from the slice of veal, pierces it on the fork, 

puts it into her mouth, chews and swallows. She lays down the cutlery.
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“If you study taste, then you have to read Bourdieu!” a colleague from a 
sociology department advised me when I returned from fieldwork. “His book 
Distinction is the most important social scientific study in this regard ever.” So 
I started reading Bourdieu.

Distinction. A Social Critique of the Judgment of Taste was first published in 
1979, in French, with the title Distinction. Critique Social du Jugement. It is based 
on quantitative and qualitative data collected between 1963 and 1967, in Paris, 
Lyon and a small village in the countryside in France by Pierre Bourdieu. Bour-
dieu went to many households and asked the people living in them, a total of 
1,217, many questions, including what kind of food they ate and how they ate 
it. He used the data to create up the following:

     Coordinate system printed on page 182 of Distinction (Bourdieu, 2010 [1979]): The food space
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This coordinate system shows that pork, pasta, potatoes and beans, “cheap” 
food, was eaten by those interviewees who had little income, or “economic cap-
ital” as Bourdieu called this. In contrast, beef, veal and lamb, fruit and vegeta-
bles were consumed by people with high income. Bourdieu argued that what 
food is eaten by whom is not, as economic theory posits, an effect of economic 
capital merely. Formal and informal education, which he called “cultural cap-
ital”, also needs to be taken into account. This becomes clear through the food 
items eaten by those survey participants who had a medium amount of capital, 
but different compositions thereof. Those with a lot of formal and informal ed-
ucation and a relatively small salary consumed bread and dairy products while 
those with high income and less formal and informal education ate, in contrast, 
pastries and game (note that the graphic above does not provide any insights 
into the differences that might have been found between Paris, Lyon and the 
small village in the countryside).

Based on this graphic, Bourdieu further argued that three patterns of a 
“propensity and capacity to appropriate” (2010: 169) food objects — he calls 
this “taste” [“goût”] — could be distinguished: a “taste of necessity” (for fat, 
fattening, the most nourishing food), a “taste of freedom” (for food that is fresh, 
lean and light) and a “modest taste” (for food that is either healthy and natural-
ly sweet or rich and intense). Through taste, people, whom Bourdieu calls “so-
cial actors”, perceive others and judge them. They relate to those with a similar 
taste and distinguish themselves from others with different tastes through their 
taste, and thus form social classes. Taste, so Bourdieu went on to argue, is the 
outcome of the social conditions social actors found themselves in when grow-
ing up. According to him, by learning to like and consume types of objects other 
than during childhood, social actors can become part of a new, higher, social 
class, or at least try to become part of that higher class. The idea of taste is itself, 
he argued, bourgeois because it presupposes a freedom of choice.
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Taste, Bourdieu concluded, is a mechanism of social distinction, a driver 
in the struggle for the distribution of power between social classes within soci-
ety.30  It (re-)creates domination by elites who manage to define their taste as the 
only “legitimate” one and institutionalise it in the educational system. But let’s 
go back to that lunch. What happens next?

Field notes, 13th September 2011, paediatric ward, lunch, part 2

Mrs Rohner takes another bite of the potato gratin. She puts down her cutlery and 

then chews and swallows. “Today is a good day,” she observes. “There is even time to 

put down the cutlery.” Her remark reminds me of the day before. On that day, in the 

morning Mrs Rohner had been assigned to treat a patient with a chronic blood defor-

mation disease. Her task was to fit him with a catheter. Inserting the thin tube into 

the patient’s vessel did not go as smoothly as expected. It got stuck. She had to begin 

again. And again. And again. By the time the thin tube had been finally fitted into the 

blood vessel and the infusion turned on, it was 12.45 pm. Mrs Rohner ran down the 

stairs, with me following her, to the canteen. Once there, she picked up a tray, walked to 

the counter with the main dishes, took a pizza with roasted vegetables, paid, filled two 

glasses with water, ran up the stairs again and took a seat at the table on the balcony. 

At that point it was 12.52 pm. Mrs Rohner started eating immediately. Within no time, 

the entire pizza was gone. Then she took the first glass of water, drank it in one draft, 

put it down, took the second glass and drank it, too. As she put it down she said, “And 

now I feel sick!” She got up again immediately. In order to follow her, I had to leave half 

of my pizza untouched. She returned the tray to the nurses’ kitchen, hurried down the 

stairs, along a corridor and into the radiographer’s room: a dark chamber in which two 

projectors threw black and white pictures of deformed brain structures onto the walls. 

It was 12.59 pm when she arrived. She was in time. The radiography meeting started 

at one o’clock.

30 For a study exploring how in Israel during weddings the new middle class distinguishes 
itself through a “simple taste”, see Kaplan (2013).
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I could now start analysing Mrs Rohner having her lunch in the vein of Bour-
dieu’s theory. I could investigate how, through the consumption of a potato 
gratin and veal, the doctor distinguishes herself from others and from whom 
exactly; and, for instance, include as a further dimension through which distinc-
tion operates in a social actor from an upward striving middle class the hurry 
that the doctor displays and in which the dish is eaten. Mrs Rohner would then 
become an actor struggling over power however. This is not the impression 
that I got during fieldwork. The paediatricians whom I came to follow around 
seemed instead to be struggling to provide health care to the patients on their 
ward in the best way possible and to fit in meals in between. After the lunch 
described in the second part of the field notes in the evening at 8.30 pm, Mrs 
Rohner, who was walking to her office to finish paperwork as I was about to 
leave the ward, said almost apologetically: “I always try to make time for lunch, 
not wolf it down like I did today… But at the moment there is so much work…”

I would argue that first, if one takes a step back, one recognises that sensual 
engagements with food are situated in a very particular way in Bourdieu’s Dis-
tinction. Moments in which something “tastes good” are implicitly subsumed 
under a propensity and capacity to appropriate food, a preference and con-
sumption pattern, a “taste” of a group of people and a mechanism of social 
distinction between more and less powerful groups. Tasting thus becomes con-
textualised socially, within social classes that make up “society”. Contextualising 
tasting socially allows Pierre Bourdieu to question whether taste is an individ-
ual’s free choice and to argue that that is rhetorical itself, contributing to domi-
nation and the maintenance of power distribution within society. By linking the 
appreciation of food items not only to income, economic capital, but also to the 
transmission of education through the parental home and formal school educa-
tion, cultural capital, he can thus point out the responsibility of the educational 
system in the reproduction of elites and the recreation of inequalities.
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Secondly, what the doctor says, “There is even time to put down the cut-
lery”, should be attended to. What the paediatrician brings up as what mat-
tered for her to sensually engage with and appreciate that what she was eating 
“tasted good”, as she put it, were not other people and what they consumed, 
but the tasks and activities that she was involved in before, after and around 
eating. What tasting becomes related to, and becomes articulated as making the 
difference that makes a difference, are mundane goings-on around eating which I 
suggest to be another and different context that matters for tasting.

In the situation described above 
and on the day before mentioned in 
the field notes, they left more or less 
time for sensual engagements with 
food.31 These two lunches were not 
the only situations that I observed in 
which time was an issue. The doc-
tors had long working hours and on 
many days left the ward long after the 

shops in town had closed. One of the doctors told me that when he got home 
he usually ate a dinner of some crackers, cheese, and fresh crunchy red bell 
peppers that he bought in a shop at the train station, a shop that sells a choice 
of fruit and vegetables and does not close until midnight. This shop had only 
recently opened and this, as the doctor put it, had improved his “quality of life 
significantly”. He explained that this was because he had been doing a lot of 
his shopping at a petrol station which also stays open until late at night, but 
sells neither fruit nor vegetables. On another day, I saw one of the senior doc-
tors rushing down the corridor with a sandwich in his hand. While walking he 
took a bite of the sandwich, looked at it, then took another bite. “How is it?”  

31 The lack of sufficient time for eating and drinking is a common problem and common 
knowledge on this and other wards. In the British Journal for Medicine the “Christmas special” 
article in 2010 reports a study on dehydration in junior doctors and patients being treated for 
dehydration by these doctors (Solomon et al., 2010). As it turned out, the doctors who partic-
ipated in the study were more likely to be “at risk” of dehydration than the patients whose 
dehydration they were treating.

What matters for tasting: the radiography meeding
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I asked him. “Not bad,” he replied. Later he told me that he had not had a warm 
lunch for five days in a row. There were premature triplets in the intensive care 
unit of the ward. Their body weight of less than 1000 grams and their multiple 
afflictions — immature lungs, pneumonia, and bleedings in the brain, called 
intercranial haemorrhage — had, as he put it, “kept me busy”. There had sim-
ply been no time left to go to the canteen, stand in queue to pay and sit down 
for a warm lunch during the midday hours. And when doctors were on night 
duty there was always the possibility in the background that an emergency 
might arise at exactly the moment in time when they had settled themselves 
at the dinner table and were about to start eating the plate of food they had  
prepared that evening.

“Food culture” and emotional quality

Field notes, 25th August 2011, internal medicine ward, morning

With a light knock the nurse opens the door to the next room. In the room, there 

are three patients in their beds. One of them is Lucinda Schnyder. The nurse pushes a 

cart with a computer on it towards Mrs Schnyder’s bed. A program for taking down 

the menu orders flickers on the screen. The nurse announces cheerfully, “I am here to 

take your orders for the next three meals.” “Something positive at least!” Mrs Schnyder 

sighs. “Mrs Schnyder, for dinner this evening… Did you have a look at the menu?” The 

nurse summarises the choices in a few words, “There are boiled potatoes with a cheese 

platter [Gschwellti mit Käseplatte]. Or stuffed tomatoes with risotto [gefüllte Tomat-

en mit Risotto]. And of course, you always have the standard menu with, for instance, a 

platter of regional dried meat and whole wheat bread [Bündnerteller with Vollkorn-

brötli] and muesli [Birchermüesli].” Mrs Schnyder interrupts the enumeration. She 

has already decided. “I’ll take the risotto.” The nurse nods, “Half a portion, as usual?” 

“Yes,” Miss Schnyder confirms and adds with insistence, “but a whole portion of the 

rhubarb compote dessert!”
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“Your fieldwork happened in a German speaking area, right?” a colleague from 
a folklore studies department asked me when I told him about my research. 
“Well, then you should definitely read Günter Wiegelmann’s Daily and Festival 
Food. Wiegelmann is the founding father of research into popular food culture 
in German speaking areas like yours. German folklore studies with studies on 
“the Germanic” way of eating, you should know, contributed to the rise of the 
National Socialist regime.32  It was with this study that Wiegelmann showed 
how to study popular food culture more scientifically after WWII. And since he 
combined different methods, which was very innovative at that time, his book 
was also read in other parts of Europe, the US, and even Japan (Wiegelmann, 
2006: 304-311).” I started reading the recommended book.

Daily and Festival Food. Change and Present Situation was published in 1967 in 
German under the title Alltags- und Festspeisen. Wandel und gegenwärtige Stellung. 
The book is based on archival work undertaken by Wiegelmann. He collected 
data produced between 1909 and 1939 through large surveys. Questionnaires 
had been sent out all over Germany, Moravia, Bohemia and Austria, and other 
German speaking areas of Western Europe, questionnaires in which people had 
been asked what kind of food they ate for breakfast, lunch and dinner; what 
kind of food they ate on normal days and on different festival days throughout 
the year; and how they prepared it. Based on the data gathered and stored in 
the archives Wiegelmann consulted, he drew up the following:

32 Other sciences such as agricultural sciences, for instance, have been working on increasing 
productivity, breeding new plants and improving existing species. By doing so they facilitat-
ed the creation and use of “food as weapon” (Gerhard, 2011).
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This map shows the food preparation techniques used at the beginning of the 
20th century for potatoes served as side dishes for wedding meals.33  The dots in 
the left upper corner indicate that in Hanover (the lower of the two H.), in Old-
enburg and its surroundings, potatoes were boiled, salted, and eaten as Salzkar-
toffeln. Further down to the right, the triangles in the middle of the map indicate 
that between Leipzig, abbreviated with an L., and Nuremberg, the N., potatoes 

33 Readers familiar with the geography of German speaking areas will have recognised that 
the map does not cover Switzerland. A project to create one of Switzerland was undertaken 
from 1950 until 1995 and published as Atlas der Schweizerischen Volkskunde (Geiger & Weiss, 
1950-1995). It lacks, however, Wiegelmann’s methodology — the combination of maps and 
detailed analysis — which was particularly appreciated when the study was first published.

     Map printed in the appendix of Alltags- und Festspeisen 
(Wiegelmann, 1976): Potatoes at wedding meals - preparations
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had been turned into dumplings, Kartoffelklöße und Kartoffelknödel. The dashes 
even further down indicate that between Nuremberg (N.), Munich (M.) and 
further to the East and South, in Austria, potatoes had been turned into a salad, 
consumed as Kartoffelsalat. (Note that the map shown above does not provide 
any information about differences between richer and poorer people that might 
have been found.) This map is one of many on “ways of preparing”, “hierarchy 
between meals”, “succession of dishes” and “ways of eating” [“Zubereitung-
sarten”, “Mahlzeitenordnung”, “Speisenfolgen”, and “Verzehrarten”] in differ-
ent German speaking regions in Middle Europe. And it is one of many that all 
show that in the North-West of Germany, food was not prepared in the same 
way, meals were not held in the same form, and the dishes were not the same 
as those eaten in the Middle East and the South-East of Germany and Austria. 
This led Wiegelmann to argue that rather than there being one Germanic way 
of preparing food, holding meals, and eating food, as had been the National So-
cialist’s claim about Germany, different food cultures exist in different German 
speaking regions of Western Europe. Let us now return to Mrs Schnyder.

Field notes, 25th August 2011, internal medicine ward, afternoon, part 1

In the afternoon I return to Mrs Schnyder’s room. She is reading a book as I enter 

and ask if she would mind telling me more about the food. She seems to be happy that 

somebody has shown up at her bedside and starts enthusiastically, “The food here is 

really good. As good as in a 5 star hotel! Actually,” she goes on, “I am supposed to be 

on a five star luxury liner right now, you know. I had planned to go on a holiday to the 

Netherlands with my best friend.” She lifts herself up, bends down, fetches her handbag 

and takes out a travel brochure with a long white boat on the front page. “Look, the pro-

gram for each day. The first day, that was yesterday, started in Amsterdam with a tour 

of the canals, the Van Gogh museum and the … how do you pronounce this… Rijksmu-

seum. Gouda is on the program for today,” she explains and starts reading out loud, “A 

visit to the cheese market and the local cheese museum. Der Ausflug endet mit einer 

schmackhafte Käseverkostung! [The tour ends with a tasty cheese tasting!]”
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A “tasting” [“Verkostung”] was advertised explicitly as such to attract custom-
ers to the holiday trip described in the situation above. It was organised by a 
tourist agency to entertain them on a journey through a foreign away country 
such as, in this case, the Netherlands. In the brochure detailing the schedule for 
the trip, the “tasty tasting” was one activity besides “visiting a museum” and 
“a boat trip through the canals of Amsterdam”. “Tasting”, in travelling and 
the marketing rhetoric around it, was offered as a possibility to make contact 
with and discover an “exciting” and excitingly “different” food culture which 
is part of “the culture” of a foreign country that is worth visiting. A study pub-
lished in a paper entitled “‘Eat the World’” (2002) written by the two folklore 
studies scholars Laurier Turgeon and Madeleine Pastinelli shows something 
similar happening in practices of advertising for and eating food in restaurants 
in Quebec city. The patrons of the ethnic restaurants in rich and poorer neigh-
bourhoods that the researchers studied attracted customers by advertising their 
cuisine explicitly as “exotic”. The diners who frequented these places, in turn, 
described dining out as a metaphoric “trip”, a travel to a “foreign country” 
while actually staying “at home”. They made sense of the appreciation of “for-
eign” flavours and the consumption of “exotic” dishes as a way of getting in 
touch with another “culture”.

Turgeon and Pastinelli’s study is just one among many others more recent 
studies in which, compared to Wiegelmann’s study of different food prepara-
tion techniques and ways of eating in German speaking areas of Western Eu-
rope, “culture” and “place” are less taken for granted. They investigate instead 
how “culture” and “place” are made by contemporarily studying questions 
such as: How do sensual relations to food create “place” and “place” these 
sensual relations? How does tasting become a way of relating to a “different 
culture”? And what are the ambivalent dynamics involved in this process, for 
instance, how can eating be a way of at the same time appreciating the food of 
“the Other” while disliking the fact “these other people” live in the same coun-
try?34  So, returning to the hospital, how does Mrs Schnyder’s story end?

34 For what counts as “foreign” food and the xenophobia operating through food in Switzer-
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Field notes, 25th August 2011, internal medicine ward, afternoon, part 2

“I was really looking forward to the trip! But then, everything came different.” 

Mrs Schnyder sighs. “What happened?” I ask. “A little more than two weeks ago I went 

to my upstairs neighbour’s apartment. They had gone on holiday and I had promised I 

would water their plants and feed their cat while they were away. On that day I prepared 

the cat’s food as usual. But, as I put it on the floor, the cat jumped at me and bit into my 

leg!” Mrs Schnyder lifts the duvet and pulls up the leg of her pyjamas. In the middle of 

her shin, the skin is red and a scab covers the hole left by the cat’s teeth. “I went to see 

my GP who, because there was a chance of blood poisoning, hospitalised me. And now I 

am here and not in Gouda.” She sighs. There is nothing more to add. “Do you know if 

the doctors are already on their way on the daily round? They should be here by now…” 

I shake my head. She sighs again. “My family tells me that they don’t have time to visit, 

and the lady over there,” she lowers her voice and points to the bed at the other side of 

the room, “She talks and talks and talks… Well, at least the food is good. Especially the 

desserts. Die schmeckan m’r immer am beschta! [They always taste best to me!]”

Following Wiegelmann, I could now start analysing the dishes on the menu 
in the hospital in Chur; and explore how, through engaging with these dishes, 
a sense of “place” is created in the line of more recent research on “taste” and 
“place”. I hesitate, however, because Mrs Schnyder did not talk in the same way 
about having a dessert in the hospital and trying samples of cheese on a holiday 
trip. “Tasting” in talking about the holiday trip and in the advertisements by the 
travel agency became explicitly presented as an activity of discovering another 
food culture and would have been enacted as such on the trip. But this was not 
how having desserts while being a patient in a hospital became presented by 
Mrs Schnyder. She never raised Chur, the place, in which these sensual engage-
ments with food happened, as an issue. She just related that it “tasted good”.

land, see Bendix (1993); for how the European Union’s Quality Label Program imbues food 
objects with geographical “origin”, see Welz (2013); and for a reflection on the Western “us” 
and its Oriental “others” in the course of an ethnographic experiment on eating with fingers, 
see Mann et al. (2011).
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I therefore argue that Wiegelmann’s Daily and Festival Dishes, and studies 
investigating how “taste” and “place” are made, have situated sensual engage-
ments with food very specifically. Rather than constituting social classes pos-
sessing more or less capital, in Wiegelmann’s study tasting becomes part of, and 
thus conceptualised as, a way of preparing dishes, holding meals, and eating 
food that is specific to towns, regions, and countries. Tasting becomes situated 
geographically, within “food culture”. Turgeon and Pastinelli’s paper, an exam-
ple of a study on “taste” and “place”- making, also does so. This makes sense 
because the people interviewed, restaurant owners and customers, did so too. 
Contextualising tasting geographically allows scholars to articulate differences 
between and diversity of food cultures, and provides a means of highlighting 
processes of hybridisation as well as those of Othering and racism. It enables 
Wiegelmann, for example, to show that the National Socialist regime’s claim of 
one real Germanic way of eating based on the same survey data that he had used 
had been part of a racist ideology, propaganda and political practice instead of 
a careful scientific interpretation of data.

In the case described above, as in the case of the doctors, sensual engage-
ments with food become related, however, to what happens before, around  
and after eating. 

Appreciating an entire portion of 
a rhubarb dessert was juxtaposed by 
Mrs Schnyder with, for instance, wait-
ing for the doctors to show up on their 
daily round, not being visited by her 
family, and avoiding a chat with the 
woman she shared the room with. 
Consequently, I would argue that 
the context that matters for tasting is 
again the mundane goings-on. While 

the doctors’ accounts raised the issue of time, the patient highlighted how mun-
dane goings-on shape the emotional quality of sensual engagements with food. 

What matters for tasting: 
the chattiness of another patient
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When lying in a bed on the ward of a hospital and having to deal with being 
afflicted, sensually engaging with food, to take up and expand on Mrs Schny-
der’s words, is “something positive at least”. Others also explained how the 
emotional quality of sensual engagements with food was shaped by what hap-
pens around it. When the nurse and I had left the bedside of another patient 
who, after having thoroughly studied the menu, had neatly written his choices 
for dinner, breakfast and lunch for the following day on a notepad, the nurse 
pointed out that patients liked to engage with food. “It gives them something to 
do.” A doctor, with whom I shared these observations, added that appreciating 
dishes the patients had ordered themselves might be enjoyable for them as it 
was an activity over which they had control. Unlike medication prescribed to 
them by the doctors and sickness and disease happening to them, they were 
able to choose what to eat.

“Practice” and materialities

Field notes, 30th August 2011, internal medicine ward, dinner, part 1

In a small room for the nursing staff, the table is set for dinner. Patricia Candrian, 

one of the nurses working on the ward on this evening, takes a seat at the table in front 

of a plate covered with a lid. The two other nurses on duty with her join us. Mrs Can-

drian lifts the lid. As she sees the size of the piece of tomato quiche the lid had covered, 

doubts arise, “Such a big piece…” One of her colleagues reassures her, “Don’t worry. 

You’ll finish it. If not now, then later during the shift.” The second colleague, while 

unpacking her dinner, starts talking about the food in the hospital, “We are really lucky. 

The kitchen is good here. It’s always fresh.” Meanwhile, Mrs Candrian has taken a first 

bite. “Mmmm… Lighter than I had expected. S’schmeckt echt guat. [It tastes really 

good.]” The second colleague adds, “Yes, the food is really good here, especially the 

spaghetti bolognese. When I am on night shift I often choose the spaghetti for dinner.”
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“If you are studying tasting, then Geneviève Teil’s work might be useful,” a 
colleague from a STS research center told me. “It provides the most detailed 
analysis of tasting among STS studies on food and taste we discuss in STS (Hen-
nion, 2004; Paxson, 2014; Serres, 2008). And, it’s really cool!” So, I looked at 
Geneviève Teil’s work.

Her book, From the Glass to the Lips, orignial French title De la coupe aux lèvres, 
was published in 2004. It is based on extensive ethnographic fieldwork that she 
carried out during the 1990s. The ethnographer observed wine producers, wine 
critics and wine lovers in both France and Spain, followed educational wine 
tasting courses and a food odour training. Teil gathered a lot of material out of 
which she presented the following figure in an article entitled “The production 
of the aesthetic judgement of wine by the vinicultural critic” [“La production 
du jugement esthétique sur les vins par la critique vinicole”] (2001):

     Object pictured on page 78 in La production du jugement esthétique  
sur les vins par la critique vinicole (Teil, 2001): Tasting sheet
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This table is a “tasting sheet” [“fiche de dégustation”]. This is composed of 
seven rows and six columns. The rows are the categories “eye: general as-
pect”, “nose: intensity and quality”, “mouth: intensity and quality”, “overall 
harmony” and “overall”; while the columns range from “excellent” to “very 
good”, “good”, “insufficient”, “to eliminate”, and “observation of the taster”. 
Printed on paper, the table was used in what Teil called “competitions with 
a standardised tasting protocol” [“concours avec un protocol de dégustation 
standardisé”]. These were competitions where a group of wine experts formed 
a jury who, as she put it, “tasted/tried/sampled” [“dégustait”] a selection of 
wines arranged in a competitive order. The jury, Teil explained, blind tasted 
the wines, which meant knowing neither the type of vine nor the producer or 
any other information. After taking a sample of each wine, the jury members 
ticked the boxes on the sheet and filled it out. The individual assessments were 
subsequently combined to form a collective judgment. Teil does not specify the 
socio-economic background of the jury members, nor does she mention the 
geographical location, the city or town in which she observed the use of the 
wine tasting sheet. Instead she stresses instead that the tasting sheet was only 
one object besides wine glasses and many other paraphernalia that were used 
and manipulated by experts, and that standardised competitive tasting sessions 
were one setting in which experts tasted wine in addition to tasting it in the 
vineyard, in a cave, in a lounge with dimmed light and leather sofas, or during, 
what experts called, a “optimal meal”, which meant a meal of several courses 
in a grand restaurant. The perceptions of and judgements about wine made in 
all these conditions were compared with each other by the wine critic. Based on 
the tasting sheet and the ethnographic observations, Teil argued that percep-
tion, rather than being a physiological mechanism in the human body about 
which the natural sciences discover the truth, is the outcome of a “procedure 
[that is] complex, collective, [and] multiform” (2001: 83).35  Let’s go back to the 
dinner. How does it end?

35 For a more extensive discussion on tasting and how it brings together different sensory im-
pressions, including memories, see Korsmeyer & Sutton (2011).
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Field notes, 30th August 2011, internal medicine ward, dinner, part 2

Mrs Candrian takes another bite from the tomato quiche while the conversation 

shifts away from food to the patients lying on the ward on that day and the orders con-

cerning their treatment given by the doctors. The plates become emptier and the meal 

ends. Mrs Candrian gets up and so do the others. Walking down the corridor towards 

the nurse’s office, she tells me about another meal, “A couple of weeks ago, I can still 

remember the lunch on that day…” Mrs Candrian’s colleagues and I are listening. “On 

that day we had had a patient who was supposed to be discharged very soon. Parts of the 

therapy, however, still hadn’t been attuned. And this stressed the patient a lot. At noon, 

I brought her lunch. I put the tray in front of her. And all of a sudden, because of all the 

stress, she threw up. She threw up vomit full of dark, clotted, old blood, threw up all 

over the plate, the tray, the bed sheet, the bed.” The two nurses who, so far have followed 

the story in silence, interject now, “Eurgh.” “Yucky! Stop, stop telling us this gross 

stuff…” Mrs Candrian ends the story quickly for me, “It was bad. Really bad. I can tell 

you! I cleaned up the vomit – someone had to do it after all – but afterwards, when my 

lunch break started, I didn’t have much of an appetite.”

I could now start comparing Mrs Candrian’s way of sensually engaging with 
the piece of tomato quiche with wine experts’ practices of perceiving and judg-
ing wine and would then see that Mrs Candrian did not differentiate between 
the sensory impression the first bite left in “the nose” and in “the mouth”, two 
distinct categories on the tasting sheet used by experts; and that her aesthetic 
appreciation  — “Really good.” — remained rather vague. By doing so I would 
transform Mrs Candria into a possibly trained wine critic. However, she did not 
give me the impression that she wanted to be or become a trained one; she nev-
er began comparing the perception she had of the piece of tomato quiche while 
sitting in the staff room on that evening with the same dish in other settings  
on other days.

Consequently I argue that Teil’s study also situates sensual engagements 
with food and drinks in a specific way. The use of a tasting sheet is described 
as part of a socio-material process through which perception is organised and 
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acted upon by wine experts. It is one way of organising perception that is 
compared to and brought together with others by the experts, which, in Teil’s 
ethnography, together form “the practice of tasting wine in the field of wine 
experts”. Tasting becomes conceptualised as a profession’s way of producing 
knowledge. The context Teil’s ethnography situates tasting in is, to sum it up, 
“in practice”. Contextualising tasting “in practice” allows Teil to compare the 
wine expert’s way of socio-materially organising perception with the exper-
imental conditions set up in natural science laboratories, examples of which 
have been analysed in the second chapter. Articulating the complex, multiform 
and collective procedures in which perception is organised by wine experts en-
ables the social scientist to question the idea that perception is a physiological 
mechanism in the human body about which only natural sciences reveal the 
truth. She thus points out an alternative way of knowing taste unsettling the 
hegemony of natural science.

In contrast, like the doctors and the patient, what the nurse raises as what 
matters for sensual engagements with food are the activities before, after, and 
around eating. I would, thus, again argue that the context that matters for 
tasting in the hospital is the mundane goings-on. She pointed out that sensu-
al impressions are altered materially by the mundane goings-on in addition 
to being shaped temporally and qualitatively/emotionally, as elaborated by  
doctors and patients. 

At the lunch Mrs Candrian related appreciations and perceptions of food 
were changed by the odours and stenches, and by the textures and tempera-
tures of the objects that she had manipulated during the goings-on she had 
been involved in before eating. Her sensual engagement with the lunch and 
consequent appreciation was affected by the sensory impressions that lingered 
from the objects that she had been exposed to before the meal. Vomit full of old 
clotted blood was not the only object raised as having an effect on perceptions 
and appreciations of foodstuff. Another that was mentioned — twice — by two 
doctors was human corpses. Over lunch, while having the meat-free option of 
the day, a young doctor still in her training shared this with me: “In the first year 
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of my medical training we dissected a 
corpse. I learned to see muscles, and in 
muscle tissue individual fibres. Now, 
I see muscle fibres also in a piece of 
steak…” During another lunch, an el-
derly and literally more hard-nosed 
doctor praised the steak he was hav-
ing. There was a particular odour to 
not very fresh dead mammal’s flesh 
that he usually encountered on the pa-

thology ward where the dead corpses were stored, he explained. But sometimes 
he also noticed this odour in a meat dish he had for lunch. In these cases, he de-
duced that the meat had been in the fridge for some time before being prepared 
by the chef in the kitchen. This particular steak, he pointed out, did not have 
that odour. It was, therefore, “very good”.

Contexts as interventions

What matters in how people taste the food they eat — the context of tasting 
— cannot be determined in advance. “Of course not!” was the reaction to this 
statement by another colleague from the social anthropology department. “This 
has been argued a long time ago already in anthropology, and more recently 
also in STS,” he told me.36  If, when I returned from fieldwork, I had started with 

36 The genealogy of the problem of “context” differs slightly between the two disciplines. In so-
cial anthropology, one of the earliest uses of “context” was in the 1920s to question evolution-
ist methods. Bronislaw Malinowski argued against James Fraser that rather than there being 
different levels of ‘civilization’ of people and their social institutions, social institutions are 
useful in the place, the context, they exist. In contrast, in STS, Actor-Network-Theory scholars 
started in the 1980s rejecting explanations of a situation that evoked anything that lied 
beyond it and by doing so reduce it to these factors outside. For an overview of the debate in 
social anthropology, see Dilley (2002). For an analysis of the discussion in STS, see Asdal & 
Moser (2012).

What matters for tasting: 
the bodily excrements to be cleaned up
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this fourth set of literature, I would not have had to read Distinction, Daily and 
Festival Dishes, and From the Glass to the Lips at all. But then I would not have 
discovered two crucial points either. 

Through the “detour” described in the last three sections, I have learnt, first, 
precisely what the argument implies for sensual engagements with food, tasting 
in particular. I have shown how studies such as Bourdieu’s Distinction, Wiegel-
mann’s Daily and Festival Dishes and Teil’s From the glass to the lips, through 
selections during the research process about what matters most for people’s 
sensual engagement with food, have assembled a context. As the researchers 
did not select the same entities, the contexts they constructed also are differ-
ent. Bourdieu’s Distinction situates tasting within “society” constituted of so-
cial classes — it situates it socially. In contrast, Wiegelmann’s Daily and Festival 
Dishes localises tasting in a “food culture”, in countries, regions and towns — in 
other words, geographically. And differently again, From the Glass to the Lips 
puts tasting “in practice” by studying how perception is acted upon and organ-
ised by professionals. Three contexts have thus been developed so far in studies 
discussed in sociology, folklore studies, and STS: “society”, “food culture”, and 
“in practice”. None of these three contexts helped to make sense of what was 
raised as the context that matters for tasting in the everyday life practices that 
I ethnographically studied in a hospital, the Kantonsspital Graubünden. Based 
on observations of how doctors, patients and nurses ate meals, took note of 
qualities of dishes or appreciated them as a whole, and of what they articulated 
as making a difference for these sensual engagements with food, I have argued 
that another context that matters for tasting are “mundane goings-on” that hap-
pen before, around, and after eating. I have thus added a fourth context.37 

37 In this paper, I have operationalised “context” as a representation, description and/or ex-
planation provided in social scientific studies; and issues that are brought up by non-social 
scientists as mattering. For alternative ways of operationalising and analysing “contexts” 
that are crafted in science, see Law & Moser (2012); and people’s ways of contextualising, see 
Harvey (1999).
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This raises the question of how contexts such as “society”, “food culture”, 
“practice”, and “mundane goings-on” relate to each other. Let me try to answer 
this tentatively, based on the literature discussed above, more precisely on how 
other studies deal with the context proposed in Bourdieu’s Distinction — con-
texualising within social classes with more or less capital of different kinds. 
First, it seems that contexts can be combined with each other. Turgeon and Past-
inelli’s paper “‘Eat the World’” (2002) does this. While the paper describes how 
in Quebec restaurant owner advertise their food as being from a foreign country 
and their clients make sense of tasting exotic flavours as travelling to this place, 
the authors also specify briefly, in the vein of Bourdieu, the socio-economic 
background of the neighbourhood that the restaurants they studied were in. 
Second, contexts can also be played out against each other. In From the Glass to 
the Lips (2004), Geneviève Teil, rather than seeing socio-economic background 
as one of several factors influencing a wine critic’s judgment and perception of 
wine, argues that Bourdieu’s theory fails to account for the appreciation of a 
specific wine by a person.38  Third, as I have done in this paper, contexts can be 
experimented with. I have tried out Bourdieu’s way of contextualising, then anal-
ysed what it allows for, and in the end moved on. The relation between contexts 
of tasting is a question that deserves further investigation.

Contexts, as recent literature on the subject points out, do not only repre-
sent a reality out there. They are political. Contextualising tasting, secondly, is 
political in a very specific way, namely in the sense that it is an intervention.  
39Each way of contextualising allows pointing out, raising and addressing of 
social issues. Situating tasting in “society” enabled Pierre Bourdieu to ques-
tion the bourgeois idea of taste as free choice and point at the educational sys-
tem’s responsibility in the (re-)creation of inequalities. Contextualising tasting 

38 Much of the discussions around Bourdieu’s Distinction seems play out contexts against each 
other, arguing that the social mechanisms Bourdieu described in Distinction do or do not hold 
in other geographical places (Peterson, 2005).

39 In contrast, Vicky Singleton (2012) points out how politics can happen at the intersection 
of different contexts where alternative versions of reality become visible. Roy Dilley (2002) 
stresses another type of politics, namely the issue of power between the observing ethnogra-
pher and the observed people.
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in a “food culture” allowed Günter Wiegelmann and other scholars working in 
his vein to articulate cultural diversity and to highlight processes of Othering 
and racism. Locating tasting “in practice” equipped Geneviève Teil to question 
dominant knowledge production practices in natural science laboratories and 
to point out alternative ways of knowing taste. Now, contextualising tasting in 
“mundane goings-on” allows the addressing of a further crucial issue, the ques-
tion of the extent to which, and whether, the organisational settings that people 
are embedded in their everyday lives allow them to sensually relate to the food 
that they eat, notice its flavours, appreciate its qualities — or not. 

If contexts are interventions, then the challenge is not so much to develop 
one context that exhaustively describes reality or create as many as contexts 
possible, but to craft contexts that are effective in intervening in the realities of 
tasting that we study and care about.
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5 | WHAT IS TASTING? ON SUBJECTIVE  
KNOWING, STILLING HUNGER AND PRAISING GOD

Abstract:
Steven Shapin (2012) has recently stressed the importance of investigating 
subjective ways of knowing, such as ‘tasting’. Responding to this call, the pa-
per provides a study of ‘tasting’ as configured in three sets of practices. Based 
on Geneviève Teil’s ethnography of wine tasting, this paper argues that tasting 
is a way in which a subject gets to know an object is not a general truth, but a 
specific achievement realised in wine tasting. Mobilising ethnographic observa-
tions from eating out with friends to everyday life in a Benedictine convent, the 
paper proposes that in mundane eating, tasting is about stilling one’s hunger 
and in devoted living, it becomes yet another way to relate to God. What STS 
can learn from ‘tasting’, the paper concludes, is that people may become ‘know-
ing subjects’, take on different subject positions or renounce being ‘a subject’ 
altogether; and that knowing is just one of many ways of being and engaging 
in the world.
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Studying subjective ways of knowing — investigating tasting

Most work in science and technology studies (STS) has been concerned with 
knowledge that declares itself to be objective. STS has amended this self-decla-
ration, and revealed, in the words of Steven Shapin (2012a): “That [knowledge] 
which seems to be transparently about objects in the world contains ineradica-
ble elements belonging to subjects” (171). The conclusion has been reached in 
various forms that objectivity is a false promise. But what about subjectivity? 
“You might think, (…) that subjectivity would be as much a topic of focused 
theoretical and empirical inquiry as its twin. We’d be greatly interested in what 
it is; we’d want to distinguish its specific forms and modes; we’d be interested in 
how it figures in concrete knowledge-making practices; and we’d be engaging 
with it in a naturalistic sort of way. But in science studies we’ve done almost 
none of those things” (172). To remedy this, Shapin argues, we would do well 
to explore inevitably subjective ways of knowing, like tasting, because as they 
taste food and drink subjects know subjectively.40  Taking on the task that he 
set for the field, Shapin started exploring the cultural history of wine tasting.41 

When Shapin published his call for in-depth explorations of subjective 
knowing, I happened to be in the middle of an ethnographic exploration of 
practices of tasting, doing field work at a range of sites in the Netherlands, Swit-
zerland, Austria and the UK. I was assisting caterers catering for Bar Mitzvahs, 
banquets and private dinner parties, shadowing doctors, nurses and patients 
in hospitals, eagerly making notes of lunch and dinner, observing photo shoots 
for cooking magazines and the cooking demonstrations of food archaeologists, 
participating in cheese making demonstrations and working in a cheese shop. 
And all along I was relentlessly studying my family and friends as we cooked 
and ate our meals, often meeting quite incredulous reactions. Was tasting really 

40 Tasting has not always been ‘inevitably subjective’. In, for example, French chemistry it only 
came to be considered subjective in the 18th century, and was then replaced by tools deemed 
to allow for objective knowledge, see for this history Roberts (1995).

41 For this, see Shapin (2012b). Shapin is not the only one investigating tasting by looking at the 
practice of tasting wine, see also Serres (2008). More recently the tasting of other drinks, such 
as beer (Wright, 2014) and coffee (Manzo, 2010), has been similarly analysed.
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serious enough for a full-fledged social science study? Consequently, I was glad 
that Shapin had endorsed my topic. It came as a welcome encouragement. But, 
as I carefully read and reread his text, I began to wonder. This article results 
from that wonder. No, I am not questioning whether subjectivity has not been 
explored in science and technology studies.42  Rather, I want to discuss some-
thing else. Since Shapin wants to learn about ‘subjective knowing’ he suggests 
we study ‘tasting’. Conversely though, should studies into ‘tasting’ expect it to 
be a matter of ‘subjective knowing’? In this article I will argue that this would 
be an impoverished way of understanding ‘tasting’.

To make my argument, I begin by presenting some of Geneviève Teil’s 
work. Since the early 90s, Teil has done what Shapin wants us to do: she has 
ethnographically studied wine tasting practices. Her work presents, in admira-
ble detail, how wine tasting may be organised as, indeed, a matter of ‘subjective 
knowing’ and she lays out what all is required for this. After considering her 
work, as a contrast, I will present two cases from my own research where ‘tast-
ing’ happens but where ‘subjective knowing’ is neither particularly relevant 
nor even happening. The first is the case of mundane eating, which I will present 
using field notes from a homely meal and a film-food-and-beer evening with 
friends. The second is the case of devoted living. For that, I will draw upon field 
notes derived from a stay in a Benedictine convent. In the case of mundane eat-
ing, I will show that tasting has little to do with knowing and more with stilling 
one’s hunger, with socialising and having a good time, flowing over and blend-
ing into these. In turn, in the case of devoted living, I will show that tasting dis-
solves into yet another way of being in a relation with God. It is not organised 
as a way to get to know one’s food, but rather as a way of appreciating life and 
praising God. My conclusion is that organising tasting as a way of knowing is 
quite an achievement, happening in wine tasting practices. Elsewhere, tasting 
becomes part of other ways of being in, and engaging with, the world.

42 See for instance the sexed subject, Hirschauer (1994); the embodied subject, Moser & Law 
(1999); the subject’s agency, Gomart & Hennion (1999); the subject eager to study aircraft, 
Law (2002); the subjects of choice and care, Mol (2008a); and patients’ subjective ways of 
knowing, Pols (2013).
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Wine tasting: perceiving qualities

Since the early 1990s, Genevieve Teil has been studying wine producers, wine 
critics and wine lovers in France. She has written about the strategies of produc-
ers to make and sell wines with particular qualities (1997); courses where she 
learned from experts how to taste and smell (1998); guides that instruct wine 
lovers on how to enjoy wine (2009); and wine experts collectively sampling 

and comparing wines (2001). Like 
her informants, in her ethnography 
Teil pays attention to such minute de-
tails as the shape of wine glasses, the 
words that neophytes are taught, the 
ventilation in the rooms where smell-
ing takes place and the body parts 
mobilised in the activity of tasting. To 
give some insight into how this works, 
I will present the highlights of her ar-

ticle A la recherche du plaisir (In search of pleasure) (2009), which is based on an 
analysis of wine guides written in Spanish, English and, mostly, French. These 
guides instruct their readers on how to enjoy wine. Teil divides them into two 
types: expert guides and wine-lover guides.

The expert’s guides address their reader as someone learning from an ex-
pert. For example, they provide meticulous instructions about the conditions 
under which wine sampling should take place. One of them states:

• “A normal physiological state. The taster has to be in good health.
• The time of degustation has to be set preferably between 10 am  

and 12 pm.
• As wines do not harmonise with food in the same way, it is imperative 

not to eat during degustation.
• It is forbidden to smoke in the premise of a degustation.

A wine lover with a bottle of Château Barreyres:  
“In the mouth, one perceives aromas of ripe fruits”
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• The tasted product has to be rejected. Wine contains alcohol, an eu-
phorising product that carries the taster away into the domain of sub-
jectivity.” (Teil, 2009: 118)

So, there it is. In order to get to know a wine, a person may taste it carefully, but 
then must spit it out. Tasting wine carries an interesting ambiguity. The taster 
should get in contact with the tasted object, wine, but not too much. Swallow-
ing would ‘carry the taster away into the domain of subjectivity’. Instead, she 
should stay sober and become acquainted with a host of terms that allow for 
the subtle differentiation of flavours that allow her to remark on, for instance, 
the balsamic, mouldy, and geranium characteristics of wine. Most guides pro-
vide only written instructions, but some equip the reader with odour samples. 
Teil even found one that had 54 of these. The wine knowledge that readers are 
assumed to acquire is not just factual. There are judgements to be made. The 
guides inform newcomers about characteristics that are more or less desirable 
in various types of wine. For instance, odours of oxidation are fine in more ma-
tured wines, but problematic in younger less matured ones.

The second type of guides addresses their readers as wine lovers and mo-
tivate them to follow their liking. Readers are encouraged to continue drinking 
the wines they have drunk so far, but to do so more attentively, registering 
differences between pleasures. As a second step they may then try out new 
wines. All along, newcomers are encouraged to compare the consequences of 
using different kinds of equipment, such as a mustard glass, a plastic cup and 
a wine glass; and to register what is different between situations, such as a 
work lunch, a family meal and a party. Wine lovers are taught that they should 
be curious. The guides recommend that they attend public wine tastings and 
visit vineyards where they may come across new wines and encounter other 
wine lovers and professionals with more experienced palates. Most import-
ant of all, the guides highlight is that one never stops trying out new wines to  
broaden one’s experience.
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Despite all these differences, Teil argues, the guides have a similar goal. 
They all seek to help the reader acquire the skill to enjoy really good wines, 
grand vins, which implies the ability to recognise and distinguish them from 
ordinary wines, vins de table, or at least to pay attention to a wine and its dif-
ference to others. The first type of guides tries to achieve this by organising 
tasting-events in such a way that the reader is most likely to have an unbiased 
sensation; the second encourages the reader to gradually acquire the ability 
to perceive accurately and to distinguish between tastes. In both cases wine 
tasting is geared towards passing a judgment about a wine. This judgment is 
partly an expression of the wine drinker’s individual, personal preferences43  
but should also be based on knowledge about the wine’s terroir, grape and 
production, the assets they may have and the faults they may display.44  Enjoy-
ing a grand vin includes the ability to describe what one sees, smells and tastes 
and what exactly makes this specific wine so enjoyable.45  It depends crucially 
on knowing wine. Wine guides, by teaching readers how to know wine, thus  
craft ‘knowing subjects’.

In the process other possible engagements with wine are sidelined. While 
wine lovers learn to talk about balsamic, mouldy and geranium, there is never any 
mention of other terms that might be useful in practices to do with drinking, 
such as tipsy or completely wasted.46  It is disentangled from drinking, sometimes 
very literally. There are wine tasting spittoons on the market, ranging from red 
plastic buckets that cost less than 20 Euros, to stainless steel ones of more than 
200 Euros. Such tools, along with the instructions that the guides provide, help 

43 This does not mean that a “personal preference” is taken to be stable. Teil points out that 
guides draw upon the possibility that wine amateurs are able to act upon their liking. For a 
case study on how Dutch dieticians teach people who want to lose weight to cultivate their 
capacity for pleasure, see Vogel & Mol (2014).

44 I also base my interpretation on Geneviève Teil’s account of the changes she underwent 
throughout the course of her fieldwork as she became a wine amateur (Teil, 1998).

45 For the investigation into food pleasure as an achievement in interaction among members of 
an online forum see Sneijder & te Molder (2006).

46 Just as drunkenness is ‘othered’ in wine tasting practices, the sensation of being caffeinated is 
not attended to in practices of coffee lovers (personal communication Manzo). My use of the 
term ‘othered’ is inspired by Law (2004).
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to configure tasting as knowing — recognising colours, odours and flavours, — 
and as passing a verdict based on perceptions of the differences between them. 
Through this process, tasting becomes purified.47 

Mundane tasting: having a good time and stilling hunger

That tasting is a practice in which a subject gets to know an object is not a gen-
eral truth, but a specific achievement realised in wine tasting practices. There, 
with the help of guides and trainings, wine tasting is configured as a process of 
perceiving the qualities of the wine being tasted. In other practices, however, 
tasting is configured quite differently. In this section I will argue this by pre-
senting my field notes from two situations of mundane eating. After both situa-
tions I made extensive notes as I felt that what was going on did not fit with the 
work on wine tasting that I had been reading.48  It took some time to articulate 
what did not fit exactly, but once I did it seemed almost too obvious, a recurring 
problem with analysing mundane cases. The first event took place on a Thurs-
day evening in the winter of 2010 when, for a short while, my partner Christian 
and I were both living in Vienna.

Field notes, Thursday 7th January 2010, evening, Josefstädterstrasse, Vienna

Christian and I meet in front of the supermarket next to our apartment to buy 

groceries for dinner. I see the broccoli on offer and suggest cooking curry. Back in the 

apartment we chop vegetables, garlic, ginger and onion, heat oil in a pan, and then fry 

the vegetables. At some point, Christian puts a second pan on the stove and divides 

the vegetables between the two pans. To the first he adds coconut milk, which I don’t 

like. He tries it and adds more chillies. I try the second and add some ginger. Once the 

vegetables are done and the seasoning is finished, we take the pots to the table, sit down 

and serve ourselves. Christian takes a first bite. “Mmmm... fantastic.” I take a first bite, 

47 For the notion of purification, see Latour (1993)
48 For the use of one’s sense that something is failing, disconcerting, or revealing in the middle of 

the night as an analytic clue, see Hennion (2007), Verran (1999), Winthereik & Verran (2012), 
Law & Lin (2009), and van de Port (2011).
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too. “Yes, indeed.” I add some salt. We talk about what has happened at work that day 

and after a while refill our plates. “May I try yours?” “Go ahead.” Christian takes a 

piece of courgette from my plate. “Very good,” he comments and remarks: “Next time 

I’ll put less coconut milk into mine. It is a little bit bland.” “So, it is too bland, is it?” 

“Oh no, it’s very good.” We keep on eating and chatting. After some time, the two pans 

are empty and we are full.

In practices of mundane eating, tasting one’s food does not necessarily lead to 
a stable verdict. At the beginning of the meal, Christian’s curry is fantastic. A 
little later, it is too bland and, in spite of the extra chillies that he added, not as 
spicy as he hoped for. But as soon as I addressed this disappointment head on, 
it disappeared into thin air. Once again, the dish was very good. What is going on 
here? Was this a great curry or a bland one? The different evaluations remained 
hanging in the air. They were not drawn together into a single conclusion, but 
co-exist next to each other.

To understand what is going on here, it helps to look at the extensive anal-
ysis of evaluative remarks made during dinner table conversation that is pre-
sented by Sally Wiggins and Jonathan Potter (2003). They asked families with 
at least one child to record such conversations and then conducted a discourse 
analysis of 84 of them. What struck them is the different effects of judging a 
category versus judging an item (carrots versus the carrots). A child who does 
not want to eat carrots may try the categorical excuse I don’t like carrots. The 
encouraging adult may reply with asking about items on the plate. You don’t like 
the carrots? But you didn’t have many (523f.). Another striking contrast was that 
between evaluations that were made in subjective mode (I enjoyed it) and those 
pointing at the object (That was lovely). For example, if one says I like chicken, one 
is talking about one’s self and may be implicitly complementing the cook. Say-
ing the chicken is lovely, on the other hand, is an explicit and much stronger com-
pliment for the cook who prepared the dish. (519) According to Wiggins and 
Potter such verbal distinctions allow speakers to engage in different activities.
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Wiggins and Potter’s work highlights that evaluative remarks made during 
dinner, even if they qualify the food, do not just regard the food, they can do 
all kinds of other things. So it is with the remarks that Christian made. Each of 
them had a different horizon. The positive qualification ‘fantastic’ expressed 
the pleasure of being able to eat a lovely warm curry. Christian, as an eater, 
enjoyed the sauce, coconut milk and all, that he soaked up with his naan-bread. 
The negative qualification, ‘it’s a little bit bland’, was made with regard to the 
future. Christian, as a cook, stated what he might improve the next time that 
he made this dish: add less coconut milk. And finally, the reassurance ‘oh no, 
it is very good’ was uttered by Christian the boyfriend, who underlined, with 
this positive appreciation, that he was enjoying the dinner. He juggled himself 
into the repertoire of ‘having a nice evening together’. The shared shopping, 
cooking and eating were pleasant activities to be cherished. It was agreeable to 
talk about the day and after the meal there would be a DVD to watch together. 
Overall, in this set of goings-on, the not-so-good is shifted aside, made irrele-
vant. The blandness of the curry was not allowed to spoil the evening. In mun-
dane eating, then, a qualification of the food is not so much the expression of 
the informed perceptions of ‘a knowing subject’, but is tied up with one among 
several subject positions: eater, cook, boyfriend. While these positions partially 
overlap, they also partially diverge from each other. Christian, while tasting 
and talking, shifted between them.49 

To further explore what tasting becomes in mundane eating practices, I 
next present you with field notes from a second situation which also took place 
in Vienna, close to a snack stall, a Döner-Bude.

That evening I had been to the cinema with two of my childhood friends, 
Susi and Philipp. Susi said she was hungry. Hence, on our way to the bar where 
we had planned to have a beer, we stopped at the Döner stall.

49 This resonates with Mol’s analysis of the various lives of the Dutch language question “Is 
het lekker?” (Mol, 2014). This shifts between a factual inquiry into the taste of the food (is it 
good?), a caring contribution to the moment of eating (much like ‘good afternoon’,) and an 
encouragement to enjoy one’s food (‘this may be tasty, please, try’).
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Field notes, Sunday 30th August 2009, evening, Währingerstrasse, Vienna

We are standing in front of the Döner-Bude. Philipp chooses a Döner Kebab, Susi 

a falafel sandwich, I go for the feta sandwich. The vendor prepares, accepts the money 

that, one by one we pay him, and hands over our food. I am last. When I join Philipp and 

Susi they are talking about the film that we just saw. I suggest that we sit on the stairs 

of the old building next to the stall. And so we do. Once we sit, Susi pulls down the 

paper that protects her sandwich and takes a bite. I start eating as well. Philipp present 

us with his point of view about the film. At some point Susi remarks: “D’falafel sind ir-

gendwie komisch. [The falafels are somehow funny…]” Philipp looks at the sandwich 

in his hands: “Hmmm, mine is quite okay.” I attend to my mouthful and reassuringly 

add: “Yeah, mine as well…” We resume our conversation about the film and continue 

eating. Philipp finishes first. He crumples the empty paper. Susi puts a few last bits and 

pieces of bread, sauce and falafel in her mouth. She chews and swallows. Then she leans 

back and sighs. “Ah, des hot jetzt ab’r guat g’schmeckt. I bin scho sooo hungrig 

gsi… [Now, that tasted good. I have been so hungry…]”

Here, after just a few bites, Susi 
brought up that the falafel was ‘some-
how funny’. Philipp remarked that 
his sandwich was ‘quite okay’. I con-
firmed. We chewed and sensed, but 
the flavours we perceived remained 
vague, undifferentiated. What exactly 
rendered Susi’s falafel ‘somehow fun-
ny’ was never articulated. Once the 
sandwiches had been finished they 

were evaluated again. This time it was not how they felt in the mouth that was 
commented on, but the effects that followed from swallowing them. Susi in par-
ticular, whose hunger had prompted the occasion for this meal, sighed content-
ly. Her falafel had stilled her hunger in a satisfying way. The term she used to 
express her satisfaction was a particular one: tasting. It was the German, more 

Philipp in front of a Döner-Bude  
biting into his falafel sandwich
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precisely the Vorarlberger dialect version of the verb schmecken that she mobil-
ised. This translates into English as ‘to taste’.50  No longer ‘somehow funny’, the 
falafel now had tasted good.

I suggest that we take Susi’s expression, that the sandwich “tasted good”, 
literally.51  The implication is that, in this particular situation, there was not 
just tasting in the mouth, but also, after swallowing, tasting in the belly. My 
suggestion ties in with the one that as a group of co-authors we made in our 
paper “Mixing Methods, Tasting Fingers” (2011). There, Annemarie Mol, Priya 
Satalkar, Amalinda Savirani, Nasima Selim, Malini Sur, Emily Yates-Doerr and 
I reported on an ethnographic experiment conducted in Amsterdam. We had 
a hot meal of rice, dal and other delicacies that we ate with our hands. Four 
of us were finger eating experts, the other three were novices. We all made 
field notes afterwards and wrote about hands chopping, noses smelling, fin-
gers mashing and lifting up food balls, gently pushing them into our mouths, 
tongues licking and bellies digesting. In our article we suggested that, in the 
situation described, it made little sense to reserve the term ‘tasting’ for the ac-
tivities of tongue and, at most, the nose. Instead, in our experimental meal, 
tasting began when our fleshy fingers encountered food and it went on to when 
our full bellies digested the soul-warming meal. And so it is for the mundane, 
non-experimental situation of eating a falafel, kebab or feta sandwich after the 
film. Here, there was tasting in the mouth, and then there was tasting in the 
belly — no, not the ‘stomach’ or the ‘intestines’ as I am describing a situation of 
everyday life, the everyday life terms fit better here. What the belly tasted was 
good. There was the satisfying stilling of a nagging sense of hunger.

50 The word available in German for “to taste” is “schmecken.” It shares the Indo-German roots 
with the English word “smacking.” The German word for “to taste”/“to try and sample” 
is “verkosten.” It contains the word “Kost”, which means “nourishment”, also “cost”, and 
shares the Indo-German roots with “choosing” (Duden, 2001: 728).

51 Viveros de Castro has pointed out the effects the distinction between “metaphorical” and “lit-
eral.” “Where would we be,” de Castro rhetorically asks, “without this statutory distinction 
between the literal and the metaphoric, which strategically blocks any direct confrontation 
between [the material] and [the social], thereby avoiding any major unpleasantness?” (2004: 
14) It makes, so Castro, that one reality comes to count as “the real” one.
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In wine tasting, mouth, nose and eyes are used to taste wine that is subse-
quently spit out. Mouth, nose and eyes are isolated from the rest of the body. 
However, in situations of mundane eating, food is rarely spat out. Rather, it 
tends to be welcomed into a longing body. In such situations then, tasting may 
include sensations located in a belly. What is more: rather than ‘carrying the 
taster away into the domain of subjectivity’ eating helps to constitute ‘a sub-
ject’.52  It allows a person to keep going. In the situation described above, our 
sandwiches allowed the hungry Susi in particular, but also Philipp and myself, 
to continue to enjoy our evening out and go on for the beer that we had prom-
ised ourselves. In this process, tasting comes to flow over and blend into what 
happens before and afterwards.

Devoted tasting: appreciating life and praying to God

Wine guides teach their readers how to be a subject able to know and enjoy 
a good glass of wine. In mundane eating practices people may shift between 
different subject positions that imply a different relation to their food. Hence, 
in the situations reviewed so far tasting involves ‘a subject’ in different ways. 
But does tasting necessarily involve a ‘subject’? One might think it would, but I 
will argue that it does not. Subjectivities emerging through practices of tasting 
can also take the form of an ‘undoing of being a subject’, I discovered through 
fieldwork in a nunnery, the Benedictine convent “Kloster Fahr”.53 

Kloster Fahr is located in the middle of Switzerland in a small village called 
Fahr. It is inhabited by a group of women who live there according to the rules 
of Saint Benedict. In the fifth century AD, Benedict wrote a set of precepts that 
instructed his followers on how to form a Christian community and live togeth-
er in a convent or a monastery.54  These Rules stipulate in detail how to go about 

52 See for the subject of eating also Mol (2008b), Abrahamsson (2014), Bonelli (2014).
53 For differences in the ways in which one set of practices enacts subjectivity in diverging 

ways, for example, scientific practices configuring the subject of the scientist, see Mialet 
(1999). The notion of ‘undoing’ is taken from Stefan Hirschauer, who has developed it on the 
basis of an investigation of the ‘undoing’ of the gendered subject (2001).

54 One of the reasons that Saint Benedict’s Rules are still followed today, is that they offer a 
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daily life, including how to eat: “Making allowance for the infirmities of differ-
ent persons, we believe that for the daily meal (…) two kinds of cooked food are 
sufficient at all meals; so that he who perchance cannot eat of one, may make 
his meal of the other.” These rules help to organise life in Kloster Fahr for more 
than 25 nuns ranging in age from mid-40s to well above 90. The two youngest 
among them function as prioress and sub-prioress, leading the congregation. 
At the time that I stayed there, there were also other visitors: a photographer 
taking pictures for the nunnery’s website and a young woman who had earlier, 
after she had finished school, spent six months at Fahr and had now returned 
because she missed the monastic life. Besides its living quarters, the convent 
includes a school for farming and a school for household economics (both for 
young women), a vineyard, a huge vegetable garden, a small herbal garden, a 
stable with pigs and cows, several workshops, and a guesthouse with rooms 
rented out to visitors. 

The days in the nunnery were structured around the five daily prayers (5.20 
a.m., at 7 a.m., at 11 a.m., at 5 p.m. and 7.45 pm) and were otherwise filled with 
work in the garden, the kitchen, the office, the workshops, the school or the 
wash room. In between these activities there was a lunch:

Field notes, 20th August 2011, noon, Kloster Fahr, Fahr

The church bells are ringing as the mass just finished. The nuns get up from the 

benches in their black habits and first form pairs, then a column. I stay close to Sister 

Martina, my official hostess, and we join the row. We exit the church through the back 

door and walk along the cloister. The column stops at the door of the refectory, where 

meals are taken. One nun after the other walks over the door sill, dips her hand into a 

lot of agency to the abbot or prioress (Zelzer, 1989). The universal rules can be adapted to 
fit local specificities. An example of this is the precept on drinking wine: “‘Everyone has 
her own gift from God, one in this way and another in that” (1 Cor. 7:7). It is therefore with 
some misgiving that we regulate the measure of others’ sustenance. Nevertheless, keeping in 
view the needs of the weak, we believe that a hemina of wine a day is sufficient for each. But 
those to whom God gives the strength to abstain should know that they will receive a special 
reward. If the circumstances of the place, or the work or the heat of summer require a greater 
measure, the superior shall use her judgment in the matter, taking care always that there be 
no occasion for surfeit or drunkenness.”
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small font with holy water, makes the sign of the cross, and walks to one of the three 

tables in the room. We bow and the prioress says,“The king of eternal glory may let us 

take part in the heavenly supper.”

When we are all seated, the two sisters on kitchen duty for the day serve the food. 

First there is soup, then a main course. Two bowls are passed down the table. When 

Sister Theresa, who is sitting to my right, serves herself from the first, I can see that it is 

filled with cucumber salad. She passes me the bowl. I take a spoonful and then pass the 

bowl on to Sister Martina who is sitting to my left. The second bowl contains lettuce and 

we all take some. After it, a silver platter is passed through, filled with tomatoes from 

the oven. A basil leaf is stuck on top of each tomato. Sister Theresa puts a tomato on her 

plate, so do I. I pass on the platter. Lastly, there is a pot filled with risotto with mush-

rooms and cheese. I put a scoop on my plate and hand the pot to Sister Martina who is 

sitting to my left. She also serves herself and passes the risotto to her neighbour. Finally 

everyone has a plateful. Sister Martina takes up her spoon, spoons up a bit of risotto and 

starts eating. Sister Theresa has cut the tomato, takes a bite, and then another. The food 

on her plate disappears quickly. At another table, I can see a sister piercing a heap of 

salad onto her fork and then putting it into her mouth. She looks into the air and takes 

another bite. I take up my cutlery and eat. 

The room is filled with words that come from a loudspeaker. A sister is reading out 

loud from a novel. Earlier, during the soup, she read a passage from the Bible. Nobody 

else speaks. Only cutlery clings against porcelain. 

One after the other, the sisters around me finish. A basket of apples is passed 

through and some of the sister takes one. Then we get up and walk around the table. 

We bow and the prioress blesses us again. We walk towards the door. At the threshold, 

Sister Martina dips her fingers into the font and hands me some water, too. We make the 

sign of the cross and step the threshold. The nuns return to the church to thank God in 

a prayer for their meal.

What is going here? At this table there are no separate subjects who taste in 
order to get to know their food. In fact, there are no separate subjects at all. 
This is not to say that at this table the food is not being valued. On the con-
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trary, it is valued a great deal. God is thanked for it. Collectively, the nuns 
appreciate lunch as another way of appreciating life. Their tasting and eating 
does not just happen after and before their praying, it dissolves into it. Here, 
tasting is a devoted engagement with the world, a form of praying, yet another  
way of relating to God. 

To support this analysis, here are some excerpts from the interview that 
the prioress granted to me at the beginning of my stay. She said, “Saint Ben-
edict asked ‘Who is man who loves/appreciates life?’ [Wer is der Mensch, der 
das Leben liebt?] Benedictine spirituality aims at unfolding the joy of life [die 
Freude am Leben entfalten.] Because life is precious. It is a gift that God has 
granted to us. It is in this spirit that Saint Benedict wrote the Rules. They have 
been written to foster the appreciation of life [der Freude am Leben dienen]. 
Thus, we take care of and are careful [wir gehen achtsam um] with each other, 
with Nature, with all things given to us by the Lord.” The website of the con-
vent and the brochure for visitors expresses the same spirit. The caption next 
to a picture of five nuns cycling in the meadows reads, “Benediktinerinnen — 
Frauen, die das Leben lieben.” How does this translate? The dictionary equates 
‘lieben’ with ‘to love’ and ‘to appreciate’. In the light of the choice of the prior-
ess’ words [“Freude am Leben entfalten/dienen”, “achtsam umgehen”], I think 

the adequate translation is: “Benedic-
tines — women who appreciate life.” 
This, or so I learned, was how, when 
submitting her candidacy for the post, 
the prioress summarised her readings 
of the writings of Saint Benedict and 
her vision for the nunnery Fahr. It was 
on the basis of this slogan that she had 
been elected.

The nunnery presents itself to the world outside the convent walls as a place 
of and for “women who appreciate life”. Others are welcome to join in. There 
are open masses and for women there is the option of taking a retreat in the con-

“Benedictines — women who appreciate life”
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vent. Appreciating life is also important within the community. The prioress 
implements the Rules accordingly. “We have good and enough food, because 
eating nourishes. It gives life.” Hence, even if the Rules state that lunch ends 
with the main course and is not be followed by a dessert, apples are passed 
around after the main course. And when the berries in the garden were ripe, 
the prioress ordained they be served as dessert. They were, after all, “a gift from 
Nature, which has been created by the Lord”.

From Jeannette Pols (2005) we can learn how nurses and other care givers 
attend to likes and dislikes of patients who are not able to express these verbal-
ly. The health care professionals Pols observed created situations, which she 
described, in which patients could demonstrate their likes and dislikes through 
their actions. To theorise this, Pols, as an analyst, introduced the notion of 
“enacting appreciation”. “In a given material environment, in situations that 
are co-produced with others, [patients] enact appreciation,” she argued (203). 
What I learned during my fieldwork in Kloster Fahr was that appreciation can 
also be an emic category. This English term was best able to capture what the 
nuns talked about, “das Leben lieben”, “Freude am Leben entfalten/dienen”, 
“achtsam umgehen”. In Fahr, “enacting appreciation” happened, in this sense,  
more literally.

At the same time as talking about, the nuns also do their appreciation. One 
of their ways of doing this is by praying. Before and after the meals, and at 
various other moment throughout the day, they thank God for their food. This 
includes making ritualised movements such as folding hands, kneeling down 
and bowing, and making the sign of the cross with holy water. And, as Psalm 
number 147 calls upon the devoted to “Praise the Lord!”, it lists, “He fills you 
with the finest of wheat” among His praiseworthy deeds.

On the evening of the day of the lunch that I just described, I picked up a 
herbal infusion tea in the kitchen. A small, thin nun asked me: “Did you notice 
the basil leaf on each tomato? Our chef cooks food that is not just as delicious 
as what you would get in a restaurant. She cooks with love! We are really lucky 
with her.” And on our way to the afternoon prayers, Sister Martina (who has 
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lived a monastic life for more than three decades) remarked: “Lunch was good. 
[Das Essen war gut.] Having had a good lunch always makes praying easier 
afterwards.” Sister Martina did not say “it tasted good”, nor did I hear any of 
the other nuns use the relevant German term schmecken. “It tasted good” would 
have implied a ‘me’ to whom the food had tasted good, it would have implied a 
differentiation from others. This the nuns avoided. They refrained from turning 
themselves into a separated entity, an ‘I’ with an individual taste preference. 
For such a modern mode of living is exactly what they renounced by entering 
the convent to live a Christian life in a collective. Tasting, as it is configured in 
devoted living, involves thus a subjectivity in which people refrain from enter-
ing into a position of ‘being a subject’.

In Kloster Fahr appreciating food includes abstaining from talking during 
mealtimes.55  There is one reader, the other nuns remain silent. As an ethnog-
rapher I found this difficult. How could I study tasting if I could not ask Sister 
Martina how she liked her tomatoes and risotto during the meal? I would stare 
at the nun sitting opposite me, hoping for clues in her facial expression that 
would betray whether she did or did not enjoy the apple she was chewing.56  
Looking back, however, I realised that this was a mistake. I had been attempt-
ing to make sense of tasting in the nunnery on the terms of wine tasting, where 
an individual body may learn to know and enjoy the flavours and smells that 
it encounter, but that is not relevant to what happens in the convent. There the 
point is not to get to know and judge one’s food, but to appreciate it, no matter 
what. Sometimes this is not easy. One of the younger sisters told me that when 
she entered the convent three elderly sisters shared the cooking. “They cooked 

55 The relation between sensual engagements with food and talking or writing about it has been 
extensively studied, among others by Shapin (2012b), Teil (1997), Sneijder & te Molder (2006), 
Wiggins & Potter (2003). The same cannot be said about the relation between liking and dis-
liking food, not talking, and remaining silent. In studies on tasting, there is a “bias” towards 
analysing talking in a similar way as, as Sarah Davies has pointed out, in research on public 
engagements with science (Davies, 2014).

56 Strategies that have been used by ethnographers to study “tasting” were to record words as 
indicators for perceptual experiences and observe which food items are consumed and which 
ones not. For the former see Sutton (2001) and the latter Howes (2003), for instance. This issue 
— which activities count as examples of one practice — has recently been debated about by 
Annemarie Mol (2011) and Marilyn Strathern (2011a; 2011b).
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the vegetables a lot, until they were very soft. We never had raw vegetables. 
The kitchen really was… Ahmm… Yeah… When the new cook arrived, I found, 
‘Oh, that’s so delicious!’” Note that before she slipped into criticising the old 
cooks, this nun shifted to praising the new cooks. Someone who criticises that 
which has been provided by the Lord, seems to assume she is able to judge His 
mysterious ways. This is presumptuous, a sin. By learning to appreciate soft 
vegetables, a nun is grateful for what the Lord has provided and makes space 
for Him in her.

In the Kloster Fahr, tasting food that is not particularly good provides an 
opportunity to stay humble in the face of God and appreciate His gifts. When, 
on the other hand, the food is special, one can be all the more thankful and 
appreciative. But that food is good is not to say that it ‘tastes good’. What hap-
pens is not an encounter between food and a tasting individual subject, sepa-
rated from others. Rather, food is shared among a collective. Dishes are passed 
around between those who sit at a table and the goodness of the food is at-
tributed and re-attributed to the good cook who prepares food with love, the 
wonderful garden, nature itself, and ultimately God. Here, tasting is taking part 
in, enacting, and performing appreciation. It is a form of praying to God and of 
being in relation with Him. It dissolves into it.

Knowing and other ways of being in the world

Shapin (2012a) has encouraged us to study subjective knowing, rather than 
remaining focused on scientific attempts to strive after objectivity. The exam-
ple he proposed is that of tasting, and he began by historically exploring wine 
tasting himself. Geneviève Teil (1997; 1998; 2001; 2009) studied wine tasting 
ethnographically. Revisiting her work, located in France and in French, we saw 
that, in guides that educate people to take up wine tasting seriously, know-
ing is an important prerequisite for judging and even for enjoying good wines, 
‘grand vins’. This is something people cannot just do naturally, but that the 
wine guides encourage them to do, either by creating the right setting in which 
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they taste, or by gradually acquiring and embodying the skills it takes. But wine 
tasting is not the only kind of tasting there is. It is actually quite unusual, if only 
because in this particular kind of practice tasting is separated from drinking. 
Wine is to be spit out. This is quite different in most other practices where peo-
ple taste their food and drink. Of these I presented two cases, points of contrast, 
where tasting is done in different ways. 

In mundane eating, I proposed, tasting is not a matter of subjects getting to 
know and thus learning to judge their foods. Rather, other things take prece-
dence. As Christian shifted his evaluation of a vegetable curry from fantastic, 
to bland, to great, he also shifted between subject positions. He first took up the 
subject position of the eager eater, then that of the cook planning ahead (less 
coconut milk next time) and finally that of the boyfriend caring about a pleas-
ant evening together. And as Susi first took her falafel to taste funny, and later 
sighed that it had tasted good, she temporarily shifted aside our conversation 
about the film, while gathering new physical strength needed to make it to the 
bar. To her mouth the falafel may have felt funny, to her belly it felt great. Here, 
food that is tasted is not being known, it is being eaten.

In devotional living, I argued, knowing and judging are even less the point. 
What matters there is appreciating food, no matter what. Food is a gift of God 
and deserves to be thanked for. If it is special, a nun may underline this and 
give credit to cooks, garden, food and God again, but she will not single herself 
out as ‘a subject’. Nuns renounce from entering a position of ‘being a subject’. 
Instead, they collectively enact appreciation, and their tasting is a form of pray-
ing and being in relation to God.

As one starts contrasting tasting as it is configured in different sets of prac-
tices, one recognises also that the relation between tasting and what happens 
around it differs. In wine tasting, it becomes disentangled from drinking and 
purified. A work lunch, a family meal, a party are yet other occasions to try and 
gain more experiences with wine. In contrast, tasting within mundane eating 
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flows over and blends into shopping, watching a DVD, going for a beer, en-
joying an evening together. In devotional living tasting dissolves altogether. It 
becomes yet another way of enacting appreciation and being in relation to God.

So here is my conclusion. What STS can learn from tasting is not just how sub-
jects get to know the world. There are two more lessons. One is about the differ-
ences in which, in practices of tasting, subjectivities are done. People are neither 
simply nor necessarily ‘knowing subjects’. They also may take on different sub-
ject positions or may renounce being ‘a subject’ altogether. The second is that 
‘knowing’ is just one of many ways of being in and engaging with the world. 
‘Eating’ and ‘enjoying’, ‘praying’ and ‘appreciating’ are other ones.
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6 | UNPACKING FOUR ENTITIES, CRAFTING AN ALTERNATIVE

Physiological response, multi-sensorial experience,  
context, knowing: unpacked

This thesis has offered an investigation into tasting. 
What is going on as a person is tasting food or drinks? “Sensation,” David 

Howes says, “is not just a matter of physiological response and personal experi-
ence. It is the most fundamental domain of cultural expression.” (Howes, 2003: 
xi). Jon Holtzman has claimed that, through taste, people “view and experience 
their world and (…) are constituted as persons within it” (Holtzman, 2009: 5). 
And, according to Steven Shapin, “Taste is one among many modes of sub-
jectivity” (Shapin, 2012: 172); and subjectivity is “a knowledge-making mode”  
like objectivity (170). 

In social science literature, tasting has been accounted for very specifically: 
the assumption is that when a person tastes an object, a physiological response 
takes place in the person’s body and, at the same time, he or she multi-senso-
rially experiences qualities of the tasted object. The process, it has been further 
assumed, is influenced by the material, social and cultural environment, the 
context, in which it takes place, and leads to the person knowing about the tasted 
object and having made sense of the world he or she lives in.
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Taking a material semiotic approach, rather than accepting this account, 
I have been puzzled by it and have made it an issue. In the last four chap-
ters, by mobilising ethnographic material from different situations and sites 
in Western Europe in which I observed how people sensually engaged with 
food and drinks, I have engaged with what is taken for granted. Let me  
retrace that journey.

To begin with, Chapter Two started with the “physiological response”, 
which had been referred to in general terms by David Howes. It considered 
how taste in humans is studied in the field of sensory science. I reported from 
two ethnographically observed experiments: one on flavour perception in choc-
olate liquids and the second on satiation in equally palatable sweet and savoury 
meals. Both experiments proceeded by quantifying, standardising, crafting 
generalisability and comparability, and configured tasting as an object of quan-
titative science and as a bodily response. At the same time, tasting, through the 
technical set-up it was staged in, was enacted in different versions: as a per-
ception in one, as a reaction to an exposure in the other. The chapter, in other 
words, took the “physiological response”, investigated how “taste in humans” 
is represented and enacted in specific ways in natural scientific research prac-
tices that are local, and showed how these may differ.

Following the consideration of the “physiological response”, Chapter Three 
moved on to the “multi-sensory experience” that a leading gastronomic expert 
stated that tasting is. It focused on eating out in restaurants, and one event in 
particular, a family celebration in the Gasthaus Nibelungenhof in Austria. Analys-
ing the micro-practices family members engaged in as they became involved in 
moments in which something “schmeckt gut”, I teased out three ways of organ-
ising and ordering sensual engagements with food. The first was talking about 
flavours, discarding a clove of garlic and directing another person’s attention, 
thus organising sensual engagements as a process of experiencing. In the event 
that I observed, this was not the only ordering. There was also taking a bite of 
a food item offered as a present, and praising the family member who offered 
it for it, and also managing to chew with dentures a dish that had been ordered 
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by someone else. In these cases, a moment in which something “schmeckt gut” 
was preceded by organising sensual engagements with foods as a process of so-
cialising and processing, respectively. The chapter pointed out that “experienc-
ing” can be an outcome of micro-practices people engage in and through which 
they order tasting as they eat out, but there are other outcomes as well. It, thus, 
articulated other modes of ordering tasting, alternatives that exist next to it.

And how did “the context” influence tasting? Chapter Four moved on 
to everyday life practices, working and living in a hospital, the Kantonsspital 
Graubünden, in Switzerland. It analysed what was brought up by doctors, pa-
tients and nurses, and what could be observed ethnographically as the differ-
ence that made a difference to their sensual engagements with food. This was 
the time it took for a catheter to be inserted, the radiography meeting after 
lunch, the chattiness of another patient, and the vomit full of old clotted blood 
that a nurse cleaned up before her midday break. I theorised these as “mun-
dane goings-on.” At the same time, the chapter traced the socio-material re-
search practices Pierre Bourdieu, Günter Wiegelmann and Geneviève Teil en-
gaged in, the choices they made about what mattered most for people’s sensual 
engagements with food, and the representation, description and/or explanation 
they subsequently provided in their studies on “taste”, “eating” and “tasting”. I 
showed how, rather than being a given, “the context” of tasting is the outcome 
of social scientific research practices, which differ, and according to which the 
“context” itself also differs: “society”, “food culture”, “practice” and “mundane 
goings-on”. Thus, I concluded that it is not possible to determine in advance the 
context that matters for tasting.

What is the outcome of tasting? Starting from Steven Shapin’s suggestion 
that subjectivity and subjective ways of knowing be investigated through the 
case of tasting, Chapter five considered how tasting becomes configured in 
three sets of practices. It contrasted wine tasting practices observed by Gen-
eviève Teil with mundane eating practices my friends engaged in, and devot-
ed living that I observed in a Benedictine convent, Kloster Fahr in Switzerland. 
That tasting is a process through which a person becomes a subject who knows 
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about an object and the world in which he or she lives is not a general truth, 
the chapter brought out, but a specific achievement in wine tasting practices. In 
mundane eating, in contrast, tasting is configured as stilling one’s hunger and 
people shift between subject positions while in devoted living tasting becomes 
a way for people, who renounce from being ‘a subject’, to appreciate life and 
God. The chapter, in other words, localised knowing in a specific set of prac-
tices and shed light on the work that goes into configuring it in this particular 
way. At the same time, it articulated alternative ways of enacting tasting and, 
through it, ways of being and engaging in the world.

In the last four chapters, I have thus engaged with big, abstract entities that 
are taken for granted in social science literature. Each has taken one entity and 
opened it up by either investigating it in its specificity (physiological response), 
articulating alternatives that exist beside it (experience), showing the process 
of constructing it (context), and localising it in particular practices (knowing). 
“Physiological response”, “multi-sensorial experience”, “context”, and “know-
ing” have thus been unpacked.

Crafting an alternative: Tasting as a composite

At the same time as unpacking the big abstract entities that tend to be taken for 
granted in social science literature, I have investigated how tasting is done in 
a variety of practices. Based on my ethnographic fieldwork in Western Europe 
and drawing on my observations in different situations and sites of how people 
sensually engaged with food and drinks, the individual chapters provided in-
sights into tasting in natural science research, eating out in a restaurant, work-
ing and living in a hospital, non-professional wine tasting, mundane eating, and 
working, eating and praying in a Benedictine convent. I showed how “taste in 
humans” is enacted as a bodily response (although not the same one) in sensory 
science research; how the “tasting” that precedes moments in which something 
“schmeckt gut” is organised either as a process of experiencing, socialising or 
processing in eating out; how sensual engagements and appreciation of food, 
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including moments in which something “schmeckt gut”, are events that do or 
do not occur in working and living in a hospital; and how tasting becomes con-
figured as a perception in tasting wine, as stilling of hunger in mundane eating, 
and as appreciating life and God in devoted living.

Consequently, rather than studying tasting as a practice on its own, I have 
shed light on tasting as a practice that takes place within other mundane prac-
tices. Within these practices, tasting was situated in quite different ways. I think 
it is now possible to tease out differences between the ways in which tasting 
is part of mundane goings-on. First, as the difference between eating out and 
working in a hospital illustrates, some goings-on leave more, others less time 
for sensual engagements with food to occur. While long working hours and 
patients with multiple afflictions inhibited moments in which something tasted 
good, in eating out there was enough time to organise tasting as an experienc-
ing. In the family celebration that I observed, there was even enough time to 
care for others and facilitate that a dish “tasted good” to them. Furthermore, 
the hierarchy between the practice that tasting is part of and tasting varies. The 
last chapter brought this out in particular. Tasting wine non-professionally dis-
entangled tasting from drinking and daily concerns. In that practice, tasting 
became purified. In contrast, in the nunnery in Fahr, nuns were exposed to 
food during eating, working and praying, and the tasting there was used as yet 
another way of enacting appreciation and relating to God. It was utterly em-
bedded and dissolved in devoted living. And, we should not forget, that tasting 
appears as a clearly bounded entity, an object, is itself the effect of the practices 
that it is part of. The second chapter showed this. Configuring taste in humans 
as a discerned and discernible, neatly packaged entity, an object of quantitative 
science, a bodily response, requires a lot that is not shied away from in sensory 
science research practices.

The sensual engagements of food and drinks that I observed ethnograph-
ically in different situations and sites in Western Europe often did not involve 
English. Sensory science research projects were presented to me by the scientists 
involved in them as being about “taste in humans”. But while all the researchers 
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I spoke to used the same English term, “taste”, what their experiments investi-
gated differed: flavour perception in one, sensory specific satiation in another. 
Sensory science laboratories turned out to be the only site in which “something 
happening” became presented to me so explicitly, and in English, as “taste”. 
In other situations and sites, I witnessed people doing something, for instance 
adding salt to grated potatoes, choosing between the options a menu provided, 
or discarding a clove of garlic. In one situation, “tasting” [“Verkostung”] was a 
word that an informant pointed at. There were also moments of people talking 
about flavours, for instance, commenting that a piece of quiche was “lighter 
than expected”. In some of these, people used the expression that something 
“tasted good.” But not in English. A lot of my fieldwork happened in German 
(including Swiss-German) and some of it in Dutch. And while native English 
speakers might not have expressed that they enjoyed indulging in the desserts 
they were served in a hospital by stating that these food items “tasted best” to 
them, my informant did, saying, in Swiss-German, “Die schmeckan m’r im-
mer am beschta!” Rather than establishing a common ground, I have left vis-
ible how “something happening” between food and bodies involved talking, 
writing, pointing at words in English und Deutsch und Schwyzerdütsch, nou-
blions pas le Français (the language used in the wine tasting practices Gen-
eviève Teil observed), en ook een beetje Neederlands in the various practices  
the chapters investigated.

Bringing together “taste in humans”, the “tasting” that precedes moments 
in which something “schmeckt gut”, sensual engagements and appreciation of 
food, including moments in which something “schmeckt gut” done in a variety 
of mundane practices analysed in the previous chapters provides an alternative 
pictures of tasting. The tasting that has been crafted is a composite of various 
entities in various languages resonating with the English term “tasting”:
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Outlook on “the good” in tasting

This research into tasting began with the aim of investigating moments in 
which something “tastes good” so as to provide insights into “the good”. How-
ever, when I began observing ethnographically sensual engagements with food 

Tasting — a composite
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and drinks in different situations and sites in Western Europe and engaging 
with the social science literature, it turned out to be necessary to first focus on 
tasting. I never came to move on to study the issue I had originally set out to 
investigate. While this thesis has left largely unexplored the “good”, the pre-
ceding chapters do provide a starting point for studying it. Let me spell out the 
preliminary insights they yield. 

The prologue began with field notes from a breakfast buffet for a film crew 
catered by professional caterers on an ordinary Thursday morning near Am-
sterdam. I would argue that it was the windy cold weather and the early morn-
ing hours that made a technician enjoy his breakfast. In the sensory science 
research practices, described in chapter two, the primary concern was not that 
something “tastes good”. In one of the experiments, a breakfast ad libitum food 
intake study, two yoghurts that were not particularly tasty (I found out by try-
ing one) were served to the participants. At that site, people let themselves be 
paid for taking in food objects. By doing so, they contributed to other “goods”. 
As they enrolled as research subjects, they enabled scientists to do science. Ad-
ditionally, taking part in the study on the flavour perception in liquid choc-
olates, through the findings that were subsequently used by food producers, 
allowed for the optimisation of food production processes. And participating in 
the experiment on satiation in equally palatable sweet and savoury meals shed 
light on and enabled policy makers to organise eating and not overeating in an 
environment of abundance. Tasting, in this case, enacted other “goods”, such as 
science, the optimisation of food production, and eating in abundance.

Very different were the eating out practices in chapter three. During the 
family celebration in the restaurant Gasthaus Nibelungenhof people arranged 
their own bodies, the culinary masterpieces that were served to them, the other 
bodies and things around them in specific ways. They crafted and became part 
of moments in which something “schmeckt gut”. These moments looked quite 
different. In one, a perceptual experience took place, in another a social relation 
became actualised, and in the third a practical achievement happened. In the 
moments of something tasting good, the “goodness” lay in a variety of entities. 
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It arose as an effect of qualities inherent in food objects matching those in the 
dining room, it was the love with which a cake had been baked by another fam-
ily member, and, last but not at least, it was the success of managing to process 
food items with dentures.

Chapter four brought out that, in the everyday life practices of living and 
working in a hospital in Switzerland, tasting is affected temporally, emotion-
ally, and materially by what happens before, around and after eating. At that 
site, whether something tasted good was the effect of organisational structures 
people were embedded in. Sometimes these allowed the doctors, patients and 
nurses to sensually engage and appreciate food they ate. When this happened, 
the “goodness” was found in yet again different entities. On one day, the tasks 
a doctor had been assigned left her enough time to sit down and, during the 
lunch, lay down the cutlery. In another case, a patient enjoyed indulging in a 
dessert and engaging with food in general. It was “something positive at least”, 
in contrast to the disease with which she was afflicted. And in a third example, 
a nurse appreciated her dinner as it happened without having the stenches and 
smells of vomit full of old clotted blood still in her nose.

Finally, chapter five reported from non-professional wine tasting, mundane 
eating and devoted living. Each of these goings-on configured tasting in a spe-
cific way that affected whom something “tasted good” to, and what “the good-
ness” then consisted of. In wine tasting practices, ‘a subject’ was enacted. That 
something tasted good was the effect of this subject knowing and recognising 
a “grand vin.” In contrast, in mundane eating practices people shifted between 
subject positions. That something tasted good shifted accordingly. It was the 
outcome of having a dinner together after a day of work, and having filled one’s 
belly. In the Benedictine convent, people refrained from becoming ‘a subject’ 
altogether, so the goodness of a dish was assigned to the chef, to Nature, and 
ultimately always to God. Even not so delicious foodstuff “was good”, because 
it allowed a nun to become more humble and make more space for God in her.
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The preceding chapters have provided a preliminary list of where and what 
the “good” can be found in tasting: in bodies and body parts, in eating and 
activities that happen during a meal, in foodstuff and other objects, in other 
“bigger” goods, and in God. Moving from tasting as a physiological response 
and multi-sensory experience in a context that engenders knowing to tasting 
as being configured in different ways in a variety of mundane practices al-
ters our understanding of “the good”. That something “tastes good” can be 
the effect of the tasted object having particular qualities, or the tasting person 
having specific preferences or a passionate attachment to an object. What this 
investigation into tasting as configured in different ways in various practices 
also brings out is how something “tasting good” is a relational effect between 
tasting and the mundane practices it is part of. It can lie in the contrast be-
tween tasting and other happenings around it, such as windy cold weather or 
misery caused by disease. “The good” becomes relational. This is what the ex-
ample, with which I want to conclude, also suggests. In this particular case, 
that something “tastes good” is the outcome of tasting providing a break from  
ethnographically studying tasting:
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AFTERLUDE: MMMM…

Field notes, 30th March 2011, Rembrandtplein, in the centre of Amsterdam

Peter, Jonna, Frank and I have spent the last two hours cooking.

Peter had put flour and eggs together and formed a dough. He had rolled it out, fit-

ted it into five forms, added postelein, a leafy vegetable, as a filling and milk mixed with 

eggs. They went into the oven. In the meantime, Jonna had fetched, from the storage 

van, a crate of pears, peeled them and cut them in large cubes. I had given her a hand. 

Then, she had taken two large baking trays and filled them with the cubes. Peter had put 

a mixture of flour and butter, and walnuts on top. As in the morning, Frank had taken 

care of setting up benches nearby, this time in an old building that was situated at one of 

the ends of the place on which the kitchen van was parked. While the chefs were busy in 

the kitchen van, the film crew had shot another scene of the film, this time one in which 

one of the abductors hangs out with his friends in a bar.

Once the chopping, baking and frying was finished and two salads, quiches, Wiener-

schnitzel, beans and leek, and a walnut crumble had been prepared, Jonna, Frank and I 

had carried them to the benches that Frank had set up, arranged them, and carried plates 

and cutlery out there as well. Then, one after the other, and sometimes in groups, actors, 

technicians, make-up and costume experts, extras and other participants of the crew 

came and served themselves food. “Lekker, jongens!”, one of the younger technicians 

had exclaimed as he was standing in front of the tray filled with Wienerschnitzel.
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In the end, all of the 65 people had been served and were eating sitting on the bench-

es. Jonna, Frank and I fetched plates too. Jonna took a piece of quiche, added some of the 

cucumber and tomato salad. Frank put a piece of Wienerschnitzel on his, together with 

some of the beans and leek. I went for a piece of quiche and salad as well. We sat down 

and started eating.

Now, our plates are empty. “We should get up…”, Jonna remarks. “I’m tired,” 

Frank sighs. I am tired too. I got up at 4am to be at the caterer’s house at 5am. From 

there we set off to be in time at 6am at the first location. At 7am breakfast had been 

ready. I have tried to be in the way as little as possible, to give a hand as often as possible, 

and, in between, have observed, taken notes, asked questions and taken pictures. I am 

longing for a bed to lie down on. “There is still crumble left,” Frank points out. “I am 

sooo full.” Jonna states. “I’ll take some. It looked good…” Frank and I get up with our 

plates and walk back to the buffet. He takes a scoop of the crumble. And I take another 

one. We return to the table where Jonna is sitting and sit down next to her. I take up 

my fork and shovel on it a cube of fruit, a big piece of crumble and two walnuts. I take 

the bite. “Mmmm…” It’s delicious! The crumble, the nuts, the pears… It tastes good. 

Really, really good.
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SUMMARY

Tasting in mundane practices.  
Ethnographic interventions in social science theory

1 | Fundamental? Trivial? Tasting, an object to investigate

This thesis offers an investigation into tasting with a particular focus on mo-
ments in which something, as one says in German, “tastes good”.

Thus far in the social sciences, tasting and taste have become tied up with 
various theoretical concerns. They have been studied, for instance, in terms of 
their capacity to consolidate social classes and structure society (Pierre Bour-
dieu); as an entry point into a layer of reality often forgotten by anthropologists 
who come from “the West” where vision is the dominant sense (Paul Stoller); 
and as a way of knowing objects and learning to get attached to them (Gen-
eviève Teil). Rather than using tasting as a vehicle to understand other matters, 
the present inquiry turns tasting itself into the object investigated. In order to 
do so, I draw theoretically and methodologically upon material semiotics, a 
“set of sensitivities” (Mol, 2010) that has grown out of Actor-Network-Theory. 
In line with this tradition, the thesis starts not out with a definition of its object 
but with ignorance about it. Hence, while not knowing what tasting is, I pursue 
the research question: How is tasting done in various practices?

In order to answer the question, I engaged in ethnographic fieldwork in 
different Western European countries. I chose different situations and sites in 
which people “sensually engaged” with food and drinks – in the widest sense 
possible – and observed what was going on. The sites ranged from sensory sci-
ence laboratories, to restaurant and catered events, institutions like nunneries 
and hospitals, to mundane eating situations with friends and family members. 
In these different situations and sites, the language spoken was sometimes En-
glish, sometimes German or Dutch. The thesis bears traces of this linguistic 
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diversity. It uses the gaps that open up in translation between words spoken 
and worlds implied to engage and interfere with social science literatures  
on tasting and taste.

In the background of these social science literatures there is a quite specific, 
widely shared assumption about what tasting really is. This assumption is that 
in tasting a physiological response takes place in a person’s body while at the same 
time the person has a multi-sensory experience of the qualities of the object being 
tasted. Both response and experience are influenced by the material, cultural 
and social environment; in other words the context in which the person tasting 
finds him or herself. The outcome of this process is that the person knows about 
the object s/he has tasted and thus makes sense of the world he or she lives in. 
Four entities are taken for granted: physiological response, multi-sensory ex-
perience, context, and knowing. Instead of taking these four entities as given, I 
will question them. Each of the chapters that follows will question one of them.

2 | One object of quantitative science,  
two versions of a bodily response. Tasting in the lab

Chapter two explores what is called the “physiological response”. The past 
three decades have seen the emergence of an anthropology of the senses. The 
literature in this field illuminates various facets of tasting, relating tasting to 
morality and personhood; memories; the organisation of everyday life; and 
differences between gender and age groups. While these ethnographies have 
explored people’s experiences and tasting as a cultural expression, they have 
left the so-called “physiological response” in the background, accepting it for a 
fact or critiquing it, but leaving it largely unexplored.

So, building on a set of sensitivities developed in medical anthropology 
and Science and Technology Studies (STS), this chapter investigates research 
practices in the field of sensory science studying “taste in humans”. Drawing 
on ethnographic observations, it contrasts two experiments. The first, which 
took place in a department of food science, investigated “flavour perception in 
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chocolate liquids”. In order to do so, a small group of highly trained panellists 
were made to take in samples of a liquid chocolate food model system and rate 
what they perceived to be the “aroma”, “texture/mouthfeel”, “aftertaste”, and 
“texture/mouthfeel after swallowing” of each sample. The second study, which 
was located in a nutrition science department, investigated “satiation in equal-
ly palatable sweet and savoury meals”. Here research was done with a large 
number of students, selected for being of a “normal” weight, being “healthy” 
and eating “normally”. On two consecutive days the participants were served a 
lunch consisting of huge portion of rice that was sweet on one day and savoury 
the other, and were invited to eat as much as they wanted.

The chapter argues that the experiments are similar in that they share a 
methodological style: they are geared towards quantification, generalizability, 
comparability and the writing of a propositional text. Both disentangle daily 
goings-on and configure tasting as a discerned and discernible entity, an object 
of quantitative science, a bodily response. They differ, however, in that their 
technical set-up stages different bodily responses. The first enacts tasting as 
perception of qualities in a food object, the second configures it as a response to 
an exposure to qualities of an edible substance. Due to the technical set-up in 
which “flavour perception” and “sensory specific satiation” are staged, they 
also become related to specific sets of concerns and societal issues. The study 
on flavour perception helps to address issues arising in food production and 
to optimise food production processes while the research on sensory specif-
ic satiation provides insights that should help with designing health policies  
to prevent obesity.

The chapter concludes that an investigation into the ways sensory science 
studies “taste in humans” helps to provide a new answer to the question why 
social scientists should care about tasting. This is because “we” incorporate 
“our” concerns into tasting. However, neither the “we” nor the set of concerns 
are singular. At the same time, tasting allows “us” to address them.
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3 | When something “schmeckt gut”. 
Experiencing, socialising, and processing food in a restaurant

Is tasting a “multi-sensory experience”? These terms recurred repeatedly. In 
an interview, a professional in the gastronomic world underlined: “Tasting is 
a multi-sensory experience.” Was, then, “experiencing multi-sensorially” what 
was going on in those moments when German speakers, eating out in a restau-
rant, stated that something “schmeckt gut” [tastes good]? Starting from this 
puzzle chapter three investigates the micro-practices people engage in during 
eating out in restaurants and catered events. More specifically, it focuses on a 
single event, a family celebration held in the restaurant Gasthaus Nibelungen-
hof in Austria. Based on my ethnographic observations of and participation in 
this event, I draw out three moments – and three ways – in which something 
“schmeckt gut” [tastes good]. In the first moment that something “schmeckt 
gut”, the good taste of a fish dish was related to the pattern on the plate and the 
painting on the wall. In the second situation that something “schmeckt gut”, 
the good taste of a cake was related to the love that had been put into baking 
it by the aunt who gave it as a present. In the third moment that something 
“schmeckt gut”, the good taste of the fish dish was once again relevant, but was 
now related to the fact that this dish was the easiest one to chew for a person 
who was wearing dentures.

I propose that these three moments and the activities through which people 
crafted them illustrate three different modes of ordering “tasting”: experiencing, 
socialising and processing food. These three ways resonate with, respectively, 
literature attending to perceptual experience in gastronomy and taste lexica; the 
re-creation of social relations through the consumption of food; and enjoyment 
and appreciation of food items in health care practices. These three kinds of at-
tention emerge in different academic traditions, the anthropology of the senses, 
the anthropology of food and medical anthropology.
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While it is possible to combine these approaches to tasting and say that, 
as a person takes a bite of a food item, he or she experiences the qualities in-
herent in it, while also socializing with others, and chewing and swallowing 
the food, the chapter argues that differentiating between the three moments 
and modes in which something “schmeckt gut” makes it possible to point out 
that, for the people involved, different things are important, talked about, and 
acted upon. This raises the question of how such different modes of ordering 
“tasting” relate to each other in practice. In the family celebration analysed, 
the three modes co-existed. They were distributed over different food items 
and people. What took place was “tasting together in difference”. I propose 
that we further investigate how varied modes of ordering “tasting” are made  
possible and given relevance.

4 | Which context matters?  
Tasting in a hospital and social science theories

Chapter four focuses on “the context” of tasting. It investigates everyday life 
practices happening in a hospital, the Kantonsspital Graubünden in Switzerland. 
There I followed doctors, nurses and patients. My first question was what con-
text was brought up by people as shaping their sensual engagements with food 
and could be ethnographically observed. For a doctor this was a catheter that 
took longer to administer than expected. This implied that she had only sev-
en minutes to wolf down an entire pizza and two glasses of water before the 
next meeting took place. For a patient indulging in a dessert was “something 
positive at least” beside to the misery caused by her medical problem and the 
chattiness of the patient with whom she shared her room. For a nurse, what 
was relevant was the vomit full of old clotted blood that she had cleaned up just 
before her lunch break. It left her with little appetite.

In parallel, while relating these stories, the chapter revisits three social sci-
entific studies: Pierre Bourdieu’s Distinction (2010), Günter Wiegelmann’s Daily 
and Festival Food (1967) and Geneviève Teil’s From the Glass to the Lips (2004). 
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In these studies moments in which something “tastes good” are also contex-
tualised. In Distinction, moments in which something “tastes good” are clus-
tered into the “taste” of social actors who distinguish themselves from others. 
Bourdieu, thus, situates tasting socially, relating it to the antagonism between 
social classes who jointly constitute “society”. In Wiegelmann’s Daily and Fes-
tival Food, in contrast, tasting is related to eating food that is specific to towns, 
regions and countries. The book localizes tasting geographically, within “food 
cultures”. Finally, in her From the Glass to the Lips, Teil analyses tasting as artful 
perceptions organized by professional wine tasters. This book localising tasting 
in practice. Yet, none of these three contexts, “society”, “food culture” and “in 
practice” help to make sense of what I learned from the doctors, patients and 
nurses in the hospital. In their setting, I therefore argue, sensual engagements 
with foods are temporally, emotionally and materially shaped by what hap-
pens before, after and around eating. This leads me to propose a fourth context 
relevant to tasting: “mundane goings-on”.

The relevance of this addition is that foregrounding this or that context of 
tasting is always also an intervention. It helps with addressing specific social 
issues and concerns, such as the reproduction of social inequality (Bourdieu), 
racism and othering (Wiegelmann) and the hegemony of science (Teil). Pointing 
to “mundane goings-on” helps to address the role of organizational structures 
in inhibiting or rather facilitating appreciations of food.

5 | What is tasting?  
On subjective knowing, stilling hunger and praising God

The fifth chapter engages with “knowing”. Recently, the historian of science 
and technology Steven Shapin pointed out that, in STS, while objectivity has 
been studied and unpacked in various ways, subjectivity and subjective ways 
of knowing have been paid far less attention to. He therefore proposed that we 
study subjective ways of knowing by investigating “tasting”. Taking Shapin’s 
proposition on board, I investigate how tasting is configured in three different 
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kinds of practice: wine tasting, mundane eating and devoted living. For the 
wine tasting, I draw on Geneviève Teil’s ethnography of wine critics’, produc-
ers’ and amateurs’ wine tasting practices. For everyday life eating, I mobilise 
carefully noted and analysed situations where I ate with my boyfriend and 
friends. Finally, for the devoted living, I make use of notes made during a stay 
in a Benedictine convent called Kloster Fahr in Switzerland.

Revisiting Geneviève Teil’s ethnography, I bring out how, through the 
instructions they provide, for instance the instruction to spit out wine, wine 
guides teach novices to pass a judgment about wine. Being able to pass a 
judgement depends on knowing about grapes and production processes, and 
perceiving faults in wines. In this process, tasting becomes disentangled from 
drinking. Wine tasting practices configure tasting as a craft of a ‘knowing sub-
ject’. That tasting is a practice in which a subject gets to know an object is not 
a general truth, however, but a specific achievement realized in this particular 
set of goings-on. I show how stakes are different in other practices. In mundane 
eating situations, different positive and negative evaluations co-exist. People 
shift between subject positions such as those of cook, eater, and boyfriend. In 
mundane eating, tasting flows over and blends into other goings-on. Taking 
literally a statement made by my friend Susi after swallowing the last bite of a 
sandwich – “Des hot jetzt ab’r guat g’schmeckt.” [Now, that tasted good.], I ar-
gue that mundane eating configures tasting as a stilling of hunger. It constitutes 
‘a subject’. Practices of tasting do not always involve ‘a subject’ however. In the 
convent Kloster Fahr, nuns do not say that something “tastes good” to them as 
this would imply differentiating oneself from others. They refrain from enter-
ing a position of ‘being a subject’. Food is shared among a collective instead. In 
praying, working and eating in the convent, tasting becomes yet another way of 
enacting appreciation. Even not so delicious food is good as it allows a nun to 
train herself in staying humble and thanking God that He has provided for her. 
Tasting becomes one way of praising God and dissolves into it.
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The chapter concludes by highlighting what STS can learn from tasting. 
Tasting is not only an exemplary case to study subjective knowing as knowing 
is just one way of being and engaging in the world. ‘Eating’ and ‘enjoying’, 
‘praying’ and ‘appreciating’ are others.

6 | Unpacking four entities, crafting an alternative

The overall conclusion ties together the journey made in the preceding four 
chapters. I first revisit the strategy of engaging with the four entities so far tak-
en for granted mostly in social science literature on tasting and taste: physio-
logical response, multi-sensory experience, context and knowing. I summarise how 
the chapters engaged with them by studying an entity (physiological response) 
in its specificity, by articulating alternatives that existed next to it (in the case 
of multi-sensory experience), by showing the process of constructing an en-
tity (such as context) and localizing an entity (knowing subject) in particular 
practices. In these ways, the chapters have unpacked and amended each of the 
four entities. At the same time, by mobilising ethnographic observations from 
different situations and sites in Western Europe where different languages were 
spoken, an alternative picture has emerged. I have crafted an account of tasting 
as a composite of various entities resonating with the English term “tasting” – 
“taste in humans”, moments in which something “schmeckt gut”, sensual en-
gagements with food – being enacted in different ways in different practices: as 
flavour perception and sensory specific satiation, experiencing, socializing and 
processing, events that do or do not occur, subjective knowing, stilling hunger 
and praising God. In the end, I suggest that we can take these insights fur-
ther, into an investigation into moments in which something “tastes good” that 
starts out from a composite understanding of both “good” and tasting.
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SAMENVATTING

Proeven in alledaagse praktijken. 
Etnografische interventies in sociaal wetenschappelijke theorie

1 | Fundamenteel? Triviaal? Proeven, een te onderzoeken object

Dit proefschrift behandelt proeven, en kijkt in het bijzonder naar momenten 
waarin iets, zoals je in het Duits zegt, “gut schmeckt”.

Tot dusverre zijn proeven en smaak in de sociale wetenschappen aan 
verschillende theoretische interesses verbonden. Smaakpraktijken zijn bijvo-
orbeeld bestudeerd in termen van hun rol in het bestendigen van verschillen 
tussen sociale klassen en structuren in de maatschappij (Pierre Bourdieu); als 
ingangspunt tot een laag van de werkelijkheid die vaak vergeten wordt door 
antropologen afkomstig uit ‘het westen’, waar ‘zien’ het dominante zintuig is 
(Paul Stoller); en als een manier om objecten te kennen en ervan te houden 
(Geneviève Teil). Proeven en smaak in de sociaalwetenschappelijke literatuur 
worden dus gebruikt om andere fenomenen te begrijpen. In plaats daarvan zal 
dit onderzoek proeven zelf tot object van onderzoek maken. Om dit te doen, 
put ik theoretisch en methodologisch uit de materiele semiotiek, een ‘set van 
gevoeligheden’ (Mol, 2010), die voortkomt uit actor-netwerk-theorie. In lijn met 
deze traditie, start deze dissertatie niet met een definitie van haar object, maar 
met bewuste onwetendheid jegens haar object. Door niet te weten wat proeven 
is, wordt het mogelijk de vraag te stellen: Hoe wordt proeven gedaan in verschil-
lende praktijken?

Om deze vraag te kunnen beantwoorden heb ik etnografisch veldwerk 
gedaan in diverse West-Europese landen. Ik heb verschillende situaties en 
plekken gekozen waar mensen ‘sensorisch geëngageerd’ zijn met voeding en 
drank in de breedst mogelijke zin – en ik heb geobserveerd wat er gaande was. 
De plekken varieerden van smaaklaboratoria tot restaurants, instituties zoals 
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kloosters en ziekenhuizen, tot alledaagse eetmomenten met vrienden en fami-
lieleden. In deze verschillende situaties en op deze verschillende plekken was 
de taal die werd gesproken soms Engels, soms Duits en soms Nederlands. Deze 
dissertatie draagt de sporen van deze linguïstische diversiteit met zich mee. Zij 
maakt gebruik van de ruimtes die ontstaan in het vertalen tussen gesproken 
woorden en geïmpliceerde werelden, om zich in te laten met, en te interfereren 
in, sociaal wetenschappelijke literatuur over proeven en smaak.

De sociaalwetenschappelijke literatuur baseert zich op een specifiek, breed 
gedragen aanname van wat proeven echt is. Voorondersteld wordt dat bij pro-
even een fysiologische reactie plaatsvindt in het lichaam terwijl de proevende 
persoon de kwaliteiten van het object dat geproefd wordt zintuiglijk ervaart. 
Zowel de reactie als de ervaring worden beïnvloed door de materiele, culturele 
en sociale omgeving, met andere woorden de context, in welke de proevende 
persoon zich bevindt. De uitkomst van dit proces is het kennen van dat wat de 
persoon heeft geproefd, en op deze manier het zin geven aan de wereld waarin 
hij of zij leeft. Vier entiteiten worden hierin analytisch als vanzelfsprekend gep-
resenteerd: de fysiologische respons, de zintuiglijke ervaring, de context, en het 
kennen. In plaats van uit te gaan van deze vier entiteiten, zal ik ze bevragen. Elk 
van de volgende hoofdstukken zal een van hen bevragen.

2 | Eén object van kwantitatieve wetenschap,  
twee versies van een lichamelijke reactie. Proeven in het lab

Hoofdstuk twee kijkt naar de zogenoemde “fysiologische respons”. De afge-
lopen dertig jaar heeft zich een antropologie van de zintuigen ontwikkeld. De 
literatuur in dit vakgebied licht verschillende facetten van het proeven uit, zoals 
de relatie tussen proeven met moraliteit, herinneringen en de organisatie van 
het dagelijks leven. Waar etnografieën over proeven, smaak en de zintuigen 
deze menselijke ervaringen als culturele uitdrukking hebben onderzocht, bleef 
de zogenoemde ‘fysiologische respons’ op de achtergrond. Voortbordurend 
op de inzichten van de medische antropologie en het wetenschapsonderzoek 
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(Science and Technology Studies oftewel STS), kijkt dit hoofdstuk naar weten-
schappelijke praktijken in het veld van de Sensoriek waar “taste in humans” 
[het smaakvermogen in de mens] wordt bestudeerd. Gebaseerd op etnograf-
isch veldwerk, contrasteert het twee experimenten. Het eerste experiment vond 
plaats in een departement van voedselwetenschap en onderzocht smaakpercep-
tie van vloeibare chocolade. Om dat te kunnen doen, werd een kleine groep van 
getrainde panelleden gevraagd om een monster chocolade uit te proberen en 
de perceptie van ‘aroma’, ‘textuur/mondgevoel’, ‘nasmaak’, en ‘textuur/mond-
gevoel na slikken’ te indiceren. De tweede studie, gelokaliseerd in een departe-
ment voor voedingswetenschap, onderzocht verzadiging door zoete en hartige 
maaltijden die als even lekker waren gewaardeerd. In dit experiment werd een 
grote groep studenten geselecteerd die een ‘normaal’ gewicht hadden, ‘gezond’ 
waren, en ‘normaal’ aten. Hen werd gedurende twee dagen een grote portie 
van zoete of hartige rijst geserveerd als lunch, waarvan zij gevraagd werden 
zoveel te eten als ze wilden.

Het hoofdstuk beargumenteert dat de experimenten vergelijkbaar zijn 
omdat ze een methodologische stijl delen: ze zijn geënt op kwantificatie, gen-
eralisatie, vergelijkbaarheid en het schrijven van een propositionele tekst. 
Beiden ontkoppelen dagelijkse gebeurtenissen en scheppen proeven als een 
onderscheidende, en te onderscheiden entiteit; een object van kwantitatieve 
wetenschap, zo wordt proeven geperformeerd als een lichamelijke reactie. Ze 
verschillen echter, doordat hun technische aanpak verschillende lichameli-
jke reacties opvoert. De eerste voert proeven op als perceptie van kwaliteiten 
in een voedingsobject, de tweede configureert proeven als reactie op een bloot-
stelling aan een eetbare substantie. Door de technische opzet waarin ‘smaak-
perceptie’ en ‘sensorisch specifieke verzadiging’ worden opgevoerd, worden 
ze ook gerelateerd aan specifieke sociale en maatschappelijke belangen. De 
studie van smaakperceptie enerzijds, verbindt zich met belangen die opkomen 
in de voedselproductie en draagt bij aan het optimaliseren van deze voedsel-
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productie Het onderzoek naar sensorisch specifieke verzadiging daarente-
gen, biedt inzichten die kunnen bijdragen aan het ontwikkelen van preventief  
gezondheidsbeleid voor overgewicht.

Het hoofdstuk concludeert dat een onderzoek naar de manier waarop 
de wetenschappelijke praktijken in de sensoriek ‘het smaakvermogen van de 
mens’ bestuderen, een nieuw antwoord biedt op de vraag waarom sociaal 
wetenschappers zich bezig zouden houden met proeven. Dit is omdat ‘we’ 
‘onze’ belangen inbouwen in proeven. De ‘wij’ en de set van belangen zijn 
niet enkelvoudig. Op hetzelfde moment maakt dit het ‘ons’ mogelijk deze  
belangen te adresseren.

3 | Wanneer iets “gut schmeckt”.  
Ervaren, gezellig doen en verwerken van voedsel in een restaurant

Is proeven een “zintuiglijke ervaring”, ja, zelfs van ‘multisensorische’ aard? 
Deze uitdrukking dook steeds weer op. In een interview benadrukte een de-
skundige uit de gastronomische wereld: “proeven is een multisensorische er-
varing”. Is dat het dan, “multisensorisch ervaren”, wat plaatsheeft in die mo-
menten waarin Duitstaligen, wanneer zij in een restaurant eten, zeggen “es 
schmeckt gut” [het smaakt goed]? Startend vanuit deze verwondering, onder-
zoekt hoofdstuk drie de micro-praktijken waarin mensen zich begeven wanneer 
zij uit eten gaan in restaurants of deelnemen aan gelegenheden waar catering 
wordt verzorgd. Preciezer geformuleerd, dit hoofdstuk richt zich op één even-
ement: een familiefeest in het restaurant Gasthaus Nibelungenhof in Oostenrijk. 
Op basis van mijn etnografische observaties van, en deelname aan, dit feest, 
analyseer ik drie momenten waarop iets goed smaakt. In het eerste moment 
waarop iets ‘goed smaakte’, werd de goede smaak van een visgerecht aan het 
patroon op het bord en het schilderij aan de muur gerelateerd. In de tweede 
situatie waarin iets ‘goed smaakte’, werd de goede smaak van een taart gerela-
teerd aan de liefde die erin gestopt was door de tante die de taart zelf maakte en 
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als cadeau had gegeven. Bij het derde moment waarin iets ‘goed smaakte’ werd 
de goede smaak van een visgerecht opnieuw relevant, ditmaal doordat dit ge-
recht het makkelijkst te kauwen was voor een familielid met een kunstgebit.

Ik suggereer dat de drie momenten en de activiteiten die deze moment-
en vorm hebben gegeven drie verschillende manieren van het organiseren van 
proeven voorstellen, te weten: proeven als ervaren, gezellig doen en verwerken van 
voedsel. Deze drie manieren resoneren respectievelijk met onderzoek naar de 
perceptuele ervaring in gastronomie en proef lexica; het creëren en bestendigen 
van sociale relaties door het consumeren van voedsel; en het genieten en waar-
deren van voedsel in gezondheidspraktijken. Deze drie velden in de literatuur 
komen voort uit verschillende academische tradities: de antropologie van de 
zintuigen, de antropologie van voedsel en de medische antropologie. 

Het is mogelijk deze benaderingen van proeven te combineren en simpel-
weg te zeggen dat, wanneer een persoon een hap eten tot zich neemt, hij of zij 
tegelijkertijd de kwaliteiten die er inherent aan zijn ervaart, gezellig doet met 
anderen, kauwt en slikt. Echter, het hoofdstuk beargumenteert dat het differen-
tiëren tussen drie momenten en manieren waarop iets goed smaakt, het mogeli-
jk maakt aan te geven dat voor de mensen die betrokken zijn, verschillende din-
gen belangrijk zijn, verschillende dingen besproken worden, en verschillende 
acties geïnitieerd worden. Dit roept de vraagt op hoe zulke verschillende manie-
ren van het ordenen van “proeven” aan elkaar gerelateerd zijn in de praktijk. In 
het familiediner dat is geanalyseerd, bestonden de drie manieren naast elkaar. 
Ze waren verdeeld over verschillende voedingswaren en over verschillende 
mensen. Wat plaatsvond was “samen proeven in verschil”. Ik stel voor dat we 
verder onderzoeken hoe diverse manieren waarop “proeven” wordt geordend 
mogelijk zijn en relevant worden.
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4 | Welke context doet ertoe?  
Proeven in een ziekenhuis en in sociaalwetenschappelijke theorieën

Hoofdstuk vier focust op “de context” van proeven. Het onderzoekt alledaagse 
praktijken in een ziekenhuis, het Kantonsspital Graubünden in Zwitserland. 
Hier volgde ik dokters, verpleegkundigen en patiënten. Ik onderzocht middels 
etnografische observatie wat de context is die door mensen als vormgevend 
wordt aangedragen in hun zintuiglijke relatie met eten. Voor een dokter was dit 
het aanbrengen van een katheter. Dit duurde langer dan verwacht waardoor ze 
slechts zeven minuten had om een hele pizza en twee glazen water te nuttigen 
voor de volgende afspraak plaatsvond. Voor een patiënt was zich tegoed doen 
aan een dessert “op z’n minst íets positiefs” in de misère die werd veroorzaakt 
door haar medische probleem en het geklets van de patiënt met wie zij een 
kamer deelde. Relevant voor een verpleegkundige was het braaksel vol met 
oud gedroogd bloed dat ze vlak voor de lunchpauze moest opruimen. Het re-
sulteerde voor haar in weinig eetlust.

Parallel aan deze verhalen, herziet het hoofdstuk drie sociaalwetenschap-
pelijke studies: Pierre Bourdieu’s Distinction (2010), Günter Wiegelmann’s Daily 
and Festival Food (1976) en Geneviève Teil’s From the Glass to the Lips (2004). Ook 
in deze studies worden momenten waarop iets “goed smaakt” gecontextual-
iseerd. In Distinction worden momenten waarop iets “goed smaakt” geclus-
terd naar de “smaak” van sociale actoren die ermee onderscheid maken tussen 
zichzelf en anderen. Op deze manier rangschikt Bourdieu proeven sociaal, door 
het te relateren aan het antagonisme tussen de sociale klassen die samen “de 
maatschappij” vormen. In Wiegelmann’s Daily and Festival Food wordt proeven, 
in tegenstelling, gerelateerd aan het eten van voedsel dat specifiek is voor een 
stad, regio en land. Het boek lokaliseert proeven geografisch, in “eetculturen”. 
In haar From the Glass to the Lips, ten slotte, analyseert Teil proeven als artistieke 
percepties georganiseerd door professionele wijnproevers. Het boek analyseert 
proeven in de praktijk. 
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Geen van deze drie contexten, “maatschappij”, “eetcultuur”, en “in de 
praktijk” helpt me te begrijpen wat ik heb geleerd van dokters, patiënten en 
verpleegkundigen in het ziekenhuis. In hun setting, zo stel ik, wordt proeven 
temporaal, emotioneel en materieel beïnvloed door wat er voor er na en erom-
heen gebeurt. Dit leidt me ertoe een vierde relevante context voor proeven voor 
te stellen: “alledaagse gebeurtenissen”. 

De relevantie van deze aanvulling is dat het op de voorgrond plaatsen 
van deze of gene context van proeven altijd een interventie is. Het maakt 
het adresseren van specifieke sociale zaken en belangen mogelijk, zoals de 
reproductie van sociale ongelijkheid (Bourdieu), racisme en onderscheid-
ingsprocessen (Wiegelmann), en de hegemonie van de wetenschap (Teil). 
Aandacht vestigen op “alledaagse gebeurtenissen” maakt het mogelijk or-
ganisatiestructuren aan te kaarten die het proeven en waarderen van eten  
belemmeren of bevorderen.

5 | Wat is proeven? Over subjectief kennen, honger stillen en God eren

Het vijfde hoofdstuk gaat over “kennen”. Recentelijk wees de historicus van 
wetenschap en technologie Steven Shapin erop dat objectiviteit in STS op ver-
schillende manieren is bestudeerd. Subjectiviteit en subjectieve manieren van 
kennen, hebben hierin maar weinig aandacht gekregen. Daarom stelt Shapin 
voor dat we subjectieve manieren van kennen bestuderen, zoals “proeven”. 
Dit voorstel volgend, onderzoek ik hoe proeven geconfigureerd wordt in drie 
verschillende soorten praktijken: wijnproeven, alledaags eten, en devoot leven. 
Wat betreft het wijnproeven baseer ik me op Geneviève Teil’s etnografie van 
wijncritici, producenten en de praktijken van amateurproevers. Voor alledaags 
eten mobiliseer ik nauwkeurig vastgelegde en geanalyseerde situaties waarin 
ik at met mijn partner en vrienden. Voor het deel over devoot leven, tenslotte, 
maak ik gebruik van notities gemaakt tijdens een verblijf aan een Benedictijns 
klooster in Zwitserland genaamd Kloster Fahr.
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Aan de hand van Geneviève Teil’s etnografie breng ik naar voren hoe wijn-
gidsen, door de instructies die zij bieden - bijvoorbeeld door de instructie om 
wijn uit te spugen - novices leren een oordeel over wijn te vellen. In staat zijn 
een oordeel te vellen hangt af van kennis over druiven en productieprocessen, 
en van het herkennen van tekortkomingen in wijnen. In dit proces wordt pro-
even ontkoppeld van drinken. De praktijk van het wijnproeven configureert 
proeven als een kunst van een ‘kennend subject’. Dat proeven een praktijk is 
waarin een subject kennis heeft over een object is geen algemene waarheid, ech-
ter, het is een specifieke verrichting die gerealiseerd wordt in deze specifieke set 
van handelingen en omstandigheden. Ik laat zien hoe de doelen van proeven 
verschillen in andere praktijken.

In alledaagse eetsituaties bestaan verschillende positieve en negatieve eval-
uaties naast elkaar. Mensen schuiven tussen subjectposities zoals die van kok, 
eter, en partner. In alledaags eten stroomt proeven over en vermengt het met 
andere gebeurtenissen. Gebaseerd op een letterlijke vertaling van wat mijn 
vriendin Susi zei na het doorslikken van de laatste hap van een broodje – “Des 
hot jetzt ab’r guat g’schmeckt.” [nou, dat heeft goed gesmaakt] –, beargumen-
teer ik dat alledaags eten proeven configureert als het stillen van honger. Het 
proeven in het alledaagse eten constitueert ‘een subject’. Echter, praktijken van 
proeven impliceren niet altijd ‘een subject’. In het klooster Kloster Fahr, zeggen 
nonnen niet zoiets als “het smaakt goed” voor hen, omdat dit impliceert dat 
ze zichzelf van anderen onderscheiden. Zij blijven bij de positie van het ‘sub-
ject-zijn’ vandaan. In plaats daarvan wordt eten gedeeld met een collectief. In 
bidden, werken en eten in het klooster wordt proeven een andere manier van 
het realiseren van dankbaarheid. Ook niet bijzonder smaakvol eten is goed om-
dat een non zich erdoor kan trainen in bescheidenheid en het danken van God 
voor hetgeen Hij haar heeft geboden. Proeven wordt dus een manier van God 
danken en gaat hierin op. 
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Dit hoofdstuk concludeert met expliciteren wat STS kan leren van proeven. 
Proeven is niet alleen een exemplarische casus om subjectief kennen te bestud-
eren, omdat kennen maar één manier is van zijn in, en relaties aangaan met, de 
wereld. ‘Eten’, ‘plezier hebben’, ‘bidden’, en ‘waarderen’ zijn andere manieren.

6 | Vier entiteiten uiteenrafelen, een alternatief scheppen

De algehele conclusie bindt de reis samen die door de voorgaande hoofdstuk-
ken is gemaakt. Eerst reflecteer ik op mijn benadering van de vier entiteiten fys-
iologische respons, zintuiglijk ervaren, context en kennen – entiteiten die tot dusver 
over het algemeen als vanzelfsprekend zijn behandeld in de sociaalwetenschap-
pelijke literatuur over proeven en smaak. Ik vat samen hoe de hoofdstukken op 
deze entiteiten zijn ingegaan door, respectievelijk, een entiteit te bestuderen in 
zijn specificiteit (fysiologische respons); alternatieven te articuleren die er naast 
bestaan (in het geval van zintuiglijk ervaren); het proces te laten zien van een 
entiteit construeren (zoals context); en door het lokaliseren van een entiteit in 
specifieke praktijken (kennend subject). Op deze manieren hebben de hoofd-
stukken elk één van de entiteiten ontrafeld en herschapen. 

Door tegelijkertijd etnografisch materiaal van verschillende situaties en 
plekken in West-Europa te mobiliseren, waar verschillende talen werden 
gesproken, is een alternatief beeld ontstaan. Ik heb een uitleg gegeven van pro-
even als een heterogene samenstelling van entiteiten die resoneren met de Engelse 
term “tasting” – “taste in humans”, momenten waarin iets “gut schmeckt”, 
en sensorische verbindingen met eten. Zij werden op verschillende manieren 
opgevoerd, in verschillende praktijken: als smaakperceptie en als sensorisch 
specifieke verzadiging, als ervaren, gezellig doen en verwerken van voedsel, 
als momenten die wel en niet plaatsvinden, als subjectief kennen, als het stillen 
van honger en het eren van God. Tot besluit stel ik voor dat we deze inzicht-
en meedragen in onderzoek naar de momenten waarin iets ‘goed smaakt’, 
startend vanuit een begrip van een heterogene samenstelling van zowel  
‘goed’ als van ‘proeven’.
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